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INTRODUCTION
Parents, employers, high school and college teachers are constant ly
questioning the way reading is being taught in our schools, and the inability
of pupils to read adequately to meet their needs. This concern with reading
problems on the part of lay and educational groups in Connecticut led to a
request by the Commissioner of Education, Dr, Alonzo G, Grace, and the State
Board of Education for special funds to develop an improved state reading
program. In July 1945, a special appropriation of $30,000 was made to the
State Department of Education for a two year program for the improvement cf
reading in the state.
The Connecticut program was unique in many respects. It was carried on
as a state-wide program thus making services available to all towns and all
schools of the state. It was not limited to instruction in the public
schools but included all areas j the elementary school, secondary school,
college and adult, and all contributing community facilities. While it was
believed that the most efficient methoo of serving state needs was through
contact with large groups, services were supplied for small group and in-
dividual requests when such requests were made. The purpose of the program
was not merely to arouse interest in reading problems but to help teachers
master the necessary instructional techniques and to develop regional leader-
ship that would lead to a continuing program. It was not intended to be a
remedial program but was concerned with the improvement of reading abilities
of all pupils. It considered the need for improved parent-school relation- .
ships in order that parents might understand the processes and techniques
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zinvolved in teaching reading. In addition it stressed the need for
cooperative parent-teacher planning in the formulation of school policies.
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CHAPTER I
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PROGRAM
Survey of Needs and Interests.
A two year program allowed little time for teacher orientation. An
immediate approach to the program seemed to be through a study of the needs
and interests which those most concerned with reading instruction in our
schools, teachers and school administrators, had already recognized. In
order to start the program as soon as possible a letter was sent to super-
intendents of schools acquainting them with the program. At the same time
an inventory of needs and interests was sent to all elementary and secondary
y
schools of the state.
The inventory was so planned that a minimum of essential items was
selected in order that teachers would not be discouraged by the extent of the
Drogram. The selection of items was determined by a study of the literature,
research, state courses of study and improved programs in individual school
systems. The inventory was submitted to each member of the reading staff
for further suggestions. It was decided that the needs and interests as
indicated by the inventory were to be used as a basis for the planning of
;he initial programs in the schools of the state.
l/ Appendix page 1.
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4TABLE T
Needs and Interests of Elementary Schools as Indicated by Survey
Requested Needs
and Interests
Number of
Schoo Is
Per Cent
of Schools
Remedial Reading Practices 273 81
Guidance in use of all reading resources 210 62
Study skills 206 61
Word mastery skills 203 60
Variety of supplementary materials 181 54
Reading readiness practices 178 52
Relation of child development to the
reading program 170 51
provision for individual differences 165 49
Promotional policies 161 48
Informal tests 160 48
Standardized tests 152 46
Beginning reading practices 150 45
Successful library practices 149 44
Motivation of reading 135 43
Oral and written recall 134 42
Balance between oral and silent reading 133 42
Selection of text books 113 33
School admission practices 108 32
Use of cumulative records 101 30
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Reading Center.
To determine the most effective methods of assisting towns in the
development of improved reading programs it was decided to develop in one
community an intensive study center. Successful procedures in one community
would furnish a suggestive pattern for other towns interested in the study
of their reading problems. Windsor, a typical Connecticut community, was
selected as the initial center of activities. It is a suburban community
with a population of approx imately 12,000 people. The public school enroll-
ment in 1945 was 1800 pupils with 1200 pupils enrolled in the elementary
school. It is located within a few miles of Hartford, thus being easily
accessible to the State Department staff.
One approach to the community reading program is through the instruc-
tional program in its schools. Through the cooperative planning of the
school personnel under the guidance of the State Department consultants
improved teaching techniques were introduced in order to bring about greater
reading efficiency on the part of all pupils from the first grade through
grade 12. The program placed special emphasis on:
1. The survey of present reading abilities, habits and interests.
2. Reading readiness practices not only at the primary level but
with the recognition that there is a readiness for new skills
at each level of development.
3. A knowledge of child growth and development in relation to the
reading program.
4. Adjustment of the program to the varying needs, abilities, and
interests of the individual pupils in the classroom.
5. Development of those skills essential for the reading of the
various types of materials at each grade level and in all of
the content fields.
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6. Provision of remedial procedures for those children with
reading disabilities.
7. Knowledge of and provision of a wide variety of materials
both work type and recreational.
8. Development of interest in wide reading and the use of all
contributing community facilities.
9. Motivation of the entire reading program.
The initial step in t he development of the program was a planning meet-
ing with the superintendent of schools and the reading staff of the State
Department of Education. This was followed by a meeting of the State con-
sultants with the teachers, school administrators, parents, librarians, and
representatives of the Board of Education, and community organizations. The
aims of the program were discussed and plans for a survey of community
reading practices, interests, and facilities was outlined.
One of the first steps in the improvement of the reading program is that
of surveying and analyzing the present status of reading in the community.
Therefore, during the last week in September, the survey began in the elem-
entary schools to determine as quickly and economically as possible the
instructional needs of the schools. Three types of measuring techniques
were used; standardized tests, informal tests, and inventories.
To determine the various levels of reading achievement and the capacity
of individual puoils, standardized reading tests and group intelligence tests
i/
were administered in grade 2-8. A reading readiness test with particular
emphasis on auditory and visual discrimination was administered in grade 1,
The selection of standardized tests was determined to some extent by the
l/ Appendix page 2.
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availability of the tests and the fact that certain tests had already been
purchased by the Board of Education. One problem that confronts the class-
room teacher is the suitability of textbooks used in the content fields.
Informal tests based on the materials of instruction aid in revealing suit-
ability of the material for the pupil’s reading level. To determine to some
extent the suitability of the textbooks used in the Windsor schools, two
informal tests based on the Social Studies texts in grades 4-8 were designed,
1/ 2/
(a) vocabulary test and (b) Written Recall.
It is generally agreed that there is a positive relationship between
the interests of children and their success in reading. A General and
3/
Reading Interests Inventory was designed to discover the general interests
of children, their interests in school subjects, and types of activities,
their free reading and library practices.
The tests were administered and scored by the teachers with the assist-
ance of school administrators and the state consultants. The teachers had
little previous experience with administering and scoring tests but it was
believed that their contribution to the planning of an improved program
would be largely determined by the extent to which they participated in the
survey. The scoring and tabulating of the results of the informal tests was
greatly facilitated by the cooperation of the Teachers College of Connecticut
Discussion of the informal tests and assistance with the scoring of these
tests furnished an opportunity for active participation in a school program
»
l/ Appendix page 3.
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by classes in Tests and Measurements
When the results of the standardized tests had been determined, an in-
dividual reading analysis was given to those pupils whose reading achieve-
ment was found to be two years or more below grade level. The reading
analysis was given to 280 children by the State consultants, to discover
reading levels and particular pupil disabilities.
Following the appraisal of reading achievement, strengths and weak-
nesses of the program, and the individual needs, interests and abilities of
pupils, plans were made for the improvement of the total developmental read-
ing program. Under the guidance of the consultant staff of the State
Department of Education, teacher and community interest were stimulated
through:
1. Teachers’ Meetings.
2. Individual teacher conferences to (a) discuss informal test
results and plan for the adjustment of instruction to individual
needs, (b) in response to requests for special services as needs
arose.
3. Group and individual conferences with parents.
4. Planning conferences with school administrators.
5. Demonstrations of teaching techniques to groups of teachers
and in individual classrooms as the needs for improved in-
structional practices were indicated.
6. The development of a professional library as the needs for an
adequate background of understanding were recognized by
teachers
.
7. Services in response to individual requests, such as:
bibliographies, supplementary reading materials, audi-
visual and other teaching aids.
8. Setting up a primary experimental project. This was carried on
in one school for an eight week period with special emphasis on
the development of reading readiness practices, the use of
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cumulative records, and enrichment of the total reading program.
Parent education was encouraged through group and individual
conferences, and participation in the program. It included also
the administration of reading readiness tests to all kinder-
garten pupils to determine readiness for first grade activities.
9. Reports to parents and other community groups as to the findings
of the survey and progress of the program.
10. Cooperative Study Groups. Six cooperative study groups to
study problems in selected areas of reading met for two hours
each week for a ten week period. All faculty members parti-
cipated and each group included teachers from kindergarten
through grade 12. Summaries and reports of these meetings were
set up as guides for the reading program for the following
year.
In May the pupils in grades 5, 7, and 8 were retested to determine the
amount of gain made during the interval from October to May. The Stanford
1/
Intermediate Language Test, Form F, was administered to grade 5, and the
Stanford Advanced Language Test, Form F
,
to grades 7 and 8. On the whole
the tests indicated normal achievement in total reading scores with a normal
gain during the school year. Grade 8 exceeded the total nation-wide median
and showed the greatest amount of gain during the October-May interval. The
median scores for Language Usage were consistently higher than the nation-
wide norms for all grades, while the median scores in spelling in grades 5,
and 7, were slightly lower than the norm. Although achievement in spelling
was slightly lower than the average, more than the normal amount of growth
was shown by grades 7, and 8, and a marked gain was made in grade 5.
The results of the Reading Program in Windsor, however, could not be
measured alone by pupil achievement during the year's study. As in any in-
service educational program, only the initial steps for further improvement
were accomplished during the year. Stimulation of teacher interest, indi-
vidual and group study, cooperative planning of administrators and teachers,
y_ Published by World Book Co., Yonkers-on-^udson, New York, 19^0.
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improved classroom procedures and a broader understanding of the total pro-
gram were among the most satisfying results of the program. The cooperation
of the school administrators, faculty members and community groups was
excellent. The services of the state consultants averaged from two to three
days during the school year. These services were supplied at the requests
of teachers, administrators, and parents, so that the improved practices
resulted from felt needs rather than from imposed supervisory practices.
The real values of the program can be judged only in the continuation and
expansion of the program by those groups most concerned with the instruction-
al policies of their schools.
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Regional Conferences.
One objective of the State program was to stimulate teacher interest in
the program and encourage local cooperative groups to study their own needs.
It was hoped that in this way local leadership would be developed and the
continuous program would be the responsibility of local school systems.
Therefore, fourteen elementary regional conferences were planned and so
spaced as to include practically all towns of the state. Improved practices
were introduced through demonstrations, lectures and discussions with
experts in the reading field. The demonstrations were planned around the
immediate needs of teachers: Reading readiness practices at the primary
level, small group work and instruction in study skills at the intermediate
1/
and upper grade levels.
Two of these conferences were continued throughout the school day with
demonstrations in reading skills at all grade levels 1 through 8 followed
by discussion meetings and lectures by specialists. These all day confer-
ences although they involved administrative problems were considered by
teachers to be one of the best in-service training activities. Demonstra-
tions in all grades provided a more natural situation since the demonstra-
tions were given in t he regular classrooms. It was possible for all teachers
to see demonstrations at the grade levels with which they were most concerned
in addition to the wider choice in the variety of skills demonstrated.
Demonstrations in all grades necessitated an increased number of demonstra-
tors. Skilled teachers in various parts of the State were asked to join the
State Department demonstration group.
#
l/ Anpendix page 6,
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Survey and Conference of Remedial Reading Teachers.
The greatest contribution of the State Department Reading staff was in
arousing interest and concern with reading problems and guidance in planning
and carrying out improved reading programs. The actual work of carrying on
a continuing: program was dependent upon regional and local initiative and
1/
leadership* A survey of remedial reading teachers and consultants was made
in order to locate potential leaders for the continuation of the program.
Such a group with specialized and clinical training and experience in deal-
ing with pupils with reading disabilities had much to contribute to other
teachers concerned with the improvement of their present programs.
A conference of remedial reading teachers of the state was held at
2/
Hartford. The program included a panel discussion of Remedial Reading
Practices, and a lecture by the director of one of the nationally known
reading clinics. The panel included representatives of the State Department
staff, the Teachers Colleges and consultants and remedial t eachers from
various school systems. Administrative practices, selection of cases,
diagnostic procedures, case studies, classroom approaches, teaching of
specific skills, motivation, selection of materials, and cooperation with
the total school program were discussed.
1/ Appendix page 7.
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Other Activities.
The number of requests for individual diagnosis for these pupils with
reading disabilities, from school administrators, teachers and parents,
greatly increased during the two years of the program. In addition demon-
strations of techniques of diagnosis for teacher groups and individual
teachers were given. The work was carried on by the members of the State
Department consultants with the cooperation of the Teachers Colleges and
the University of Connecticut.
Reading was selected as a topic for single teachers' meetings or a
series of meetings by many of the towns of the state. Members of the Reading
staff spoke to the groups, demonstrated particular skills, and in addition
visited classrooms, and discussed problems with individual teachers or small
groups
•
Other types of services supplied at the requests of superintendents and
teachers included help in evaluating present reading programs, planning
improved programs, selection of materials, setting up remedial programs, and
in organizing study groups.
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CHAPTER II
THE SECONDARY SCHOOL PROGRAM
Problems at the High School Level.
The program in the secondary schools followed much the same pattern as
that of the elementary schools? A survey of reading needs and interests of
all teachers, an intensive study center, regional conferences, and services
in response to individual requests by principals and teachers.
However, there are special problems in teaching reading at the high
school level that must be taken into consideration in planning any program
of improved reading instruction.
1. The teachers have had no training in teaching reading.
2. It is difficult for the subject matter specialist to feel any
responsibility for teaching reading.
3. The high school population has changed. Social conditions
now make it necessary for boys and girls to remain in school
until they reach the age of sixteen. In addition, society
has placed a high value on secondary school education in
relation to the individual’s opportunities for vocational
advancement and social acceptance.
4. More students are entering colleges where a premium is placed
on the ability to read.
5. Promotional policies have changed in the elementary school and
the secondary school is not prepared to continue instruction
based on individual differences.
6. The school curriculum has broadened, placing greater demands on
the reading abilities of students.
7. The use of a wide variety of teaching aids requires greater skill
for the part of teachers than the old method of the single
assignment in a single textbook.
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1Inventory of Needs and Interests.
At the same time the Inventory of Needs and Interests was sent to the
elementary schools a similar inventory was sent to all high schools of the
1/
state. This was of particular interest in planning the approach to the
developmental program in secondary schools, since the majority of teachers
lacked readiness for such a program. The particular needs and interests
indicated in order of frequency of requests by the high school teachers of
Connecticut are given in the following table.
1/ Appendix page la.
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TABLE II
Needs and Interests of Secondary Schools as Indicated by Survey
Requested Needs
and Interests
Number of
Schools
per Cent
of Schools
Standardized tests and use of test results 75 98
Remedial reading practices 72 94
Teaching study skills 72 94
Development and use of informal tests 64 84
Provision for individual differences 64 84
Wide variety of supplementary materials 64 84
Teaching reading skills 64 84
Successful library practices 62 81
Relation of pupil development to the
reading program 62 81
Motivation of the total reading program 61 80
Times and procedures for planned reading
classes in the total program 58 76
Use of individual records 41 54
Selection of textbooks 34 44
Planning for general curricula needs 44 58
Planning for specialized curricula needs 44 58
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High School Study Center
The activities in Windsor were concerned with an all school develop-
mental program from kindergarten through grade 12. The High School faculty
was included in the initial planning meetings. In addition, the survey of
the existing program was made simultaneously with that in the elementary
schools. Standardized tests were used to determine the levels of reading
1/
achievement and the capacity of pupils. In addition informal tests,
similar to those administered in the elementary schools, were designed to
determine the suitability of textbooks in use. They included Vocabulary
and Written Recall Tests on the material of an estimated one day's assign-
1/
ment in the Social Studies textbooks used in grades 9-12. In addition,
a Library and Leading Interests Inventory was prepared and given to all
grades to discover reading habits, interests, amount of free reading, and
V
use of the school and local library by individual pupils. The program for
the elementary schools was well under way when a group from the State
Department Staff met to discuss plans for the Windsor High School program.
As a result of that meeting came several different proposals which were
presented to the faculty*
The following plan was decided upon by the teachers. Four basic skills
were selected: vocabulary enrichment, speed and skimming, comprehension,
*/
and written recall. A schedule was arranged to teach these skills. For
a period of two weeks, the English teachers taught written recall, the
1/ Appendix page 2.
2/ Appendix page 8
,
a-i.
3/ Appendix page 9
5/ Appendix page 10.
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social studies teachers taught speed and skimming, the science and foreign
language teachers taught comprehension, and the mathematics and business
education teachers taught vocabulary. At the beginning of each class period,
ten minutes were set aside for the teaching of the reading skills assigned
to a particular department for two weeks. At the end of two weeks the pro-
gram rotated. The exercises were developed from selections from the text-
books used regularly in the classrooms.
A second meeting was held with the teachers at which the State consult-
ants demonstrated some of the exercises which might be used in teaching the
four skills. The faculty acted as students in these demonstrations. Then
the program was carried on in the high school for ten weeks. Many faults
were evident:
1. The program was too rigid and monotonous. Teaching the same
skills for ten minutes each day for two weeks was not desirable
in all of the content fields.
2. There was no provision made for adjustment to individual
differences in the classroom. All students were given the
same assignments.
3. The teachers were concerned with the amount of time involved
in preparing and checking the exercises.
4. There was no provision made for the enrichment of the program.
The program, however, had many desirable outcomes:
1.
It developed an awareness of reading on the part of students
and teachers. The teachers became conscious of the difficulties
involved in the use of the textbooks.
2. They began to recognize the need for adjusting instruction
to the individuals in the classroom. The superior students
became bored with the daily drill Wiich offered no challenge
to them.
3. Appreciation of their lack of preparedness to deal with read-
ing problems led to requests by the teachers for professional
books.
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4. Their desire to learn more about teaching reading skills led
to the approval of the faculty to join study groups which had
been organized for the elementary t eachers . It was at the
request of the high school teachers that each group was made
up of teachers at all grade levels from the kindergarten through
grade twelve. They wanted to know how reading was taught in
the elementary schools.
5. They desired to continue the reading program during the next
school year but with the opportunity to plan a program adapted
to the needs of their special subjects and that would consider
the enrichment of the total reading program.
The results of the standardized tests administered in May indicated
better than normal growth in the seven-month interval. The teacher gain
during the interval was much more evident. The faculty was much better
prepared to discuss plans for the continuation of the reading program in the
high school for the following year. The different departments met separate-
ly to discuss the particular skills which they considered most important for
success in their content fields . They agreed to set aside time in each class
period for the teaching of these selected skills. To avoid over emphasis
on skills, greater stress was placed on the enrichment program for the
following year. With the cooperation of the librarian, plans were made for
a more extensive use of the school library and the development of classroom
libraries
•
Secondary School Conferences.
37
“
Eleven towns were selected as centers for regional conferences on
reading problems in the secondary schools. The conferences were planned
to interest teachers in the need for reading instruction in all of the
content fields. All of the high school faculties of the state were invited
1/ Appendix page 12
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to attend. A series of two meetings was held in each of the centers.
1. To introduce the program and to discuss reading problems
in the secondary school.
2. To demonstrate specific skills selected by the teachers.
The demonstrations were followed by discussions and
presentation of materials.
Following the first meeting the teachers were asked to select the demon-
strations in which they were most interested in order that the program might
be based on immediate needs. The demonstrations included:
1. Individual analysis
2. Word recognition techniques
5.
Small group vrord within a larger group
4. Study habits related to reading skills
5. Reading in the content fields
6. Oral reading
7. Case study to diagnose student difficulty.
All State Conference.
As a culminating activity an all state high school conference was held
i/
in New Haven. The program included demonstrations of classroom techniques,
visual aids, the contribution of the library, display of materials, and a
lecture by a nationally known specialist in the field of reading.
\
1/ Appendix page 13*
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Programs in Individual High Schools.
An increasing awareness on the part of teachers and administrators of
the need for reading instruction on the high school level led to the develop-
ment of reading programs in a number of junior and senior high schools in
the state. A description of some of these programs is given in Connecticut
Reading Exchange, No. 2 and No. 3.
State Department consultants assisted in planning the programs through
teachers meetings, conferences and demonstrations.
Other Activities.
The New England Association of English Teachers selected reading as the
1/
topic for their November conference in Hartford in 1946. The program
included demonstrations in reading with high school and college students and
a panel discussion of the Windsor Reading Program*
Other services supplied by the State Department consultants included
speakers for teachers meetings, mimeographed materials, diagnosis of reading
disabilities of individual students, help in planning reading programs, and
classroom demonstrations*
1/ Appendix pages lU, 15
2/ Described in "A Community Deals with the Reading Problem", English
Leaflet
,
Vol. XLVI, No. U07, January 19U7, published by New England
Association of English Teachers.
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CHAPTER III
TEACHERS COLLEGE PROGRAM
Teachers College Reading Committee.
An improved reading program requires a maximum of teaching efficiency
on the part of those teachers already in our schools and adequate prepara-
tion of student teachers in order that the program might be continuous. All
teachers must not only be aware of research findings and successful procedure
but they must master the necessary teaching techniques to bring these prac-
tices into the classroom. Such a program could not function without the co-
operation of the Teachers Colleges. Therefore, a State Teachers College
Reading Committee was organized and was made up of the State Department
reading staff e id those members of the Teachers College and the University
of Connecticut staffs concerned with reading instruction. They met and
discussed problems of pre-service and in-service teacher training, planned
reading conferences and developed a demonstration group.
s
Teachers College Conferences .
Four conferences were planned by the group and one was held at each of
the Teachers Colleges. These meetings were held on Saturdays in order that
y
teachers from all over the state might attend. The programs included
iemonstrat ions of reading techniques in grades 1 through 8, displays of
naterials, panel discussions, and lectures by nationally known specialists
in the field of reading. Four different specialists were selected in order
V Appendix pages 16 a. b. c.
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that a variety of viewpoints might be presented and teachers would not
develop programs with a one-sided emphasis. One interesting outcome of the
conferences was the development of a demonstration group that cooperated
with the State Program in demonstrating reading techniques at other
conferences and teachers meetings.
Pre-Service Teacher Training#
An improved reading program not only requires a maximum of teaching
efficiency on the part of those teachers already in our schools but adequate
preparation of student teachers in order that the program may be continuous.
Ifc was the unanimous opinion of this group that insufficient time was pro-
vided in the curriculum of the Teachers Colleges for adequate preparation of
student teachers for efficient reading instruction in the schools of the
state. A request was sent to the State Curriculum Committee and the
individual Teachers College Curriculum Committees that the curriculum be
1/
revised to allow more time on the program for teaching reading methods#
In-Service Teacher Training.
Evidence of growing interest in in-service training programs in reading
was shown through the requests for extension courses in reading methods and
techniques. The increase in the number of extension courses and summer
laboratories is indicated by the following tables.
1/ Appendix page l6d
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TABLE III
Extension Courses
Year Number of Courses Number of Teachers
1944 4 98
1945 5 104
1946 6 107
1947 10 281
= ——
—
i
TABLE IV
Summer Laboratories and Workshops
Year Number l/Vorkshops Number of Teachers
1944 2 48
1945 3 77
1946 4 97
1947 4 158
l/
Seventeen towns were centers for the extension courses and teachers
from adjoining towns were enrolled.
The in-service training program was greatly expanded by the addition of
a division of elementary education at the University of Connecticut. Six
extension courses in Materials and Methods in the Teaching of Reading were
1/ Appendix page 17.
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conducted by Mr. J. Louis Cooper of the University facility, who was also
bo-ordinator of a summer workshop in reading at the University.
The Teachers Colleges were handicapped during the two years of the
program by a greatly increased enrollment and the lack of a sufficiently en-
larged staff. In addition. New Haven Teachers College lost the services of
Mr. Leonard Joll, who was on a leave of absence begirxing in February, 1947,
to continue study at Temple University. This led to a decrease in the number
of extension courses and the omission of the summer laboratory at New Haven
in 1947. Danbury Teachers College lost the services of ore member of its
staff. Miss Cora Russell who retired, thus leaving only one staff member,
Mrs. Fayette Q^erholt, to carry on the reading program.
Additional Services.
The Teachers College of Connecticut at New Britain contributed the part-
time services of one member of its staff. Miss Olive S. Niles, for work on
the state program. In addition. Dr. R. Heber Richards was chairman of a
committee for the preparation of a bulletin. Surveying Community Reading
Needs. Dr. Richards with the cooperation of students helped with the tabu-
lation of the Windsor test results. In 1947, the first summer laboratory in
reading for secondary school teachers was provided by the Teachers College
of Connecticut.
Diagnostic services were greatly extended by the Teachers Colleges. The
number of requests for individual diagnosis far exceeded the facilities and
personnel available in the state. At Willimantic Teachers College the Child
Service Center provided tutorial services for a limited number of pupils in
surrounding towns. Preliminary plans have been made and building facilities
have been secured at New _Haven ^Teachers College for a readingslinic*
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CHAPTER IV
COLLEGE PROGRAM
College Conferences.
Requests from various colleges for help in improving the reading
abilities of college students followed the initial announcement of the State
program. A steering committee of representatives of five colleges was
formed and a series of three conferences was planned during the first year.
1/
The programs included discussions and lectures by specialists in reading
and the Communications Program.
Meetings of College Reading Committee.
During the second year of the program the College Reading Committee
held three meetings. Discussion for the meetings included the following
topics.
1. Present reading programs
2. Diagnostic measures
3. Planning the college reading program
The above were selected from a list of possible topics as those in which the
group were most concerned.
From the discussion of plans carried on in colleges which have already
developed successful reading programs and the contributions of the Connecti-
cut College heading Group, the following objectives were set up for a
college reading program.
1/ Appendix page 18.
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It should:
1. 3e organized in such a way that it will serve as a functional
unit in the institution with which it is affiliated, enlisting
the close cooperation of other units in the school, staff and
administration.
2. Constantly seek to offer its services to an increasing number
of students rather than confining its attention to a few of
the poorest readers.
3. Provide a thorough diagnostic procedure which goes hand in
hand with oractice, so that practice and diagnosis are con-
tinuous and interrelated.
4. Make provision for the many reading experiences needed by the
student to help him become a competent reader, considering his
personal and social as well as his intellectual needs and
encouraging his active participation in the planning, instruc-
tion and evaluation of the reading program.
5. Constantly seek to carry forward in research and practice basic
reading concepts as shown by the best thinking on the subject.
6. Seek to assist in the improvement of classroom techniques
through an intimate relationship with the teacher and her problems.
7. Make use of the best materials and equipment available in pro-
viding a well-equipped center with a library of up-to-date
books and magazines, work materials of various kinds, storage
space for records, charts, and student projects, ample display
space for reading materials, private conference rooms, and a
wide selection of the best professional books for the teachers
who visit or work in the center.
8. Promote research through the stimulation of thinking, the
encouragement of experimentation, and training in the careful,
objective collection of data, and the development of evaluative
techniques*
9. Have a carefully worked out plan for the follow-up of each
student*
10.
Have an adequately trained staff of reading specialists and
assistants trained in the guidance of the adolescent and the
problems of the classroom teacher.
]1. Heading should be considered one of the communication skills
which considers writing, reading, speaking and listening.
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Pilot Program.
One pilot reading program was carried on at Yfesleyan University under
the direction of the school psychologist and a consultant from the State
Department of Education. Need for such a program was indicated by the large
number of freshmen and sophomore students who were unable to read efficient-
ly enough to succeed in their college studies. These students were identi-
1/
fied through a testing program.
After the poor readers were identified, an individual conference was
held with each. Plans for a reading class were discussed and the student
was given the opportunity to avail hinself of these services.
The class met for a two hour session, twice a week. The first hour was
used for small group work on such problems as improvement of spelling, in-
creasing vocabulary, writing problems, and study skills. Class assignments
were used as practice material. The second hour was spent in group dis-
cussions and practice designed to help students recognize needed skills.
Emphasis was placed upon the student's participation in diagnosis of his
difficulties, in planning a method of attack, and in evaluating his progress.
Discussion included such problems as (a) how to read a novel, (b) selection
of materials and how to take notes for a term paper, (c) how to read and
interpret poetry, (d) how to read to supplement a class lecture, (e) how to
concentrate, (f) how to remember the important facts of an assignment.
1/ Appendix page 19.
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CHAPTER V
ADULT PROGRAM
Surveying and Planning in One Community.
Adult and community interest in the State Reading Program was evidenced
through the number of requests for speakers to discuss the State Reading
Program and reading problems in our schools. The concern of lay groups was
primarily with reading in our schools rather than the improvement of their
own reading abilities and tastes. An attempt to develop interest in com-
munity reading was made in Windsor by including representatives of community
organizations in the planning meetings and by surveying adult reading and
y
library practices. A meeting sponsored by the P.T.A. and including other
community organizations was held early in the program to exnlain the plans
for Windsor and discuss reading problems. Later in the school year a report
of the program was given to the same group.
Meetings with Community Organizations.
Reading was selected as one topic for discussion by the Citizens Coun-
cils of the State (a group organized to study educational policies) for the
year 1945-46. Consultants of the State Department Reading Staff met with
practically all of the councils of the state to explain the State Program,
i In addition, the consultants met with Parent Teacher Associations, Mothers'
Groups, and other community organizations to outline the program and discuss
reading problems.
1/ Appendix page 20.
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|The Bridgeport Reading Program *
Only one adult program for the study of their own reading needs was
I
carried on in the state. The Bridgeport Adult Beading Group grew out of an
observed problem among Union Workers in the city. It was observed that these
men were unable to do the "on the job” reading required of them with any
degree of skill and efficiency.
The Adult Education Group was willing to provide a teacher and a meeting
place to assist these poor readers. It was felt, however, that some leader-
ship was needed to arouse enthusiasm among the workers if this service were
to reach those most in need of it. The librarian of the Bridgeport Public
Library took the initiative in inviting a number of Union leaders to meet
with a State Reading Consultant to discuss the problem.
It was decided that this group of fifteen men would meet for four two-
hour sessions (one each week) in the public library. These men although
superior readers raised the follov/ing questions regarding their professional
reading and planned their meetings to discuss these questions.
1. How to concentrate fully in the short periods they can allow
for reading.
2. How to retain and recall important facts.
3. How to read selectively and with greater speed.
4. How to organize material in such a way that it would be most
usable in writing and speaking activities.
Interest in the program has continued and plans are being made with the
cooperation of the librarian and the Bridgeport Adult Education Program to
organize a reading gpoup of Union workers for the succeeding year.
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CHAPTER VI
PUBLICATIONS
Purpose of Bulletins.
One method of reaching the large groups of teachers in the various
towns of the state was through the publication of supervisory bulletins and
monographs. The bulletins were used to:
1. Acquaint teachers, school administrators and others interested
in the program with the activities of the State Reading
Program.
2. Outline for those schools interested in surveying their present
practices, methods and suggestions for such a survey.
3. Suggest methods and procedures for the development of improved
practices in reading instruction.
4. Acquaint teachers with professional materials available to them
and the variety of instructional materials essential to a
program of improvement.
Connecticut Reading Exchange.
——
— i/
A news bulletin, Connecticut Reading Exchange, has been issued to
acquaint teachers, school administrators and others interested in the Read-
ing Program with the activities of the State Program. The bulletin was
based on the interests of teachers in the elementary and secondary schools
1/
as indicated by the Inventory of Needs and Interests. In addition to the
articles suggested by the inventory, it has included a calendar of events in
the State Program, reading news around the state, articles by teachers on
1/ Appendix pages lU, 15>, 21
2/ Appendix page 1, la
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successful practices in their own situations, check lists and bibliographies
for teachers and criteria for the evaluation of reading programs.
Surveying Peading Feeds in a Community.
A survey of present reading abilities, habits and interests is essential
for the development of an improved community reading program. To acquaint
teachers and school administrators ’with procedures for carrying on such a
survey, a bulletin, "How to Survey P.eading Feeds in Your Community", has been
x/
written. It includes sections on
The Modern School
The Role of Reading in the Modern School
How to Survey Reading Feeds
Survey of Peading Feeds in One Community
What To Do After a Survey
Teaching Reading in the Content Fi elds.
High school teachers are becoming increasingly aware of the need for
teaching reading skills in their specialized fields. A knowledge of reading
problems at the high school level is not sufficient. Teachers need prac-
tical suggestions for the teaching of those skills necessary for reading
achievement of pupils in their particular subjects. A series of bulletins,
y
Teaching Reading in the Content Fields, has been prepared for junior and
senior high school teachers in English, Foreign Languages, Mathematics,
l/ As yet unpublished.
2/ As yet unpublished.
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Social Studies and Science. The bulletins suggest methods for the evaluation
of the skills necessary for success in the various content subjects and
suggestions for types of exercises to be used in teaching those skills.
The Demonstration Technique.
Demonstrations following discussions of reading techniques have been
used extensively in the State Program. Indications of the value of demon-
strations have been evidenced through the many requests by individual teach-
ers and teacher groups for demonstrations in particular reading skills. As
the program has developed, successful teachers have been asked to assist in
the demonstrations. With an increase in the number of regional and local
study groups, it is anticipated that skillful teachers will carry on demon-
strations for their groups and thus contribute to local leadership. Such
leadership is essential if the program is to be continuous. To aid teachers
and those concerned with teacher education programs in the use of demon-
strations, a bulletin. The Use of the Demonstration Technique, has been
1/
prepared
.
Reports of Study Groups.
The reports of the Study Groups of the teachers in Windsor have been
made available to teachers interested in the study of particular areas of
^reading. They include; Reading Readiness, Vocabulary, Individual Differ-
2/
ences, Oral Reading and the Enrichment Program. They outline general and
specific objectives in these phases of' reading at the primary, intermediate.
1/ As yet unpublished
2/ Appendix pages 22-26.
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upper grade and high school levels* In addition, the reports suggest
diagnostic procedures, exercises for particular skills, unified centers
of interest, materials and bibliographies for teachers.
Bibliographies
In addition, mimeographed materials have been prepared and are avail-
able to teachers in the following form:
V
Bibliographies
Professional Books For Teachers
Corrective Materials for the Intermediate Grades
Corrective Materials for the Junior and Senior High School
How to Know and Use Materials that are Available
Some Books Every Child Should Know
Books for Boys and Girls
Free and Inexpensive Material
£/
Standardized Tests
1/
Other Materials
The Science Teacher Looks at Reading
Vocabulary Exercises
Comprehension Exercises
l/ Appendix page 27-34
2/ Appendix page 2
3/ Appendix page 35-37
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Library
One requisite to an efficient reading program is the provision of a
wide variety of reading materials* To encourage schools to develop
functional professional libraries for teachers, a State Department library
of professional and childrens books, corrective materials, and specimen
sets of tests, has been made available to schools. These collections will
be loaned to schools on request, to aid them in the selection of materials 0
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CHAPTER VII
LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Limitations
.
There were very definite limitations to the Connecticut Reading Pro-
gram.
1. Any program dependent upon the disposition of the current legislature
does not allow for the type of long time planning and preparation which
is especially necessary for an improved educational program.
2. In order to improve reading practices and habits it was essential that
emphasis be placed on the instructional policies of the schools of the
state. There was little time allowed in a two year program to develop
the teacher readiness which is the first step in the improvement of
instructional practices.
3. Time is required for the development of an adequate staff particularly
in a highly specialized field. The reading program was dependent for
the first year upon the services of two full-time consultants and the
additional services of members of other State Department Bureaus on a
part-time basis. During the second year of the program two additional
consultants were added to the staff.
4. The broad scope of the program from the primary grades to the college
and adult levels prevented the concentration for a great length of
time on any one phase of the program, particularly in a state-wide
program.
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5. A State Department Program is not an imposed program but is dependent
upon the cooperation and recognized needs of those seeking participa-
tion. Often the areas most in need of guidance in solving their
problems failed to take advantage of the services available to them.
6. The numberless small group and individual requests for particular
services required a vast amount of time which might otherwise have
been used to develop in-service training of large groups for a
continuing program.
Recommendations
.
During the two year interval there were many needs indicated if the
program in Connecticut is to be continuous and functional.
1. The entire program pointed up the need for an extensive in-service
training program. The need is great enough to require the full
time employment of instructors to carry on the work.
2. It was the unanimous opinion of the Teachers College Reading Committee
that insufficient time is allowed in the Teachers College curriculum
for adequate preparation of studerit teachers in the techniques in-
volved in the teaching of reading.
3. There is need for a graduate program for those teachers who already
have degrees and who need additional training. This is especially
true of teachers at the high school level who have had no prepara-
tion for teaching reading and who have assumed that all reading was
taught in the elementary grades.
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4. The continuing requests by parents, teachers and school administrators
for diagnostic services indicates the need for a central clinic, in
addition to present clinical services supplied at the Teachers Colleges.
At the present time the limited staffs and facilities at the Colleges
are inadequate for the increasing number of requests and most towns are
unable to assume the responsibility for the program. Such a clinic
might well combine diagnostic services for pupils with reading dis-
abilities and the more thorough diagnoses necessary for pupils who
for a variety of reasons have failed to adjust to the school program.
5. Greater emphasis should be placed upon the importance of reading in
relation to the entire school curriculum and upon an understanding of
those factors related to child growth and development which are im-
portant clues to the solution of reading problems.
6. There should be greater concern with the enrichment of the total reading
program and more efficient use of library services by cooperation with
the librarians of the state. Too much emphasis has been placed upon
the remedial aspects of reading by school administrators and teachers
and not enough on the total developmental program.
7. There is need for more research in the reading field and more oppor-
tunities for teachers to exchange ideas and findings.
8. Parents should be informed as to school policies and practices and be
given a share in their formulation. They have shown special concern
in the way reading is being taught in our schools and need help in
understanding the processes and techniques involved. There was evidence
of a need for both pre-service and in-service training of teachers in
preparation for improved parent -teacher relationships.
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Evidences of Continued Interest in the Program .
The special appropriation for the Reading Improvement Program e3qp ired
in July, 1947. A petition for funds for the continuation of the program was
refused because of a legislative program of economy. However, the requests
for services for the following school year were so numerous that it was
decided to continue the program with one full-time consultant until funds
are made available for its expansion. There have been numerous evidences of
interest in the program both within Connecticut and outside the state. This
continued interest in the program is indicated by requests for:
1. Consultant services over an extended period of time for the
study and improvement of reading programs from kindergarten
through grade 12 in school systems.
2. Guidance in developing improved reading programs in indi-
vidual elementary and secondary schools.
3. Help in setting up remedial programs in elementary,
secondary schools, and colleges.
4. Help in securing personnel to work on reading programs
in elementary schools, secondary schools and colleges
and tutors for individual students.
5. Speakers for teachers’ meetings in both elementary and
high schools to discuss particular areas of reading.
6. Help in setting up testing programs and in the selection
of instructional materials.
7. Diagnosis of individual pupils with reading disabilities.
8. Speakers for Parent-Teacher Associations and other parent
groups on the teaching of reading in our schools.
9. Information in regard to reading clinics, and summer
remedial camps.
10
Demonstrations of reading techniques for teachers meetings
and for individual teachers.
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11. More extension courses on the techniques of teaching reading.
12. Regional meetings with demonstrations, discussion groups and
speakers
•
13. Bulletins, bibliographies, and other materials for teachers’
meetings and for individual teachers.
14. Help in developing courses of study in Reading and Language
Arts.
15. Bulletins, information and materials from other states inter-
ested in the Connecticut program.
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CHAPTER VIII
STAFF
The reading program was carried on by the Bureau of School and Com-
munity Services, N. S. Light, Director, with the cooperation of the Bureau
of Youth Services, Division of Libraries, Rural Education, the Teachers
Colleges of Connecticut and the School of Education, Boston University,
The Staff .
Director
Ann V. Foberg
Advisers
Dr. Donald D. Durrell
Dr. Helen A. Murphy
Consultants
Loretta Childress
Rheta Clark
Lydia A. Duggins
Eleanor Knoblock
Raymond A. Lumley
Ann E* McGuinniss
Olive S. Niles
Alice O'Neill
Katharine H. Wead
Cooperative Services
Fayette Overholt
Dr. Herbert D. Welte )
Dr. Herbert E. Fowler )
Mildred Barrows )
Virginia McCauley )
Luda Pieca )
Dr. R. Heber Richards )
Danbury Teachers College
Teachers College of Connecticut,
New Britain
., e
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Cooperative Services (Cont.)
Marjorie W. Carroll )
Leonard W. Jo 11 )
Katherine L. Keelor )
Eugene H. Sloan )
J. Louis Cooper
M. Virginia Biggy
Eleanor Mahoney
Gertrude Vaughn
New Haven Teachers College
Willimantic Teachers College
University of Connecticut
Plainville Public Schools
Hartford Public Schools
Bristol Public Schools
Specialists in the field of reading who participated in the program
were
:
Dr. Emmett A. Eetts
Dr. Stella Center
Dr. Donald Durrell
Dr. Lenox Gray
Dr. Gertrude Hildreth
Dr. Constance McCullough
Dr. Eason Monroe
Dr. Helen A. Murphy
Dr . Leo Smith
Dr. Ruth Strang
Dr. Helen B. Sullivan
Dr. Paul Witty
Temple University
New York University
Boston University
Teachers College, Columbia
University
Teachers College, Columbia
University
Western Reserve University
Pennsylvania State College
Boston University
Rochester Institute of
Technology
Teachers College, Columbia
University
Boston University
School of Education, North-
western University
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APPENDICES

CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Hartford
/
Elementary School
SURVEY OF READING INTERESTS AND PRACTICES
Name of City or Town Name of School Date
Principal
It will be appreciated if you and your teachers will check the items in the follow-
ing list, in which you have particular needs and interests (Column 1) and/or in
which you have developed effective practices (Column 2)
School admission practices
Needs and
Interests
Effective
Practices
Reading readiness practices
Beginning reading techniques
Promotion methods
Diagnostic procedures
Standard tests and use of test results
Development and use of informal tests
Use of individual records
Materials of instruction
Selection of textbooks
Wide variety of supplementary materials
Successful library practices
The relation of child development to the reading program
Provision for individual differences within groups
Remedial reading practices
Motivation of interest in reading
Word Mastery skills
Instruction in study skills
Oral and Written recall
Guidance in use of all reading resources
Balance between oral and silent reading
A. McG.
£.1.- -
i
V
CONI®CTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Hartford
Secondary Schools
SURVEY OF READING INTERESTS AND PRACTICES
Name of City or Town Name of School Date
Principal
It will be appreciated if you, and your teachers will check the items in the follow-
ing list in which you have particular needs and interests (Column 1) and/or in
which you have developed effective practices (Column 2).
Needs and
Int erests
Effective
Practices
Diagnostic Procedures
Standardized tests and use of test results
Development and use of informal tests
Individual records
Selection of materials
Textbooks
Wide variety of supplementary materials
Successful library practices
The relation of pupil development to the reading progra
Prevision for individual differences within classes
m
Remedial Reading practices
Teaching Reading skills
Teaching Study skills
Motivation of interest in reading
Planning the reading program for general curricular needs
Planning the reading program for specialized curricular ne eds
Time and procedures for planned reading classes in the
program
total
A. McG.
10-26-45
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READING PROGRAM
Table of Standardized Reading Tests
Allen, Richard D., and Others* Metropolitan Achievement Tests (revised).
Grades 3 to 8, Forms A, B, and C. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book
Company, 1933-1937.
Armstrong, Caroline, and Danielson, Cora Lee. Los Angeles Sentence Vocabulary Test.
Grades 3 to 9, Forms I, II, III, and IV, Los Angeles, California: California
Test Bureau, 1926.
Chapman, J. C. and Cook, Sidney. Chapman-Cook Speed of Reading Test .
Grades IV to VIII, Forms A and B. Minneapolis: Educational Tests Bureau,
192U.
Chapman, J. C. and Holzinger, Karl. Unspeeded Reading Comprehension Tests .
Grades V to VIII, Forms A and B. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Educational
Test Bureau, 192U.
Cole, Luella. Cole Guidance Examinations in the Fundamental Vocabulary .
Grades 6 to 12, Form A. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company.
DeVault, Nellie M. DeVault Primary Reading Test .
Grades 1 and 2, Forms I and II. Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1929.
Dowing, Chester M. and Thomas, Charles S. A Lower Extension of the Inglis Tests
of English Vocabulary .
Grades VI to X, Forms X and Y. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1932.
Durrell, Donald D. and Sullivan, Helen Blair. Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity
and Achievement Tests
.
Primary Test (Capacity Intermediate, Form A), Yonkers-cn-Hudson, New York:
World Book Company, 1937.
Durrell, Donald D. and Sullivan, Helen Blair. Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achieve-
ment Test
.
Intermediate, Forms A and B. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book
Company, 1937.
Dvorak, August and Van Wagenen, M. J. Diagnostic Examination of Silert Reading
Abilities
.
Form A. Minneapolis, Minnesota: Educational Test Bureau, 19l|0.
Gates, Arthur I. Gates Advanced Primary Reading Tests .
Grade 2 (second half) and Grade 3, Forms 1, 2, and 3 ; Type 1, Word Recog-
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nition; Type 2, Paragraph Reading, New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 19U2.
Gates, Arthur I* Gates Basic Reading Tests ,
Grade 3 (second half) through Grade 8, Forms 1, 2, 3 and U: Type A,
Reading to Appreciate General Significance; Type B, Reading to Predict
Outcome of Given Events; Type C, Reading to Understand Precise Directions;
Type D, Reading to Note Details, New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 19U2.
Gates, Arthur I* Gates Primary Reading Tests ,
Grade 1 and Grade 2 (first half), Forms 1, 2, and 3: Type 1, Word Recog-
nition; Type 2, Sentence Reading; Type 3 , Paragraph Reading, New York:
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1928,
Gates, Arthur I 0 Gates Reading Diagnosis Tests .
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1933.
Gates, Arthur I. Gates Reading Survey for Grades 3 to 10,
Forms I and II, New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, 1939.
Gates, Arthur I, Gates Silent Reading Tests ,
Primary Grades, Form A and B: Type 1, Word Recognition; Type 2, Sentence
Reading; Type 3
,
Paragraph Reading,
Grades 3 to 8, Forms A and B: Type A, Reading to Appreciate the General
Significance of a Paragraph; Type B, Reading to Predict the Outcome of
Given Events; Type C, Reading to Understand Precise Directions; Type D,
Reading to Note Details.
New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1935.
Gates, Arthur I, and Others. Modern School Achievement Tests .
Elementary Grades, Forms I and II. New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1931.
Gray, William S. Gray Standardized Oral Reading Paragraphs Tests
.
Grades 1 and 8, Form A. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1915.
Gray, William S. Gray Standardized Oral Reading Check Tests
.
Set I, Grades I and II; Set II, Grades II to IV; Set III, Grades IV to VI;
Set IV, Grades VI to VIII. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1923.
Greene, Harry A. and Others. Iowa Silent Reading Tests
.
New Edition (revised)
Grades 2 to 9
,
Forms Am, Bm, Cm, and Dm, (Forms Am and Bm revised).
Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1931-33.

Haggerty, M. E. and Others. Haggerty Reading Examination
Grades 1 to 12, Sigma 1 (grades 1 to 3); Sigma 3 (Grades 6 to 12),
Forms A and B. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New Yorks World Book Company, 1929.
Hildreth, Gertrude H. and Griffiths, Nellie L. Metropolitan Readiness Tests .
Form A. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 1933*
Hill, H. S. Hill Test of Word-Meanings for Primary Grades .
Grades 1 and 2, Form 1 and 2. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1930.
Holley, Charles E. Holley Sentence Vocabula.ry Scales .
Series 3A, Grades 3 to 8; Series A, Form 2, Grades 3 to 8; Series 3B,
Grades 7 to 12, Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1919.
Ingraham, Jesse E. Los Angeles Elementary Reading Test .
Grades 3 to 9 , Forms I, II, III, and IV. Los Angeles: California Test
Bureau, 1926.
Ingraham, Jesse E. Los Angeles Primary Reading Test .
Grades 1 to 3> Forms I, II, III, and IV . Los Angeles: California Test
Bureau, 192£.
Ingraham, Jesse E. and Clark, Willis W. Ingraham-Clark Diagnostic Reading Tests.
Primary, Grades 1 to 3j Intermediate, Grade U to 8; Primary Test (Parts I
and II), Forms 1 and 2; Intermediate Test (Parts I and II), Forms 1 and 2.
Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1929.
Kelley, Truman L. and Others. Stanford Achievement Test .
Grades 2 to 9 , Porms D, E, F (Primary); Forms D, E, F, G, H (Intermediate);
Forms D, E, F, G, H (Advanced). Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: V»orld Book
Company, 1929-32.
Lee, J. Murray and Clark, Willis W. Lee-Clark Reading Tests .
Primer, Grade 1, Forms A and B. Los Angeles: California Test Bureau,
19U3 revision.
Lee, J. Murray and Clark, Willis W. Lee-Clark Reading Tests .
First Reader. Grade 1 and 2, Forms A and B. Los Angeles: California Test
Bureau, 19U3 revision.
Los Angeles Primary Word Recognition Test .
Grade 1 and 2, Forms I and II. Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1926.
ManvdLller, Charles E. Manwiller Word Recognition Test .
Forms A and B. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company, 193^.
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Monroe, Marion. Monroe Reading Aptitude Tests .
Kindergarten and First Grade, Form A. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,
1935.
Monroe, Walter S. Monroe Silent Reading Tests .
Grade 3 through high school. Test I (revised). Grades 3, 5, Forms 1, 2,
and 3; Test II (revised). Grades 6, 7, 8, Forms 1, 2, and 3; Test III (high
school). Forms 1 and 2. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1920.
Nelson, M. J. The Nelson Silent Reading Test .
Grades 3 to 8, Forms A and B. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1929.
Oglesby, Eliza F. Detroit Word Recognition Test .
Forms A, B, C, and D. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company,
1925-28.
Orleans, Jacob S. and Torgerson, T. L. Public School Achievement Test in Reading .
Grades 3 to 8, Forms 1, 2, 3, and U. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1928-30-31.
Parker, Claudia M. and Waterbury, Eveline A. Detroit Reading Test .
Grades 2 to 9, Test 1 (Grade 2), Forms A and B$ Test 2 (Grade 3), Forms A, B,
and C; Test 3 (grades U to 6), Form A, B, C, and D; Test U (Grades 7 to 9)
Forms A, B, C, and D. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company,
1927.
Pressey, Lucella C. Pressey Diagnostic Tests in Fundamental Reading Habits
.
Grades 2 to 6, Form A. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1929.
Pressey, S. L. and Pressey, L. C. Pressey Diagnostic Reading Tests
.
Grades 3 to 9, Forms A and B. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1929#
Pressey, S. L., and Pressey, L. C. Pressey Diagnostic Vocabulary Test
.
Grades 1A and 3A. Forms A and B. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1930.
Pressey, S. L. and Pressey, L. C. Pressey First Grade Word Reading Test.
Grade 1A and IB, Forms A and B. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1930.
Reed, Helen S. and Seagoe, May V. Garvey Primary Reading Test
.
Grades 1 to 3 } Forms 1 and 2, Los Angeles: California Test Bureau, 1936.
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Sangren, Paul V. and Wilson, Mary C. Sangren-Wilson Instructional Tests in Reading ,
Grade 1 to h, Forms A and B (Grades 1 and 2)* (One form only for Grades
3 and 1;). Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1932.
Sangren, Paul V., and Woody, Clifford. Sangren-Woody Reading Test .
Grades k to ' 8, Forms A and B. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book
Company, 1927.
Shank, Spencer. The Shank Tests of Reading Comprehension .
Grades 10 to 12, Forms A, B, and C. Cincinnati, Ohio: C. -A. Gregory
Company, 1929.
Spitzer, H. F. and Others. Iowa Every-Pupil Test of Silent Reading Comprehension .
Test A. Elementary and Advanced, Form L. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1937.
Stone, C. R. Stone Narrative Reading Tests .
Grades III to IX, Form A. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing
Company, 1922.
Thorndike, E. L. and Lorge, Irving. Thorndike-Lorge Reading Tests .
Grades 7 to 9, Form A. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 19U5.
Tiegs, Ernest W.- and Clark, Willis W. Progressive Reading Tests . Primary Test,
Primary Test, Forms A, B, and C; Elementary Test, Forms A, B, and C; Inter-
mediate Test, Forms A, B, and C; Advanced Test, Forms A and B. Los Angeles:
California Test Bureau, 193U.
Traxler, Arthur E. Traxler Silent Reading Test for Grades 7 to 10
.
Grades 7 to 10, Forms 1 and 2. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 193U.
Van Alstyne, Dorothy. Van Alstyne Picture Vocabulary Test for Preschool Children .
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1929.
Van Wagenen, M. J. Unit Scales of Attainment in Reading .
Grades I to XII, Forms A, B, and C: Primary Division, Grade I first half;
Primary Division, Grade I last half; Primary Division, Grade il, first half;
Primary Division, Grade Ix
,
last half; Primary Division, Grade III, entire
grade; Division 1, Grade IV; Division 2, Grades V to VI; Division 3, Grades
VII to VIII; Division U, Grades IX to XII, Minneapolis: Educational Test
Bureau, 193U.
William, Allan J* Williams Primary Reading Test .
Grades 1 to 3, Forms A and B 0 Bloomington, Illinois: Public School
Publishing Company, 1928.
5,
*
5.
Williams, Allan J a Williams Reading Test for Grades U to 9 .
Forms A and B. Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company,
1929.
.
HEADING RcADINESS TESTS
Betts, Emmett A. Betts Ready to Read Tests , (Individual Tests).
A. Visual Readiness: (V-l, a and b) Letter Forms; (V-2) Word Forms,
(V-3) Phonetic Elements.
B. Auditory Readiness: (A-l) Auditory Span; (A-2) Auditory Fusion;
(A-3) Auditory Perception; (A-U) Auditory Acuity.
C. Visual Sensation and Perception: 1. Introductory Slide; 2. Distance
Fusion; 3* Visual Efficiency; a. two eyed, b. left eye, c. right eye;
U. Vertical Imbalance; 5. Co-ordination Level (depth perception);
6. Lateral Imbalance; 7. Reading Distance Fusion; 8. Sharpness of Image.
Gates, Arthur I. Gates Reading Readiness Tests (Group Test).
1« Picture Directions; 2. Word Matching; 3. Word-Card Matching; U. Rhyming
5. Letters and Numbers. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1939*
Hildreth, Gertrude and Griffiths, Nellie L. Metropolitan Readiness Tests (Group
Tests)
.
Test 1. Perception; Similarities: Test 2, Perception; Copying: Test 3*
Vocabulary: Test U. Sentences: Test 5. Numbers: Test 6. Information:
Test 7. Drawing a Man. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York: World Book Company,
1933 o
Lee, J. Murray and Cl*rk, Willis Wr. Reading Readiness Tests
.
(Group Tests)
Test 1 Matching (capital letters); Test 3. Cross out (capital letters of
various sizes); Test U. Cross out (words). Los Angeles: Southern California
Book Depository: Ltd., 1931.
Monroe, Marion. Monroe Aptitude Tests .
(Group Tests).
Visual Test I. Memory of Orientation of Forms.
Visual Test 2. Ocular-Motor Control and Attention#
Visual Test 3. Memory.
Motor Test I. Speed., Motor Test 2. Steadiness.
Auditory Test I. Word Discrimination.
Auditory Test II. Sound blending.
Language Test I. Vocabulary.
(Individual Tests)
Auditory Test 3, Auditory Memory.
Articulation Test I, Reproduction; Articulation Test 2, Speed.
Language Test 2, Classification; Language Test 3> Sentence-Length.
Motor Test 3, Writing Name; Handedness; Eyedness; Footedness.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 193$
•
New York Reading Readiness Inventory
.
Forms A and B (Group Test).
Test 1. Concepts; Test 2. Following Directions; Test 3. Story Comprehension;
Test U. Word Matching; Test 5. Copying. New York; Bureau of Reference,
Research and Statistics, Board of Education of the City of New York, 19U3.
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Sangren, Paul V. Sangren Information Tests for Young Children
.
(Individual Test)
1. Nature Study; 2. Numbers; 3. Vocabulary; U. Social and Civic Informa-
tion; 5. Household Knowledge; 6. Language and Literature* Yonkers-on-
Hudson, New York: World Book Company.
Stevens, Avis Coultas. Stevens Reading Readiness Test
.
(Group Test)
Part I. Visual Discrimination; Part II. Hearing Comprehension; Part III.
Visual-Auditory Recall. Columbus, Ohio: American Education Press, 1938
(Copyrighted by Educational Printing House, Inc.)
Stone, Clarence R. and Grover C. C. Classification Test for Beginners in Reading
Part 1. Word Matching; Part 2. Noting Similarities and Differences in
Word Pairs. St. Louis: Webster Publishing Company, 1933.
Van Alstyne, Dorothy. Van Alstyne Picture Vocabulary Test for Preschool Children
(Individual Test).
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 1930.
Van Wagenen, M. J. Reading Readiness Tests . Forms A and B (Individual Test).
1. Range of Information; 2. Perception of Relations; 3. Vocabulary
(opposites); U. Memory Span for Ideas; 5. Word Discrimination; 6. Word
Learning, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Educational TestBureau, 1932.
Young, Robert V. and Others. American Sch ol Reading Readiness Test
.
(Group
Test.
)
I. Vocabulary; II. Discrimination of Letter Forms (selection); III. Dis-
crimination of Letter Combinations; IV. Recognition of words (selecting);
V. Recognition of Words (Matching); VI. Discrimination of Geometric Forms;
VII. Following Directions; VIII. Memory of Geometric Forms. Bloomington,
Illinois: Public School Publishing Company, 19Ul.
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Connecticut State Department of Education
Bureau of School and Community Service
Hartford
Reading Survey Testing Program
Windsor, 19U5 - 19Uo
Tests Used
Standardized Reading Tests
Grade I Murphy Reading Readiness Test. In process of standardization -
no norms available. Available at Boston University Reading Clinic.
Grade II Gates Primary Reading Test.
Bureau of Publications - Teachers College, Columbia University.
Grade III - IV Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test.
World Book Company.
Grade V- VI Stanford Intermediate Language Test - Form DM, Form F.
World Book Company.
Grade VII
Grade VIII
Stanford Advanced Language Test - Form DM, Form F. World Book Co.
Stanford Advanced Language Test - Form DM, Form F.
World Book Company.
Grades IX - XII American Council on Education Cooperative English Test - Test Cl:
Reading Comprehension, Form S.
Cooperative Test Service.
Intelligence Tests
Grades I - III Otis Quick Scoring - Alpha (non-verbal).
World Book Company.
Grades IV - V Durrell-Sullivan Capacity Test.
World Book Company.
Grades VI - VII National Intelligence Test
World Book Company.
Grades IX - XII Henmon-Nelson Tests of Mental Ability - Form A.
Houghton Mifflin Company.
Additional Questionnaires and Informal Tests
Grades IV-VIII General and Reading Interests Inventory
Grades IV-XII Library and Reading Interests Survey
Grades IV-XII Vocabulary Test - Textbook Suitability
Grades IV-XII Recall Test (Based on Social Studies Textbooks in use)
A .McG
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3ji Vocabulary Test
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Hartford
Reading Program - October 1945
Windsor- C-rade 6
Name
Put the number of the work in column A beside the correct meaning in column B.
A B
1. civilization Clothes of a particular place
2. modern To know again
3. scenory People in a play
4. shifted Man’s progress to higher standards
of living
5. ancient Of recent times
6. nobles Painted sets on a stage
7. wander Moved about
8. characters Going from place to place
9. costumes People belonging to high rank
10. recognize Belonging to times long past
1. peasants Uncivilized people
2. provinces A group of people living in one
section
3. bandits Went in different directions
4. empire Robbed
5. scattered Means of shielding from harm
6. plundered A country ruled by an emperor
* 7. oppressed Divisions of a country
8. protection European farm workers
9. barbarians Ruled cruelly
10. community People who live by robbing
; 4
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Vocabulary Test
Windsor - Grade 6,
Name
1. dangerous
2. propety
3. generally
4. ceremony
5. necessary
6 . loyal
7. sod
3. commands
9. sworn
10. former
Having made a solemn promise
Faithful
The previous one
Orders
A layer of soil filled with roo
Usually
An act performed according to
custom or law
Impossible to do without
A person’ s land
Very risky
-*
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEF^TMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Reading Program - October 1945
Windsor Grade 6
Name School
Summary Test
Open your book, The Old World - Fast and Present. Read from beginning
of page 201 to - 'Why People Left the Cities - page 202,
Then close your book and write below what you have read. Do not open
your book again until your papers have been collected. (Write on the back of
this paper if necessary.)
c
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION
Reading Program - October, 1945
General and Reading Interests Inventory
Name Grade Date
School
I* General Interests
a. (1) In the lists below put a check before any of
like to do*
(2) Underline any that you have done.
the things you would
( ) Hunting ( ) Scouting ( ) Skiing ( ) Volley Ball
( ) Fishing ( ) Hiking ( ) Coasting ( ) Basketball
( ) Camping ( ) Horseback riding ( ) Track ( ) Hockey
( ) Sailing ( ) Bowling ( ) Football ( ) Acrobatics
( ) Canoeing ( ) Riding bicycle ( ) Tennis ( ) wrestling
( ) Rowing ( ) Gardening ( ) Baseball ( ) Boxing
( ) Swimming ( ) Skating ( ) Golf ( ) Archery
Write the names of any other outdoor games or sports you enjoy taking part in.
b, (1) In the following list check any items you like to do or play,
(2) Underline any item you have enjoyed playing or doing.
( ) Card Games
( ) Checkers
( ) Puzzles
( ) Drawing
( ) photography
( ) painting
( ) Modeling
( ) Carving
( ) Dancing
( ) Printing
Write the names of other games or
doing at home.
( ] Playing a (
Musical Instru(
. ment (
( ) Acting out (
.*
plays
( ) Sewing (
activities you enjoy
) Cooking
) Metal rrork
) Carpentry
) Playing with
Chemistry Set
) Experiments ivith
Electricity
How often do you go to the movie#?
Put the number 1 before the kind of movies you like best and put number 2
before your nexT choice.
Educational News Cartoon Gangster
Mystery Love Historical Musical
Adventure Biography Sad Serial
~ war Western Comedy Sports
d. Do you like to listen to radio programs?
,
Put the number 1 before the kind of programs you like best and put the
t number 2 before"”your next choice,
Music News Serials Impersonations
Plays Politics Talks Mystery
Quiz Stories Religious ' Comedy
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e Name them,
. Do you have any hobbies?
f. Do you enjoy belonging to clubs?
Name any clubs you belong to*
*
II. Interest in Reading.
a. In each of the lists below, put the number 1 before the item you would
like best to do, put number 2 before the item
;
you like next, number 3
before your next choice, then 4 and 5.
List 1. List 2. List 3.
( ) Go for a hike ( ) Wash dishes ( )Read a book
( ) Go to the movie
a
r
( ) write a letter to a friend ( )Play outdoors
( ) Read a book ( ) Help in the garden ( )Run errands
( ) Listen tc the radio ( ) Read a book ( )Go for a car ride
( ) Watch a baseball game ( ) Go to a party ( )worlc with wood,
clay or paint.
b. In each of the lists of school subjects below. check the one you like best
1. 2. 3.
( ) Reading ( ) Geography ( ) Reading
( ) History ( ) Music ( ) Art or drawing
( ) Science ( ) Reading ( ) Spelling
4. 5. 6.
( ) Arithmetic ( ) Reading ( ) Manual Arts or
( ) Music ( ) Physical Education ( ) Home Economics
( ) Reading ( ) Penmanship ( ) Reading
( ) English
III. Interest in reading assignments*
In each of the lists below, put the number 1 before the one you like best,
number 2 before your ne;.t choice, and numbeT 3 before the one you like
least oT all.
List 1 0
[ J Read to learn about how ice cream is made.
( ) Read to write an article for the school paper on making ice cream.
( ) Read to help you make an exhibit on making ice cream.
List 2.
( 5 Read to get ready for a trip to an ice cream factory.
( ) Read for help in giving a talk to your class about making ice crec
( ) Read so that you can plan an assembly program for your class
List 3. about making ice cream.
'
(
1
) Road about a camping trip to tell the story to your class.
( ) Road to get suggestions before you go on a camping trip.
( ) Read for your ovn enjoyment a story about camping
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List 4 »
( ) Read to get' help in making a notebook on camping.
( ) Read to get help in planning a program on camping for your next
Scout meeting.
( ) Read to find out how to make some useful article to be used on
your next camping trip.
IV • Class, small group, or individualized activities.
Which of the following things would you like best to do:
(Put numbers 1_, 2_, and
_3 before)
In studying about Indian life, would you like best to
( ) Have everybody read different things about Indian life.
( ) Have everybody in the class read the same story about Indian life.
( ) Have groups of two or three people work together on different things
about Indians
.
If the class is to make an exhibit of posters about things children can do
to help in the viar, would you like best to
( ) Have everybody make a poster about different things, using all posters.
( ) Have everybody make posters about the same things, choosing the best
for the exhibit.
( ) Have groups of two or three people work together on several different
posters
.
V. Topical interests*
Before each of the topics below you will see the letters "L" andVD" • put a
circle around "I,” if you would like to read about the topic, put a circle
around H D” if you don’t think you would like to read about it.
L D 1
L D 2
L D 3
L D 4
L D 5
L D 6
L D 7
L D 8
L D 9
L D 10
Easy magic tricks-
Training dogs for war service.
What makes thunder.
Life stories of famous inventors*
Poems about pets.
Adventures of a bomber pilot
•
New games for birthday parties.
The life of a boy on a voyage in a sailing ship.
How to make everybody like you.
Indian life before the white nun came.
VI. Interest in skills motivation.
Yes No 1. Would you like to keep a record of your improvement in speed
of reading?
Yes No 2. Would you like to have your reading analyzed so that you could
tell how to improve it?
0 Check below any special exercises you would like to have to help you improve
your reading:
Help in reading faster Help in enlarging your vocabulary
Help in remembering what you
read
Donald D* Durrell
Ann McGuinniss
Eleanor Knobloch
:
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Date and Time
:
places
Program: 2:30
3:00
4:00
Towns invited:
East Haddam
Colchester
Hebron
Marlborough
Lebanon
Salem
Sprague
November 26, 1945
REGIONAL MEETING
IMPROVEMENT OF READING PRACTICES
Thursday, December 6, 1945 at 2;30 P.M.
Colchester, Central Elementary School
Statewide Program of Improvement of Reading
N*S* Light, State Department of Education
Reading problems and Effective Improvement Practice
Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
Discussion from the floor
Tolland
Willington
Mansfield
Coventry
Willimantic
Willimantic State
Teachers College
Columbia
Bolton
Andover
Portland
Glastonbury
East Hampton
Ann V. Foberg
Senior Supervisor
Elementary Education
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Date and Time:
Place:
Program
2:30 P.M.
2:45 P.M.
REGIONAL MEETING AT NORWALK
IMPROVEMENT OF READING PROGRAM
Wednesday, April 24, 194& - 2:30 P.M.
Benjamin Franklin High School Auditorium,
Flax Hill Road, Norwalk
Remarks, Dr, Philip A. Jakob
Superintendent of Schools
Norwalk, Conn,
Explanation of Demonstrations
Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
Demonstrations in Reading
Grade 3> Analysis of Reading Difficulties
Dr. Helen B, Sullivan
Boston University
Grade 6, Study Skills
Dr, Donald D. Durrell
Boston University
Grade 4i Group 'Work in Reading
Dr. Helen Murphy
Boston University
Discussion will follow each demonstration.
Towns invited:
Norwalk Westport
Weston Wilton
Darien
New Canaan
The regional meeting is one of many scheduled throughout the state.
Funds have been allocated to the State Department of Education for a
two-year improvement of reading program. Demonstrations, conferences,
meetings, distribution of resource materials, experts in the field of
reading, and the services of a group assigned to the reading program
in the Department are included in the plans.
The State Department of Education is grateful for the use of the faci-
lities of Benjamin Franklin School for these demonstrations. It ex-
presses its appreciation to the Norwalk Board of Education, to Dr.
Philip Jakob, to Miss Marguerite McAndrcw, Elementary Supervisor, to
Mr. George Brunjes, Principal and to the teachers and pupils of the
Norwalk Schools.
AEMcG
4-22-46
Ann E. McGuinniss
Reading Consultant
State Department of Education
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Regional Meeting at waterbury
Improvement of Reading program
Date and Time: Thursday, April 25, 1946 - 1:45 P.M.
Duggan School Auditorium
Bank Street
Itfaterbury
,
Connecticut
Program:
1 ;45 P.M. Remarks: Dr* John G* Gilmartin
Superintendent of Schools
Waterbury, Connecticut
Explanation of Demonstrations
Dr* Donald D. Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
2:15 P,M. Demonstrations in Reading
Grade 1 Reading Readiness
Visual-Auditory Discrimination
Dr* Helen A* Murphy
(First Grade Room)
Grade 5 Study Skills
Dr* Donald Durrell
(Auditorium)
Grade 4 Group Work in Reading
Dr* Helen Murphy
Boston University
(Auditorium)
Discussion will follow each demonstration
The regional meeting is one of many scheduled throughout the state. Funds
have been allocated to the State Department of Education for a two-year
improvement of reading programs. Demonstrations, conferences, meetings,
distribution of resource materials, experts in the field of reading, and
the services of a group assigned to the reading program in the department
are included in the plans*
The State Department of Education is grateful for the use of the facilities of
the Duggan School for these demonstrations. It expresses its appreciation to
the Waterbury Board of Education, to Dr. John G. Gilmartin, to Miss Gertrude
Doran, Mr* Thomas F* Nolan, Miss Anna E. Fagan, to Miss E* Mae Keefe, Principal
and to the teachers and children of the Duggan School*
4/29/46
Ann E. McGuinniss
Reading Consultant
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
REGIONAL MEETING AT BLOOMFIELD
IMPROVEMENT OF READING PROGRAM
Date and Time: Friday, April 26, 1946 - 2:30 P.M.
Place: Blue Hills School Auditorium, Bloomfield
Program:
2:30 P.M. Remarks, Mr. Lloyd W. Moulton
Superintendent of Schools
Bloomfield
Explanation of Demonstrations
Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Dean
Schoo] of Education
Boston University
2:45 P.M. Demonstrations in Reading
Grade 1, Reading Readiness
Visual-Auditory Discrimination
Dr. Helen Murphy
Boston University
Grade 6, Study Skills
Dr. Donald Durrell
Boston University
Grade 4, Group Work in Reading
Dr. Helen Murphy
Discussion will follow each demonstration.
I *
Towns invited:
Avon East Granby Newington
Bloomfield Farmington Simsbury
Canton Granby Wethersfield
The regional meeting is one of many scheduled throughout the state. Funds
have been allocated to the State Department of Education for a two-year
improvement of reading program. Demonstrations, conferences, meetings,
distribution of resource materials, experts in the field of reading, and
the services of a group assigned to the reading program in the Department
are included in the plans.
The State Department of Education is grateful for the use of facilities in
the Blue Hills School for these demonstrations. It expresses its apprecia-
tion to the Bloomfield Board of Education, to Mr. Lloyd W. Moulton, to the
principals, teachers and children of the Blue Hills School.
Ann E. McGuinniss
AEMcG
4-23-46
Reading Consultant
State Department of Education
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«CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Regional Meeting at Winsted
Improvement of Reading Program
Date and Time: Wednesday, May 1, 1946 - 2:15 P.M.
Place:
,
Central School Auditorium, Winsted
Program :
2:15 P«M. Remarks, Hr. L. K. McCusick
Superintendent of Schools
Winsted, Conn.
Explanation of Demonstrations
Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
2:30 P.M. Demonstrations in Reading
Grade 1, Techniques for Slow Learners
in the Frimar5r Grades
Dr. Durrell
Grade 6, Study Skills
Louis Cooper
Boston University
Discussion of Reading Problems
Dr. Durrell
Towns invited:
Barkhamsted
Burlington
Canaan
Colebrook
Cornwall
Goshen
Hartland
Harwinton
Kent
Litchfield
New Hartford
North Canaan
Norfolk
Sali sbury
Sharon
Torrington
Warren
Winchester
4U
The regional meeting is one of many scheduled throughout the state. Funds
have been allocated to the State Department of Education for a two-year
improvement of reading program. Demonstrations, conferences, meetings,
distribution of resource materials, exports in the field of reading, and
the services of a group assigned to the reading program in the Department
are included in the plans.
The State Department of Education is grateful for the use of the facilities
of the Central School for these demonstrations. It expresses its apprecia-
tion to the Winsted Board of Education, to Mr. L. R. McCusick, to Mrs.
Isabelle Pearson, Principal, and to the teachers and pupils of the Central
School.
Ann E. McGuinniss
Reading Consultant
State Department of Education
ASvIcG
4-24-46
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Regional Meeting at Putnam
Improvement of Reading Program
Date and Time: Friday, May 3, 1946 - 2:30 P.M.
Place: High School Auditorium, Putnam
Program: Explanation of Demonstrations
Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
Demonstration in Reading
Grade 1 Reading Readiness
Visual-Auditory Discrimination
Dr. Helen Murphy
Boston University
Grade 6 Study Skills
Dr. Donald Durrell
Grade 5 Group Work in Reading
Dr. Helen Murphy
The regional meeting is one of many scheduled throughout the state.
Funds have been allocated to the State Department of Education for a two-
year improvement of reading program. Demonstrations, conferences, meetings
distribution of resource materials, experts in the field of reading, and
the services of a group assigned to the reading program in the department
are included in the plans.
The State Department of Education is grateful for the use of the facilities
of the Putnam High School for these demonstrations. It expresses its
appreciation to the Putnam Board of Education, to Mr. John A. Langford, to
the Principal of the Putnam High School, the teachers and to the children
who participated in the demonstrations,,
Towns Invited:
Ashford
Brooklyn
Chaplin
Canterbury
Eastford
Hampton
Killingly
Plainfield
Putnam
Sterling
Scotland
Thompson
Union
Voluntown
Woodstock
Woodstock Academy
POmfret
AMcG
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Service
Hartford
Regional meeting at Danbury, Connecticut
Improvement of Reading Program
Date and Time: Monday, May 20, 1946, 2:30 P.M.
Place: Auditorium, Danbury High School
Remarks, Mr. Walter P. Sweet
Superintendent of Schools
Danbury, Connecticut
Explanation of Demonstrations,
Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
Demonstrations in Reading,
Grade 1, Reading Readiness
Visual-Auditory Discrimination
Dr. Helen Murphy
Boston University
Grade 6, Study Skills
Dr. Donald Durrell
Grade 4» Group work in Reading
Dr. Helen Murphy
Towns Invited:
Bethel
Bethlehem
Bridgewater
Brookfield
Danbury
Morris
New Fairfield
New Milford
Newtown
Redding
Ridgefield
Roxbury
Sherman
Southbury
Wash ington
Woodbury
The regional meeting is one of many scheduled throughout the state. Funds have
been allocated to the State Department of Education for a two-year improvement
of reading program. Demonstrations, conferences, meetings, distribution of
resource materials, experts in the field of reading, and the servicesof a group
assigned to the reading program in the Department are included in the plans.
The State Department of Education is grateful for the use of the facilities
of the Danbury High School. It expresses its appreciation to the Danbury
Board of Education, to Mr* Raymond Claflin, Principal, to the teachers and
to the pupils participating in the demonstrations.
Ann E. McGuinniss
Reading Consultant
State Department of Education
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Regional Meeting at East Haven, Connecticut
Improvement of Reading Program
Date and Time: Tuesday, May 21, 1946 2:30 P.M.
place: High School Cafeteria, East Haven, Connecticut
program: Remarks: Mr* flfilliam E* Oillis
Superintendent of Schools
East Haven, Connecticut
Explanation of Demonstrations
Dr* Donald D* Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
Demonstrations in Reading*
Grade 1 Reading Readiness,
Visual-Auditory Discrimination
Dr. Helen A* Murphy
Boston University
Grade 6 Study Skills
Dr. Donald Durrell
Grade 4 Group Work in Reading
Dr* Helen Murphy
Towns invited:
Branford
East Haven
Hamden
Madison
North Branford
North Haven
The regional meeting is one of many scheduled throughout the State# Funds
have been allocated to the State Department of Education for a two-year
improvement of reading program. Demonstrations, conferences, meetings,
distribution of resource materials, experts in the field of reading, and the
services of a group assigned to the reading program in the Department are
included in the plans*
The State Department of Education is grateful for the use of the facilities of
the East Haven High School. It expresses its appreciation to the East Haven
Board of Education, to Mr. William E* Gillis, to Mr. William E* Fagerstrom,
Principal, to the teachers and to the pupils participating in the demonstrations.
Ann E* McGuinniss
Reading Consultant
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and/ Community Services
Hartford
Reading Meeting at Weston, Connecticut
Thursday, November 7, 194&
The attending group will consist of teachers and principals from the towns of
Weston, Wilton, Trumbull, Monroe, Redding, and Easton (about 100) and invited
parents from each of the schools (about 30 in all). The speaking meeting in
the afternoon will be open to more parents.
DEMONSTRATIONS
Time Place Grade Demonstration Demonstrator
9:30-10:30 Grade 1 1
Auditorium 6
10:30
-il:30 Library 3
Auditorium 7
a* Establishing Reading
rate (27 chn.)
b. Auditory-Visual
discrimination
Study Skills
(22 chn0 )
Diagnosis of Individual
Chn* s.
Reading Difficulties
(1-3 chn.)
Diagnosis of Individual
Chn’s.
Reading difficulties
(1-2 chn.)
Dr. Murphy
Dr. Murphy
Dr. Durrell
Dr. Murphy
Dr. Durrell
11:30 Lunch
1:00-2:00 Rrn.l 1
Rm.2 2
Rm.3 3
Library 4
Rm. 5 5
A. Experience Approach
to reading
b. Group Work in Needed
Techniques (27 chn.)
Reading Readiness
Group Work in Reading
(17 chn.)
Miss Knobloch
or
Miss Larson
Miss Biggy
Remedial Techniques
(ind. and Group)
21 chn.) Miss Mahoney
Elementary School Library
Work (19 chn.) Miss Fitch
Varied Reading Methods in
Group Work
(20 chn.) Miss Foberg
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Time Place Grade Demonstration Demonstrator
Rm,6 6 Remedial Techniques
(Ind. and Group)
(22 chn,) Mr, Cooper
Rm,7 7 Development of a Unit
(20 chn„) Miss McGuinniss
Rm,8 8 Vocabulary and Recall
Techniques (16 chn,) Mr, Lumley
2:30 Auditorium
Speaker
:
Dr, Donald Durrell
Subject: Reading Problems
Demonstration meetings will give the last twenty minutes to discussion.
AVF
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT CF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Regional Meeting at Stafford Springs
Improvement of Reading Program
Date and Time: Wednesday, November 13, 1946 - 2:30 P.M.
Place: Boro School, Stafford Springs, Connecticut
Program:
2:30 P.M.
Remarks - Mr. Earl M. Witt
Superintendent of Schools
Stafford Springs
Explanation of Demonstrations
Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
2:45 P.M. Demonstration in Reading
Grade 1 - Techniques for the primary Grad
Dr. Helen Murphy
Boston University
Grade 6 - Study Skills
Dr. Durrell
Towns Invited:
Ellington
East Windsor
Somers
South Windsor
Willington
Stafford
Tolland
Union
Vernon
11/12/46
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THE CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Reading Conference
Milford - Central School
Friday, March 28
,
1947
10:00 A.M. Demonstrations
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Grade 8
10:45-11:30 A.M.
Small Group Work
Preparation for
Independent Reading
Introduction of a Unit
Individual Analyses
Vocabulary Development
Teaching Reading in the
Content Field
Study Skills
Discussion
Virginia Biggy
Alice O'Neil
Ann McGuinniss
Olive Niles
Lydia Duggins
Mrs. Gertrude Vaughn
Raymond Lumley
2:00 P.M. Auditorium
2:15 P.M* Demonstrations
3:00 P.M.
Grade 6 Study Skills Dr. Donald Durrell
Grade 1 Reading Readiness Dr. Helen Murphy
Speaker : Dr. Donald Durrell
Conference sponsored by the State Department Reading Program
Towns invited:
Hamden
Shelton
Stratford
West Haven
Ansonia
Naugatuck
Derby
Orange
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CONNECTICUT STATS DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Regional Reading Conference
Clarence S. Bingham School
Bristol, Connecticut
Monday, May 19, 1947
2:00 P.M. - Remarks by: Superintendent Karl A. Reiche
Bristol, Connecticut
Explanation of Demonstrations: Dr. Donald Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
2:15 P.M. - Demonstrations:
Grade - 1
Reading Readiness
Visual-Auditory Discrimination - Dr. Helen Murphy
Grade - 6
Teaching Study Skills - Dr. Donald Efcrrell
3:10 P.M. - An Improved Reading Program - Dr. Donald Durrell
Towns Included: Berlin, Bristol, Burlington, Harwinton, Litchfield,
New Britain, Plainville, Plymouth, Southington,
Thomaston, Wolcott.
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THE CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Regional Reading Conference
Nathan Hale School
New London
Tuesday, May 20, 1947
Time: 2:00 P.M.
Remarks by: Dr. G. R. Champlin
Superintendent of Schools
New London, Connecticut
Explanation of Demonstrations:
Dr. Donald Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University
••
2:15 P.M. - Demonstrations:
Grade - 1
Reading Readiness
Visual-Auditory Discrimination - Dr. Helen Murphy
Grade - 6
Teaching Study Skills - Dr. Donald Durrell
3*10 P.M. An Improved Reading Program - Dr. Donald Durrell
Towns Included:
Franklin
North Stonington
East Lyme
ltystic
Stonington
Lisbon
Preston
Groton
New London
Waterford
Ledyard
Scotland
Montville
Norwich
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
17-46-1
Improvement of Reading Program
Hartford
January 21, 1947
To: Superintendent of Schools
From; Ann V. Foberg, Senior Elementary Supervisor
Plans are being made for a meeting of remedial reading teachers of Connecticut.
It is honed that a discussion of reading problems and present successful prac-
tices will be of interest to the group, ^re are especially interested in learning
of the problems which these teachers encounter in the schools#
In order that we may have a complete list of remedial reading teachers for our
files will you kindly return the following information as soon as possible.
1,
Remedial or Corrective Reading teachers with specialized
training.
No.
Names
2.
Staff members without specialized training doing remedial
teaching.
No.
Names
3.
Staff members with considerable specialized training in
reading who are not employed as remedial reading teachers.
Names
Superintendent
Town
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THE CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
7a
Conference of Remedial Reading Teachers
Hartford, Broad Street Y.W.C.A., Recreation Room
Thursday, May 22, 194?
1:30 P0M. Panel:
"Effective Practices in the Remedial Reading fo*ogram"
Presiding: Miss Ann Foberg
State Department of Education
Discussion Leader: Miss Marjorie Carroll
New Haven State Teachers College
Participants
:
Summarizer:
Miss Virginia Biggy
Plainvllle Public Schools
Dr. Lydia Duggins
State Department of Education
Miss Vera Lewis
West Hartford Public Schools
Miss Eleanor Mahoney
Hartford Public Schools
Miss AnnMcGuinniss
State Department of Education
Miss Marjorie Milazzo
New London Public Schools
Miss Ann Foberg
2:30 P.M. Address: "The Remedial Reading Program"
Mr. Easton Monroe, Director, Reading Clinic
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pa.
The conference is planned primarily for teachers who are carrying on
remedial, or corrective reading work. Others who are interested are
cordially invited to attenc.
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT CE EDUCATION
Division ol Instruct, io.i
heading Frogrr.m O'.iober j.945
Voaabulary Test Windsor Grade 9
Put the number of the word in column A beside ~he correct meaning in Column B
A B
unconstitutional The body of persons in a state invested
with power to make, alter or repeal laws
2v confirm That to which one has a just cMm
3. argue A law that conflicts with the constitution
4. elective One of the hundred year divisions of the
Christian era
5„ power The fundamental organic law or principles
of government of a nation
6. delegate To render valid by formal assent
7. conf li ct Slash or divergence of opinion
8. legislatures To offer reasons for or arainst something
9. rights A right to command or to act
10. do ctrine To change or to modify in any way
11. exercise One sent and empowered to act for another
12. authority A working principle taught or recommended
to others
13. amend Pertaining to or consisting in choice
14. obligation To take the first steps in erecting
or building up
15. contract A setting in action
16. constitution An established society or corporation
17. found Mechanical or electrical energy
18. institution Pertaining to letters
19. literary Any duty imposed by law, promise or
cont ract
20. century An agreement legally enforceable
between two or more persons
Name of pupil
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF FDUC iTION
Division o:° inut ct:.or.
Reading Prcgrur • Covooer 945
Windsor Grade 9
Name School
Summary Pest
# *
Ojen your b©cfc« Our Government-, Read from the top of page 312, The
Secretary of Treasury to the bottom of page 315?
Then close your book and write below what you have read. Do not open
your book again until your papers have been collected© (Write on the back of this
—
—
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Reading Program ~ October J.945
Vocabulary Test Name of Pupil
Windsor Grade 10
Put the number of the word in Column A beside the correct meaning in Column B
A B
labor union A fundamental change in the organization
of industry
2, industrial unisn Power of receiving or containing or
absorbing
3. factory That which recompenses for loss or
privation
4. democracy A combination of persons for evil or
unlwaful ends
5. conspiracy Government in which the supreme power is
retained by the people and exercised
either directly or inderectly by them
6. compensation A trading station where factors reside
and transact business
7, capacity A group of workers with the same trade
uniting into an organization
8. industrial revolution Pertaining to the hands
9* pension A labor organizatien for advancing the
interests of its members
10. manual People interested in change into a new and
improved form or condition
11. sentiment A stated allowance of one retired from
service.
12. reformers A complex organization of ideas and instincts
built up in the course of an individual
experience.
13. socialist Pay g ivsn for labor
14. machinery To negotiate over an agreement
15. bargaining A group that distrusts the capitalist control
of industry
16. strikes A block to regulate flow of water
17. employees The working pa"ts of a machine
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Page 2
18, pressure one hired by another
19. locks To quit work in order to obtain a change
in conditions of employment
20. wages Action of a force against some opposing
force
Name of pupil *
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT U’ EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Reading Program October ^945
Windsor Grade 10
Name Schoo?
Summary Test
Open your book, The Making of Today T s World, to page 325 c Read
Section 172 Medieval Inventions and Discoveries to Section 173 on page 327»
Then close your book and write below what you have read 0 Do not open
your book again until your papers have been collected. (Write on the back of
this paper if necessary,)
,s
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Reading Program - October 1945
Vocabulary Test Name of Pupil
Windsor Grade 11
Put the number of the word in Column A beside the correct meaning in Column B
A B
1. diplomat ic The performance of the executive duties
of an institution
2. hostilities An aggregation of goods used to promote
the production of other goods
3. insurrection The Admitting of a point claimed in an
argument
4. negotiations Relating to the foreign ministers at a
court or capital
5. op res si ve Acts of open enmity
6. neutral A rising up against civil or political a
a
authority
•
7. administration Military stores of all kinds
8, capital A parley or conference regarding terms
9* cfnces sions Method or way of functioning
10, munitions Overpowering te spirit #r senses
11. operations Fact or state of being under one’
s
co nt ro 1
12. possession Neither one thing or the other
13. resolutions A formal expression of the opinion or
will or an assembly
14. self-government
\
Independent
15. sovereignty Supreme political power or authority
16. belligerent The getting rid or making over #f
anything
17. interned Tending to war
18. rebuke To segregate and detain
19. vo lunteer Not yet decided
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20. ineffectual One who enters into or offers himself
for ary services of his own free will
21. breakers A sharp reproof
22. suspected Not producing the proper effect
23. reran *!nts A wave breaking into a foam
24, pending To have doubts of or distrust
25. disposition A small fragment
Name of pupil
• j l r A B
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Reading Program - October 1945
Windsor Grade 11
Name School
Summary Test
Open your book, A History of Our Country ,, to page 598, Read Taft
Disappoints the Tarriff Reformers to page 600
Then close your book and write below what you have read. Do not open
your book again until your papers have been collected. Write on the back of
this paper if necessary.
6• £~j (v t
• i-
Vocabulary Test
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Reading Program - October 1945
Windsor - Grade 12
Put the number of the word in column A beside the correct meaning in column 3
>
A B
1. primitive Offices or business of agents, places
of business or district of an agent
2. property To pronounce a judicial sentence against
a person
3. offender Madman, derangement
4. condemned Pertaining to the beginning or origin, or
to early times
5. penal Thing owned; estate
6. parole Of or pertaining to punishment or
penalties
7. probation Word of promise, etc., to release (a prisoner)
on his own recognizance
8. jury Delinquent released on a suspended
sentence
9. insanity One who devotes himself to the welfare of
the race
10. humanitarian A body of men sworn to give a true answer,
or verdict, on some matter submitted to
them
11. sterilization Enforced
12. sentence One who lives in the same house or family
13 . society To deprive of the power of reproducing
14. penologists Weak in will or understanding
15. rehabilitating Irreclaimable
^ 16. inmate A groun of individuals united by common
17. compulsory
interest and having some organization.
The study of prison management
18. agencies To reestablish
19. feeble-minded To pass or pronounce judgment on; doom
20. incorrigible One who violates any law
Name of pupil
%•
*
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Reading Program - October 1945
*3
Windsor Grade 12
Name School
Summary Test
Open your book, The Challenge of Democracy
,
to page 435 • Read The
Pressure of Propaganda Calls for Clear Thinking On the Part of the Citizen
up to Pressure Groups on page 439*
Then close your book and write below what you have read. Do not opon your
book again until your papers have been collected, (.'/rite on the back of the
paper if necessary.)
(
f
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPAFTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Reading Program - October 1945
High School
LIBRARY AND READING INTERESTS
Name
Grade
1. Do you have a library card at the Windsor Free Library?
2. How often do you go to the Windsor Free Library?
3. How many other members of your family have library cards at the Windsor Free
Library?
4. How many members of your family have library cards at the Hartford Public
Library?
5. How many members of your family have library cards at other libraries?
6. Do any members of your family borrow books from lending libraries?
7. Do any members of your family belong to any of the Book Clubs, such as The Book
of the Month Club or che Literary Guild?
8. Do you belong to the Junior Literary Guild?
9. How many books do you own?
10. How often each week do you go to your high school library during study neriods’
Before school? After school?
11. What magazines do you read**
Regularly Occasionally Check if you read *Where did you
all the material get it’
in the magazine
* School Library, Free Library, Personal Library, Friends, Subscription, News-
stand, Drug Store, other Sources.
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12.
'
:jhat comics do you read?
- 2 -
Titlo Regularly Occasionally *Where do you get
it?
13.
,
‘
1hat newspapers do you read?
14.
Check the kinds of news you read;
Local News Comics Sports Cartoons
World news Jokes Headlines Adver-
tisement
s
Editorials Pictures Homemaking stories
15.
what books have you read within the last few months?
Author Title Check if read * T!?here did you
in full get it?
Star the titles which you really enjoyed reading.
* School Library, Free Library, Personal Library, Friends, Subscription*
News-stand, Drug Store, other Sources.
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16,
List the school subjects in which class assignments requiring the use of refer-
ence material have been given.
This year Last year
17, Aside from preparing class assignments, how much time do you spend each day in
reading at home?
18, ‘What types of books do you usually prefer to read?
Adventure Poetry Histo ry War
Stories Music Travel
Stories
Avia-
Novels Art Plays
tion
Sports
Biography Science Essays Short
Western stories Mystery stories
Stories
f 9 , other types
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of Youth Services
Hartford
January 29, 1946
19-46-2
Secondary School Principals
Paul D. Collier, Director
Eureau of Youth Services
Conference on Reading in Secondary Schools
10:
From:
Subject:
Programs for the improvement of reading should receive increased emphasis
in the secondary schools. If improvement is to be assured, teachers
should review old and learn new techniques for teaching reading.
We are scheduling several regional meetings on "The Improvement of Reading
in Secondary Schools," for February and March. The time and place for
these conferences are as follows:
>ate Flac-e Time
February 10 Stamford High School 3:00 P.M,
n 11 Central High School,Bridgeport 3:00 P.M,
11 13 New Haven High School 3:30 P.M,
11 17 New Milford High School 4:00 P.M,
it 19 Crosby High School, Waterbury 3:30 P.M,
11 24 Hartford Public High School 3:30 P.M,
11 25 East Hartford High School 3:30 P.M,
1! 26 Middletown City High School 3:30 P.M,
II 27 Chapman Technical High School
New London 3:30 P.M,
Marfih 3 Windham High School 3:30 P.M,
March 4 Putnam High School 3:30 P.M,
May 12 Willimantic Teachers College
The program for these regional meetings will include:
1 0 Introduction and Preliminary Remarks - Raymond A. Lumley, chairman
2. Improvement of the Reading Programs
in the Secondar School - Dr. Lydia Duggins
3. Demonstration on Some Phase of Reading
4. Discussion
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Mr. Lumley and Dr. Duggins have completed a series of regional meetings
on "The Improvement of Reading in Secondary Schools" conducted for high
school teachers, principals and superintendents.
The second series of meetings will be devoted to a demonstration of
reading techniques. These meetings will be held as follows:
Date Place Time
March 24 Danbury High School 3:00 P.M.
March 31 Stamford High School 2:30 P.M.
April 1 Bridgeport High School 2:30 P.M.
April 2 New Haven High School 2:30 P.M.
April 8 Crosby High School, Waterbury 2:30 P.M.
April 16 Hartford Public High School 2:30 P.M.
May 6 East Hartford High School 3:00 P.M.
May 7 Middletown City High School 3:00 P.M.
May 8 Chapman Technical High,
New London 3:00 P.M.
May 12 infillimantic Teachers College 3:00 P.M.
The demonstrations will be conducted by one of the following:
Dr. Lydia Duggins
Mr. Raymond Lumley
Miss Ann McGuinniss
Miss Olive Niles
You are cordially invited to attend one of these meetings, witness
a demonstration of reading techniques, and participate in the discussion
which will follow*
LD: 4-4-47
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3:30 P.
4:00 p.
5:00 F.i
6:00 p.i,
6:30 p.r
7:30 P.M
CONNECTICUT STATE DHPARTUSILT 0?
Bureau of Schools and Community
Hartford
EDUCATION
Services
State Reading Conference of Secondary Schools
Troup Junior High School
New Haven, Connecticut
Friday, May 16
, 1947
Program
1*. - Publishers Exhibits of Reading materials
M. - Demonstrations of Reading Skills as Follows:
1
. Social Studies
2. Mathematics
3 * English
4 * Science
5 . Enrichment
6. Study Techniques
- Demonstration of Visual Aids
Dr. Lydia Duggins
Mrs. Loretta Childress
Miss Olive Niles
Mr. Raymond A* Lumley
Miss Ann McGuinniss
Mr. J. Lewi s Cooper
Joseph T. Nerden, Connecticut State Department
* John Alden Cox, Keystone View Company
of Education
[. - "The School Library’s Contribution to the Reading Program"
Miss Rheta Clark, Connecticut State Department of Education
.
- Dinner - Troup Junior High School Cafeteria
•
** Reading on the Secondary Level"
Chairman: Dr. HiHiam T. Gruhn
Speaker: Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Dean
School of Education
Boston University

CONNECTICUT READING EXCHANGE
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, HARTFORD
VOLUME I ARRIL 1947 NUMBER 2
Guidance in the use of
READING RESOURCES
In every classroom there is a wide variety
of reading abilities, habits, interests and
tastes. There are pupils of poor reading
ability, and those of superior ability who
are not reading up to their capacities. There
are the average pupils who are reading as
well as can be expected of them but whose
reading interests and tastes should be im-
proved. All students can learn to read more
effectively.
To guide pupils in their reading it is
necessary that the teacher be aware of the
reading difficulties, abilities and interests of
the individual pupils in the classroom, and
provide experiences that have meaning and
purpose.
.
She will help children to recognize their
problems and keep records of their progress.
She must have a knowledge of and interest
in children's books and be aware of the
many sources of available materials. Small
group and individual instruction are essen-
tial. An adequate school program for the
improvement of reading recognizes the need
( Continued on page 4 )
ENRICHMENT OF THE
READING PROGRAM
RHETA CLARK
Division of Libraries,
State Department of Education
In an enriched reading program, teachers
and parents encourage and stimulate boys
and girls to read for information and
pleasure. Children like to explore, through
books, the world in which they live. Some
read because teachers have requested an-
swers to specific questions: others read
because teachers are encouraging pupils
to read widely, so that they may deduct
and think about the reasons why certain
phenomena develop and why certain facts
are true; and others who listen to children
and adults in conversation want to know
ere about a subject and to question the
^'jjftSSns of others.
Some girls and boys read for sheer plea-
sure, for the beauty of words, the fascina-
tion of a story, the joy of sharing the ex-
periences of others, and a feeling of accom-
plishment in mastering the reading of
books.
The teacher should aim to:
1. To develop a wholesome person-
ality based on social and emotional ad-
justment. Full social living means
qualitative reading, extensive knowledge,
and varied experiences.
2. To develop skills in the use of
other learning aids such as observation,
listening, conversation, dramatization, etc.
( Continued on page 2
)
HIGH SCHOOL
Regional Reading Meetings
Stamford H. S.
Central H. S., Bridgeport
New Haven H. S.
New Milford H. S.
Crosby H. S., Waterbury
Hartford Public H. S.
East Hartford H. S.
Middletown City H. S.
Chapman Technical H. S.,
New London
Windham H. S., Willimantic
Putnam H. S., Putnam
February 10
February 11
February 13
February 17
February 19
March 10
March 11
March 12
March 13
March 19
March 20
READING PROGRAMS IN
SOME CONNECTICUT
HIGH SCHOOLS
The increasing awareness on the part of
teachers and administrators of the need for
reading instruction on the high school level
has led to the establishment of develop-
mental reading program in a number of
junior high and high schools over the state.
The following brief description of some of
these programs is given in the hope that it
will assist and encourage the planning of
such programs in other schools.
The East Haven
High School Program
In East Haven High School it was felt
that the most effective reading program
required the cooperation of every depart-
ment. A staff planning session was held
and representatives chosen from the math-
ematics, English and social studies depart-
ments to make an intensive study of the
problem of providing an adequate develop-
mental reading program for East Haven
High School. The English instructor chose
as his problem the use of the library over a
six year period. These data were available
from a six year reading record for every
student in the school. Through coopera-
tion with the school librarian the English
teacher will attempt to answer such ques-
tions as: are our students making full use
of library facilities? How broad are their
reading interests? Do they know how to
use the library effectively? How can we
encourage more independent reading?
From this study will come recommenda-
tions for each department as to ways the
teacher in the content fields can utilize the
library to build good reading habits.
The mathematics teacher is attacking the
problem of developing good problem solv-
ing techniques. He meets frequently with
a reading consultant to discuss techni
ques and available materials. Techniques
( Continued on page 4)
STUDY SKILLS
Reading is a developmental process re-
quiring systematic instruction at all grade
levels. Emphasis on reading as a subject in
itself is not sufficient. Instruction in read-
ing does not end in the primary grades.
Many children leave the primary grades
without having mastered the techniques of
beginning reading. On the other hand
there are many who progress normally in
the first and second grades but who have
not been able to meet the increased and re-
fined demands of reading in the upper
grades. There are new skills to be mastered
at the different levels dependent on the
needs and previous training of the individual
pupil.
In the departmentalized program there is
a tendency to leave the teaching of reading
to the English department. Reading can
best be improved in a program which pro-
vides for guidance in the particular skills
required in all of the subject matter fields.
It is the responsibility of all teachers in all
grades. The reading abilities used in a
literature class are quite different from those
(Continued on page 4
)
CHECK LIST OF MATERIALS
OLIVE NILES
Teacher’s College of Connecticut
Check your school with the following sug-
gestions for the provision of reading materi-
als.
1. Are there several sets (8 to 10
books) of a variety of basal series sup-
plied at each grade level? (For the first
three grades.)
2. Are there many varied materials in
science, social studies, and literature at
different grade levels and up-to-date in
content?
3. Is there a good central school
library containing the standard reference
materials?
4. Are new books added at least once
a year in numbers to replace at least one-
fifth of the existing central library?
5. Is there a variety of workbook
material so that the exercises included
will meet the needs of all pupils?
6. Are there plenty of teacher-made
materials for practice in the various skills?
7. Is there a classroom library of at
least 50 volumes for recreatory use?
8. Is there a system for fairly frequent
exchange of at least part of the recreatory
materials, either at the public library or at
the school library?
9. Are magazines and newspapers
available in the classrooms as well as in
the school library?
10. Are books ordinarily used in lower
or higher grades not used for supplemen-
tary materials in any grade?
Connecticut
Reading Exchange
Published by
THE IMPROVEMENT OF READING
PROGRAM
State Department ofEducation
Hartford, Conn.
Editor, Ann E. McGuinniss
Directors
N. S. Light,
Director of School and Community Services
Ann V. Foberg,
Senior Elementary Supervisor
Consultants
Rheta Clark Ann McGuinniss
Eleanor Knobloch Olive Niles
Raymond Lumley Alice O’Neill
Katharine Wead
Adviser
Dr. Donald D. Durrell,
Dean of the School of Education,
Boston University
DEVELOPING READING
INTERESTS
J. LOUIS COOPER,
University of Connecticut
It has been said that there are three types
of illiterates; (l) those who cannot read,
(2) those who can read but do not and
(3) those who can and do read but never
read anything significant. As teachers we
have been greatly concerned with the first
type of illiteracy, only to have failed to
recognize the full importance of developing
in children the proper reading attitudes,
appreciations, and tastes. In other words,
we have been disposed to consider the task
of teaching children how to read as the all-
important function of a reading program.
As a result of this narrowness of purpose,
many children have been subjected to
materials and techniques that have taught
them how to read but that have also left
them with the attitude of the earnest young
pupil who remarked, "Now that I've
learned to read, do I have to?”
An important function of any good
reading program is to assist children in the
development of desirable reading interests,
attitudes, and tastes. The following sug-
gestions may prove helpful in the achieve-
ment of this aim:
1. All reading should be purposeful to
the child; that is, it should not be merely
an imposed task.
2. Provide an abundance of easy and
highly interesting material which children
may pursue independently. It is erroneous
to assume that reading material is offensive
merely because it is easy. Interest cannot
be challenged if the material is so difficult as
to cause the reading to be halting and
laborious.
3. Provide time for children to engage in
independent reading. Permit considerable
freedom (with guidance) in the selection of
materials for such reading. Provide time
for sharing reading interests.
4. The materials for independent reading
should be at least one level lower than those
considered suitable for directed reading
activities. This applies to study-type
materials as well as to materials for recreatory
reading.
5. A well-developed classroom reading
center, equipped with a wide variety of
materials, should be established in order to
bring children and books together at the
times when there is occasion and opport-
unity to use them.
6. All reading matter, including basal
reading materials, must be adjusted to the
reading levels of the individual children if
permanent reading interests are to be
developed.
ENRICHMENT OF THE
READING PROGRAM
(Continued from page 1
)
3. To build strong motive for and
permanent interest in reading for pleasure
and information.
4. To enrich children's experiences
through a variety of materials.
5. To guide pupils to a wealth of
reading experiences commensurate with
their ability.
6. To stimulate interest in reading
through a wide variety of materials and
experience.
7. To contribute measurably to growth
in all directions.
AN EIGHTH GRADE
LIBRARY PROGRAM
CALLA NEWBERRY
Dearfield School,
Windsor, Conn.
The survey of our reading situation in
October showed that over half the eighth
grade was well above standard. An enrich-
ment program seemed therefore
problem. One answer to the problem was
increased library opportunities.
Reading likes and dislikes were discussed.
A library committee was elected to go over
the books in our room library and report on
what was available. The committee was
then given a list of the types of books their
classmates wanted to read as well as a
definite list of titles of books they would
like to read.
Next came a trip to the Windsor Public
Library where with the help of the librarian
and the card catalogs the books were
selected.
During the library period the books were
presented to the class with a short review
of several of them. Before going into circu-
lation a set of Library Rules was worked
out by the group, a librarian was chosen,
and a card similar to the regular library card
was made for each book.
The library collection has been changed
twice during the year. Individuals brought
in many of their own books which were at
all levels. In all, some two hundred seventy-
five books have been made available to the
group. The circulation has been large and
interest has increased in the better book.
An interesting development was the case
of John. His reading level wes 6.6 and he
boasted he had never read a book through.
The class chose him librarian. He helped
choose the class books and developed an
interest in non-fiction at first. Recently he
came to me with a story book and the com-
ment "Gee, this book is good!” "Do
you know any more like it”? He has taken
out his own card in the public library and
often brings to class books he has found
there relating to class activities.
Interests and Needs Indicated by an Inventory of Connecticut Schools
Number of
Elem. Schools
273 210 206 203 181 178 170 165
Needs
and
Interests
Remedial *
Reading
Guidance in
Use of
Reading
Resources
Study
Skills
Word
Mastery
Skills
Variety of
Supplemen-
tary
Materials
Reading
Readiness
Practices
Relation of
Child De-
velopment
to the Read-
ing Program
Provision
for
Individual
Differences
Number of
Sec. Schools
75 72 72 64 64 64 64 62
Needs
and
Interests
Testing*
Program
Study
Skills
Remedial
Reading
Practices
Provision
for
Individual
Differences
Wide Var-
iety of
Supplemen-
tary
Materials
Teaching
Reading
Skills
Develop-
ment &. Use
of Informal
Tests
Successful
Library
Practices
The above Interests and Needs listed in order of importance, as indicated by the figures, are compiled from an inventory sent to
the schools of the state and have been used as a guide in the development of the state reading program and in the selection of
materials for the Reading Exchange. * See Volume 1 No. 1
READING WITH THE
MENTALLY RETARTED
WILLIAM NOLAN
Comultant fo r Special Education
State Department ofEducation
The problems of teaching reading to the
mentally retarded child may be considered
identical to those encountered in teaching
Ihe so-called normal child when considered
<5 the light of a few simple requirements,
nemely: use of the mental age concept; con-
sideration of the child's past experience with
reading; and recognition of his present area
of interest.
(1 ) The first of these is adequate consid-
ation of mental age.
By using a child's present mental age as
a guide, we can readily transpose this to the
proper part of level into which it falls in our
own school system. This will determine
the level of work of which the child is now
capable. For example, a child 11 years and
10 months of age with an IQ of 64 would
have a mental age of 7 years 7 months. If
the average child of just past 7j^ in our
school system is carrying work of mid-
second grade, we can feel justified in assum-
ing that our subject, now barely twelve
chronologically, is capable of only this
much also.
It wili be readily granted that this rather
highly mathematical concept can contain
flaws, but certainly none of its inherent
errors could be as serious as that of ex-
pecting from a mentally retarded child what
we would expect of a classmate of the same
chronological age but of average intelli-
gence.
For many years now, teachers working
successfully with mentally retarded children
have disregarded IQ’s except during those
brief periods in September and January of
each school year when they were used in
recomputing a current mental age. Thus
new goals are periodically reestablished for
each child in terms of his slowly increasing
capacity.
(2) A second point to be considered is
the child’s past experience with reading.
Because the retarded child approaches the
norms more closely physically than he does
intellectually, his lack of mental ability is
generally called to attention only after re-
peated failure in school. The two or three
years spent in continued failure because the
child was not ready to read can, and gener-
^hui^es, kill the inherent interest which
reading holds for most children. The time
which might well have been spent in readi-
ness training, building an experiental back-
ground for interest and vocabulary has
usually been wasted in trying to build formal
reading skills. If the formal training could
have waited until the child achieved a mental
age of 6, or better still 6j^, the interest
would not now have to be recaptured. To
recapture the lost desire, a large amount of
additional effort and individual planning
must be used.
(3) Ine d.
1
factor to be considered is
interest level. While these children are
capable of handli lg only the vocabulary,
sentence structure, and thought content
suited to their mental age levels, their in-
terests more nearly approach their chrono-
logical ages. This makes the usual primary
series of graded readers unsuited to these
children. Teacher- and pupil-prepared
materials are often needed to do the job of
meeting interest and ability levels. In
creating such material, studied use must be
made of standaridized word lists such as
the 850 words of Basic English or the Gates
Primary Word List, in order that sufficient
drill by repetition in content may be prov-
vided.
Often after the sense of achievement on
the pupil has been gained and continued
success sustains interest, graded series may
be used successfully along with teacher-
pupil prepared supplementary materials.
The three factors just touched upon are
often important considerations in work with
any child who needs remedial instruction,
but are always of vital importance in work
with the mentally retarded.
READING NEWS AROUND
THE STATE
Dr. Lydia Duggins has joined the State
Department of Education staff to work on
the Improvement of Reading Program at
the secondary and college levels. Dr.
Duggins, M. Ed., University of Tennessee,
Ed. D., Columbia University, has worked
on elementary and high school programs in
Tennessee and has been director of the
Reading Center for High School and College
Students at Columbia University.
An extension course, Materials and Meth-
ods in the Teaching of Reading is being given
this semester at Bridgeport, Hartford and
Winsted, Instructor, Mr. J. Louis Cooper,
University of Connecticut. The course is
designed for teachers, principals and super-
visors.
An extension course, A Clinical Approach
to Solution of Reading Difficulties is being
given at New Haven Teachers College, Miss
Marjorie W. Carroll, Instructor.
Three Teachers College conferences have
been held at Willimantic, Danbury and New
Haven. These conferences have been or-
ganized by a committee of representatives
of the four Teachers Colleges and the staff
of the State Department Reading Program.
Ar each meeting there have been demonstra-
tions, book exhibits and talks by outstand-
ing people in the field of reading.
Dr. Constance McCullough of Western
Reserve, co-author of the recently published
book, Problems in the Improvement ofReading,
spoke at Willimantic. Dr. Gertrude
Hildreth, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity talked to the group at Danbury. Dr.
Emmett A. Betts, Temple University, whose
recently published book Foundations of
Reading Instruction, was published in 1946,
spoke to the group at New Haven.
A fourth conference is to be held at the
Teachers College of Connecticut, New
Britain.
One hundred and twelve towns have been
included in the twelve regional reading
meetings held during the past year. Dr.
Donald Durrell, Dr. Helen Murphy and Dr.
Helen B. Sullivan, of Boston University,
demonstrated classroom techniques in the
teaching of reading.
Eleven regional high school planning
meetings have been held in various parts of
the state in addition to the many high
schools that are starting improved reading
programs. The members of the staff who
are working with the high school groups
are Lydia Duggins, Raymond Lumley, Ann
McGuinniss and Olive Niles.
Members of the Teachers College Reading
Planning Committee who attended the
Reading Conference at Temple University,
Philadelphia were: Louis Cooper, University
of Connecticut; Leonard Joli, New Haven
Teachers College; Virginia McCauley, Tea-
chers College of Connecticut; and Fayette
Overholt, Danbury Teachers College.
Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Advisor for the
Connecticut Improvement of Reading Pro-
gram was the speaker at the annual banquet
at the conference. Dr. Durrell talked on the
General Language Approach to Reading Pro-
blems. He also spoke at several sectional
meetings during the conference. Mr.
Cooper and Mr. Joll were included among
the discussants at several of the sectional
meetings.
A meeting to discuss reading problems
in the elementary grades was held at the
Central Village Grammar School. Teachers
from Central Village, Moosup, Plainfield
and Wauregan were in attendance.
At a recent meeting of the elementary
teachers in Milford, Miss McGuinniss
spoke to the teachers on the Developmental
Problem in the Elementary Grades. Plans
were discussed for an all day reading con-
ference at which demonstrations are to be
given by Dr. Durrell and Dr. Murphy of
Boston University and members of the
State Reading Demonstration group.
In the January issue of the English
Leaflet published by the New England
Association of Teachers of English, was an
article ”A Community Deals with The
Reading Program”, by Ann V. Foberg of
the State Department of Education.
An article ’’The Use of Supplementary
Self Teaching Devices in Reading,” in a
recent issue of the Elementary School
Journal was written by Janet D. Harris,
Sedgwick School, West Hartford.
A class of thirty students at Wesleyan
University is meeting two days weekly for
instruction in reading, with special emphasis
on a developmental program. The work is
being carried on by Dr. Liberman, Psycholo-
gist, and Dr. Duggins, Consultant.
GUIDANCE IN THE USE OF
READING RESOURCES
( Continued from page 1
)
for a great variety of materials. Such ma-
terials include the basal readers and other
series, text books, reference books, ma-
gazines, newspapers, charts, slides, films
and all material that school children can use
profitably. In addition teacher- and pupil-
prepared materials contribute much to the
reading program. Such materials may be
kept on file and used over and over again.
Materials should be provided for the slow,
average and superior readers. An improved
program necessitates not only a wide variety
of materials but an evaluation and enlarged
use of materials already available.
There should be an attractive classroom
library with tables and bookselves for recre-
ational reading and reference work. The
school library will supply much supple-
mentary material and the planned library
period should be part of the reading pro-
gram. Children should be encouraged to
use the public library and have library cards.
Arrangements can be made with the libra-
rian for class visits and for the loan of books
to the school for an extended period of time.
In assembling library books for children's
use, it is well to acquire more books than
the number of children in the class. If there
are thirty pupils in the room, provide at
least thirty different titles and duplicate, if
necessary, fifteen titles so that the minimum
collection will comprise forty-five books. If
these books are used for a unit of work, they
should be returned to the libraries when the
work is completed. If this collection is
acquired for recreational reading, it is well
to change the collection at least four times
a year. If, however, there is a school library,
the pupils in each room will frequently
have access to a larger and more varied col-
lection of books throughout the year.
STUDY SKILLS
( Continuedfrom page 1
required in mathematics or science. Students
do most of their reading in the content
field. Therefore the teachers of these sub-
jects are better able to guide the reading of
their pupils than the specialized reading
teacher. The teacher must know the reading
skills required in her subject and the reading
needs of the pupils.
Particular emphasis should be placed on
teaching such skills as those listed below:
Vocabulary developemnt— word recog-
nition techniques, word meaning and the
use of the dictionary
Locating information — ability to use all
types of reference books, table of con-
tents, indices, card catalogues
Reading charts, maps and graphs
Reading to answer specific questions
Reading to note details
Reading to organize
Reading to follow directions
Reading critically
Reading to predict outcomes
Reading to get the central thought
Speeded reading
Skimming
Outlining
Recall — oral and written
Oral reading
READING PROGRAMS IN SOME
CONNECTICUT HIGH SCHOOLS
( Continued from page 1
)
and methods are tried out in the mathe-
matics and evaluated as to their effective-
ness.
The social studies teacher is attaching the
problem of developing the skills needed
in informational or study-type reading.
Since her classes were weak in the skills of
identifying main ideas and organizing
materials, these problems were studied first.
Students learned where to look for main
ideas, how to express them in their own
words, what the supporting details contri-
bute to the development of the main idea
and how to organize information into a
workable outline.
These teachers have frequent individual
conferences with a reading counselor. In
addition they share their findings with each
other and with all the teachers in sched-
uled staff meeting. It is hoped that from
their study, every teacher will be encour-
aged to participate actively in a school
-
wide developmental reading program.
Newington High School
Newington High School met in a staff
planning session and decided that their best
attack upon the reading problem was
through a group of tenth grade English
Students who needed to improve their
reading. The English department requested
a demonstration in which a unit on reading
improvement be introduced in this class.
The reading consultant gave this demonstra-
tion, stressing the active participation of
each student in the diagnosis of his reading
difficulties and the planning of a program
of improvement. A staff meeting followed
in which the teachers discussed the techni-
ques used in the demonstration as to their
effectiveness and possible use in other
classes. It was decided at this staff meeting
that since the needs of this tenth grade
group were varied, it would be necessary to
carry on much small group work to meet
their needs. Another demonstration was
planned with this group showing how small
group work could be carried on most
effectively.
This same approach will be carried on in
each department of the school. The
science department will be the next con-
cerned. They will:
1. Meet to discuss needs and plan
demonstrations of techniques to meet
these needs.
2. Observe the demonstration>d3^
have planned.
3. Meet to evaluate the demonstra-
tion and plan further steps.
Burns Junior High School — Hartford
At a staff planning session to discuss the
setting up of a reading program, it was de-
cided that a reading test given earlier in the
year seemed to indicate certain outstanding
reading needs for the whole school. After
a discussion of these problems the teachers
felt that they would like, as a group, to
work out a systematic plan of attack upon
these problems. The first objective was to
develop methods and techniques for building
and enriching the students' vocabulary skills.
Professional books were read and discussed
as to their usefulness in achieving this end.
Supplementary materials for the students
were chosen. The reading consultant was
called upon for conferences with teachers
of English and Social Studies in planning
and coordinating the attack. After three
weeks of study and research, the entire
staff met and shared their findings. Con-
crete suggestions were forthcoming for
each teacher.
A second study is planned around the
subject of paragraph reading. The basic
procedure will again be: group discussions,
working out of methods in small groups
and as individuals, and sharing sessions
in which findings will be pooled. This
plan begins with the problems as they exist
in this particular situation, encourages the
participation of every teacher, and of ex-
perimentation in the classroom to deter-
mine the effectiveness of the methods and
techniques.
CONNECTICUT READING EXCHANGE
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, HARTFORD
VOLUME I
y ' WORD MASTERY SKILLS
There are two important factors to be
considered in vocabulary development: word
recognition and word meaning. Word
recognition skills cannot be taught in
isolation from word meaning any more
than a knowledge of the meaning of words
can lead to the interpretation of printed
symbols.
Word Meaning
Reading is meaningful only in relation
to the experiences the reader brings to the
reading situation. The development of a
background of understandings is a con-
tinuous process. Every new interest and
experience outside of school as well as
those in school contribute to the child’s
background of understandings. Some chil-
dren in the classroom will have had much
wider experiences than others.
The teacher must furnish as many vicari-
ous and real experiences as possible through:
pictures, stories, visual aids, trips, games,
construction, experiments etc. There should
be many opportunities for discussion,
planning and sharing ideas and interests.
For pupils with a meager background the
teacher will have to anticipate and build up
an understanding of new words to be en-
countered. Words have a variety of mean-
ings and word enrichment is essential. Wide
reading is one of the most effective ways of
developing vocabulary.
Sight Vocabulary
Such a vocabulary of about 200 words
instantly recognized should be established
before work on word elements is begun.
One of the most serious handicaps of the
pupil with a reading disability is the lack of
such a vocabulary. These words will be
encountered in any type of material to be
read. There are many good basic vocabu-
lary lists which should be available to the
Continued, on page 2
SYLLABICATION TRAINING
Louis Cooper, University of Connecticut
Before a child can become an efficient
pjoA independent reader, he must develop
/ity to work out efficiently the full recog-
nition and pronunciation of words that
cannot be recognized instantly during read-
ing. The phonogram method, which has
characterized most phontic programs, is un-
doubtedly beneficial during the initial
stages of word analysis when most words are
monosyllables. However, this phonetic
training is usually completed by the end of
th second year and children frequently are
given little additional training in methods
of word analysis. Furthermore, as children
approach third-grade reading achievement
and new words become predominantly poly-
syllabic, the phonetic training which they
received during the first two grades becomes
Continued on page 4
MAY 1947
Spring Reading Conferences
All day Regional Conference at
the Central Grammar School, Mil-
ford.
Teachers College Conference,
Teachers College of Connecticut,
New Britain.
All State High School Confer-
ence, Troup Junior High School,
New Haven.
Conference of Remedial Read-
ing Teachers of Connecticut, Y. W.
C. A., Hartford.
Regional Conference, Bingham
School, Bristol.
Regional Conference, Nathan
Hale School, New London.
New Haven Teachers College
Annual Spring Conference, The Role
of the Elementary School Library in the
Reading Program.
THE NORTHEAST JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM
HARTFORD
At a staff meeting which was attended by
all teachers, the northeast Junior High
School group decided that it would like to
develop plans to do a better job of devel-
oping reading skills using the materials
already available rather than purchasing new
ones. It was decided that a selection from
the English course be made the basis for
study to determine the most effective plan
of presentation for (l) a retarded group
with a poor informational background (2)
an average group, and (3) a superior group.
Preparation, objectives, presentation, read-
ing skills, outcomes, and follow-ups were
considered. Each teacher developed her
own plan and carried it out with her group.
It was found that the average and slow
groups utilized much use of visual aids:
pictures, movies, informal class discussions,
oral reading of difficult passages by the
teachers, group activities involving "doing”
i.e. — making of models of characters,
dramatizations.
The superior group enjoyed making a
critical analysis of the writer’s techniques,
interpretation of theme, study of the his-
torical background of the writing, and in-
dependent supplementary reading and re-
ports. The teachers concluded from this
study that while all groups could enjoy
these classics, the method of presentation
needed to be varied to meet their special
needs and abilities. It was suggested that this
same analysis could be made for information-
al or study-type reading. This study is now
going forward and findings will be shared
and evaluated at the next staff meeting.
NUMBER 3
CRITERIA FOR READING
PROGRAM EVALUATION
Lydia A. Duggins
Ann E. McGuinniss
At the present time many schools in
Connecticut are studying their present
reading practices, facilities and problems
with the idea in mind of planning a more
effective reading program for the next school
year. It is difficult in a short article to
attempt to outline a pattern for a thoroughly
efficient reading program. We are outlining
very briefly a minimum of essentials of such
a program. A purposeful reading program
is one which:
A. Provides adequate diagnosis includ-
ing:
1. Adequate tests of visual and audi-
tory acuity
2. Thorough physical examinations
3. Standardized test of readiness,
intelligence and reading achieve-
ment with interpretations by an
experienced staff
4. Informal teacher-made tests
5. Individual analysis for pupils with
severe reading disabilities
6. Use of cumulative records
7. Keeping of individual reading in-
ventories
8. Constant teacher observations
9. Conferences with parents, former
teachers and pupils
10.
Individual pupil progress charts
for teacher and pupil
B. Adjusts the program to the individ-
ual’s needs in the class room by:
1. Limiting teacher load to not more
than twenty-five pupils
2. Providing flexible grouping within
classes
3. Providing individual instruction
when necessary
4. Recognizing the value of the center
of interest as a means of gaining
class participation at the varying
ability levels
5. Adjusts teaching methods to the
needs of the pupils
6. Provides adequate and continuous
diagnosis of pupil interests and
needs
C. Provides an adequate reading readi-
ness program which:
1. Recognizes that all children do not
mature physically, emotionally,
mentally and socially at the same
chronological age
2. Is aware that their experiential and
language backgrounds vary greatly
3. Uses all available sources of in-
formation concerning individual
pupils (See Item A.
)
4. Builds up a background of lan-
guage and experiences
Continued on page 3
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WORD MASTERY SKILLS
(Continued from page 1
)
teacher. Games and drills for quick pre-
ception of these words are helpful. The
use of flash cards, tachistoscope and flash
meter are suggested.
WORD ANALYSIS SKILLS
These skills should be recognized only as
tools in reading. Systematic drill in such
techniques is not needed by all pupils. The
phonetic approach is only one technique in
word analysis and should be so recognized.
TECHNIQUES OF WORD ANALYSIS
Picture clues
Context clues
Configuration clues
Phonetic clues
Ability to work out new words from known
parts.
Small words in longer words
Larger known word elements in longer
words
Roots, prefixes and suffixes
Recognition of fact that word meanings
vary in context
Syllabication
Use of the dictionary
( Continued on page 3)
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
LIBRARY
The Role of the Elementary School
Library in the Reading Program v/as the
topic selected by New Haven Teachers
College for their annual spring educational
conference. The excellent program under
the chairmanship of Dr. J. Allen Hickerson
follows:
I. Address: Phyllis Fenner, Librarian,
Manhassett, L.I., Public Schools,
author of "Adventures, Rare and
Magical”, "Our Library”, "The Li-
brary in the Elementary School”,
etc.
THE ROLE OF THE LIBRARY IN
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
II. Demonstration: Introduction of new
books to children by Kathryn T.
Donlan, Barnard Practice School,
N.H.S.T.C.
III. Symposium: WHAT ARE CONNEC-
TICUT SCHOOLS DOING ABOUT
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LIBRA-
IES?
Continued on page 4
FREE AND INEXPENSIVE
MATERIALS
Rheta Clark, School Library Advisor
The range and quantity of free and inex-
pensive materials which are available as
teaching aids seem limitless. These charts,
posters, pictures and pamphlets vary in
their reliability of information. There are
the bulletins printed by the U.S. govern-
ment and state agencies, material distri-
buted by travel bureaus and governmental
information offices representing countries
outside of the U.S., talks given on the radio
and at conferences, national organizations
and foundations which wish to disseminate
information, and educational materials dis-
tributed as a means of advertising by manu-
facturing concerns. Many in the latter
group are helpful, but let us be cautioned by
Mr. Melcher’s statement in "School Books
That Cost Nothing” in the Publisher’s
Weekly for September 29, 1945, ". . . it is
certain that those who write and print (free
pamphlets) owe more obligation to the
( Continued on page 4)
A HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY STUDY
Virginia Brooks
John Fitch High School
Checking library slips against the faces
and backs around me in the John Fitch
High School Library is hardly an inspiring
task. The inspiration was in the remark of
my freshman student assistant (who is no
newer to the school than I) "Gee, you
must know every person in the schoolH
It was true that in most periods
name by sight every person in the libral^
it was also true that I could not learn the
names of 450 students in 3 months. I
determined to find out what part of the
school was using the library and how our
library served the school, but for this I
needed first a complete list of students in
the school.
The problem of getting a complete list
of all students was solved far more simply
than I had dared hope. Some of the students
who came in to the library like to type and
are fascinated by my typewriter. During
one week several people typed a complete
list for me. The student staff members on
duty each period check the library slips
against the list, using a different colored pen-
cil for each day. The rainbow results tell
us that out of the 444 students in attendance
during a recent month there are 77 or 17.3%
who have not been in the library during the
last four weeks. Of these 30% are fresh-
man, 13% sophomores, 23% juniors, 11%
seniors. In many cases, the junior and
senior class schedules are so heavy that the
students have almost no study periods.
The sophomores I shall check on individ-
ually. The freshmen I hope to invite in
small groups, closing the library to all
others, and have a get-acquainted talk with
them and find out why they are not coming.
To check on the use of the library by
pupils and teachers, the following slip was
prepared and filled in by all pupils using the
library.
Name: Period:
FOR REFERENCE WORK
Subject:
Teacher:
Assignment:
Books used:
Continued on page 4
Interests and Needs Indicated by an Inventory of Connecticut Schools
Number of
Elem. Schools
Needs
and
Interests
Number of
Sec. Schools
Needs
and
Interests
273 210
Remedial* Guidance in*
Reading Use of
Reading
Resources
75
Testing *
Program
72
Study *
Skills
206
Study *
Skills
72
Remedial *
Reading
Practices
203 181 178 170 165
Word
Mastery
Skills
Variety of*
Supplemen-
tary
Materials
Reading
Readiness
Practices
Relation of
Child De-
velopment
to the Read-
ing Program
*
Provision
for
Individual
Differences
64 64 64 64 62
Provision
for
Individual
Differences
Wide Var-*
iety of
Supplemen-
tary
Materials
Teaching
Reading
Skills
Develop-
ment <St Use
of Informal
Tests
Successful
Library
Practices
The above Interests and Needs listed in order of importance, as indicated by the figures, are compiled from an inventory sent to
the schools of the state and have been used as a guide in the development of the state reading program and in the selection of
materials for the Reading Exchange. * See Volume 1 No. 1 and No. 2
CRITERIA FOR READING
PROGRAM EVALUATION
Continued from page 1
5. Teaches necessary readiness skills
before introduction to formal read-
ing
6. Understands that readiness skills
are not only the concern of the
primary teacher but that there is a
readiness for new skills at each
grade level
7. Determines readiness for new skills
by continuous evaluation
D. Has an understanding of child devel-
opment in order:
1. To interpret the child’s individu-
ality through observing his be-
havior traits
2. To understand the maturity level
at which he is functioning
E. Provides a wide variety of reading
materials at the varying ability
levels. In so doing there must be an
awareness on the part of teachers that
in most classrooms there is a range of
about five grades or more in reading
abilities. Such materials will include:
1. Small sets of the basal series (6 to
10 books)
2. Many supplementary sets
3. Text books in the content field at
the variety of ability levels
4. Reference materials
5. Material for recreational reading
classroom libraries
6. Magazines, newspapers
7. Free, teacher and pupil made
materials
F. Uses all available teaching aids in-
cluding:
1. Pictures
2. Trips
3. Contributions of citizens of the
community
4. Slides, films, film strips
5. Radio
6. Experiments
G. Provides opportunities for coopera-
tive pupil-teacher planning
H. Uses purpose and interest as the
essential factors in motivation
I. Provides for continuous develop-
ment of reading skills at all grade
levels and in all of the content areas,
and at the same time for individuals
who need special help
J. Uses many techniques for continuous
evaluation of methods used including:
K. Uses all available services and facili-
ties including contributions of:
1. Guidance department
2. Community agencies
3. School and community library
4. School and community health ser-
vices
5. Teachers of content fields
6. Teachers having specialized pro-
fessional training
7. Administrative staff
8. State Department of Education
L. Uses many Techniques for evaluation
of the methods used, such as:
l. Standardized test scores
2. Antedotal records of changes in
attitudes and abilities
3. The students’ own evaluation
4. Daily records of progress
5. Reports of parents and other
teachers
6. Informal tests
M. Provides for in-service growth of tea-
chers through :
1. A functional professional library
of books found useful by teachers
for their particular needs. Enough
copies of these books should be
provided so that each teacher may
have a copy on his desk for easy
referral is desired. New materials
should be centrally located so that
teachers may examine them at their
leisure. New materials of particu-
lar interest to an individual staff
member should be referred di-
rectly to him
2. Time in the school day for group
meetings in which teachers can
exchange ideas, discuss new books
and materials, and come to an
understanding of basic philosophy.
3. Encouragement of further pro-
fessional study
4. Recognition of achievement of
staff members
It is recognized that many of the proce-
dures recommended in this article are being
carried on in reading programs throughout
the State. Probably no program is accom-
plishing all of the goals indicated. Each
teacher will find it valuable to check his
reading program against these criteria to
find (a) which areas indicate that the best
work is being achieved and (b) which areas
should receive the most attention in plan-
ning for next year.
WORD MASTERY SKILLS
Continuedfrom page 2
A program for vocabulary building is one
that provides a variety of experiences for
developing word meaning, that recognizes
that word meanings vary in context, that
supplies a sight vocabulary of words that
are to be encountered in all types of material
and furnishes the techniques of word
analysis necessary for insuring independ-
ence in attacking new words.
BASIC VOCABULARY LISTS
Dolch, E. W., A Manual for Remedial
Reading, Second Edition, page 438, Garrard
Press, Champaign, Illinois.
Gates, Primary Word List, Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, New York.
International Kindergarten Union Word
List, International Kindergarten Union,
1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W., Washington
DC.
Rhinsland Vocabulary List, Macmillan
Company, N.Y.
Connecticut Reading Exchange will be
pleased to receive any information in regard
to successful reading practices, programs or
materials developed in your schools. Send
material to Ann E. McGuinniss, Reading
Consultant, State Department of Education,
Hartford, Connecticut.
NEWS AROUND THE STATE
Mrs. Loretta B. Childress has joined the
State Department Reading Staff. She is a
former Connecticut teacher who has had
experience as a Remedial Instructor in
Needham Massachusetts, Director of the
Psychological Clinic at Colegio St. Augus-
tine, Sao Paulo, Brazil and as Clinical
Psychologist in the Army Air Corps. Mrs.
Childress is at present working part time as
psychologist for the Bristol Family Welfare
Department.
An all day reading conference was re-
cently held at Milford with over two hundred
teachers, citizens, and representative teacher
groups from six surrounding towns in
attendance. During the morning session
demonstrations in classroom reading tech-
niques in all grades were given by members
of the State Department staff assisted by
Miss Virginia Biggy, Reading Consultant,
at Plainville, Miss Alice O’Neill, State
Elementary Supervisor; and Mrs. Gertrude
Vaughn, teacher in Bristol. During the
afternoon session demonstrations were
given by Dr. Donald Durrell and Dr. Helen
Murphy of Boston University. Dr. Durrell
talked to the group on Enrichment of the
Reading Program.
Two regional meetings were held in the
state on May 19 and 20. The first was held
at the Clarence A. Bi'ngham School, Bristol
and the second at the Nathan Hale School,
New London. There were demonstrations in
classroom techniques by Dr. Donald Durrell
and Dr. Helen Murphy of Boston Univers-
ity. Dr. Durrell spoke to the group on an
Improved Reading Program.
Several meetings of the elementary and
high school teachers of Shelton have been
held for the study of an improved reading
program. Members of the State Department
staff have met with the group.
An all-state High School Reading Con-
ference was held at Troup Junior High
School, New Haven on May 16. There were
demonstrations in class room reading tech-
niques, visual aids and displays of materials.
Dr. Donald Durrell spoke on the High
School Reading Program.
A conference of remedial reading teachers
of the state was held in Hartford on Thurs-
day, May 22. There was a panel discussion
Active Practices in a Remedial Program,
discussion leader, Marjorie Carroll, New
Haven Teachers College. Participating on
the panel were, Virginia Biggy, Plainville,
Vera Lewis, West Hartford, Eleanor Ma-
honey, Hartford, Marjorie, Milazzo, New
London, Lydia Duggins and Ann McGuin-
niss, State Department of Education, Dr.
Easton Monroe, Director of the Reading
Clinic of Pennsylvania State College spoke
to the group on the Remedial Reading
SYLLABICATION TRAINING
Continued from page 1
inadquate. In many cases, groups of letters
which are taught as phonograms cut across
syllabic divisions in words of more than one
syllable, thus causing children to tend to
divide them at awkward places, (e.g., fr u-
str at ion). Since most new words at the
third-grade level are polysyllables, the rec-
ognition and pronunciation of such words
is achieved best by analysis into syllables,
rather than by the sounds of letters and
short phonograms.
Training in syllabication is usually begun
at the third-grade level, continued through-
out the fourth, and further refined in each
of the upper elementary grades. Briefly, a
program for the specific teaching of sylla-
bication skills should follow a sequence
similar to the following.
I. Auditory Perception of Syllables
A. Teaching the meaning of the word
"syllable”
B. Teaching children to hear the
vowel sounds in syllables
C. Teaching children to hear the
number of syllables in a word
II. Visual Auditory Perception of Syl-
lables
A. Developing awareness of first
syllables
B. Developing awareness of last syl-
lables
C. Developing an awareness of cer-
tain stable syllables such as "in”,
"un”, and "er”
III. Principles of Syllabication
A. Two-syllable words with double
consonants between two vowels
B. Two-syllable words with vowel
followed by two different conso-
nants
C. Two-syllable words with single
consonant between two vowels
D. Two-syllable words with conso-
nant before final "le”
E. Three-syllable words with the
prefix as the first syllable
F. Three-syllable words with the
prefix as the first syllable and the
suffix as the last syllable
G. Three- syllable words with the
suffix as the last syllable
H. Four-syllable words with the pre-
fix as the first syllable and the
suffix as the last syllable
I. Syllabication in the dictionary
A HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARY STUDY
Continued from page 2
FOR PLEASURE READING
Books:
Magazines:
If they were studying or reading the news-
paper, they were asked to indicate that in-
formation on the margin of the paper. On
the check sheets we listed each person’s
slip under the object in coming to the li-
brary and the materials used. We were in-
terested that 40% honestly admitted that
they came to the library just for pleasure
reading: most of them use of ma gq.-
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LIBRARY
Continuedfrom page 2
A. What Can the Teacher Do in a
School Which Does not Have a
Library?
Alice J. DeMar, High Street
School, South Glastonbury
B. What Can Teachers Do with a
School Library Which Does not
Have a Librarian?
Rheta Clark, Division of Libra-
ries, State Department of Educa-
tion.
Dorothy R. Stolzenburg, County
Home, West Haven
C. What Must the Superintendent
Do to Establish a School Library?
John C. Reilly, Superintendent of
Rural Education
D. What Can the Principal Do to
Promote the School Library?
Edward Moyer, Principal, Weston
School
E. How Can the Public Librarian
Contribute to the School Pro-
gram?
Ivy Lovering, Children’s Libra-
rian, Waterbury, Conn.
F. What Can the Trained School
Librarian Contribute to the School
and the School Library?
Alice B. Thompson, Librarian,
N.H.S.T.C.
IV. Exhibits: (9 to 10 and 12 to l)
Recently Published Children’s Books
Library Aids for Teachers
Books Nominated for the Newbery
and Caldecott 1947 Awards
said they came in to do reference work only.
9% came in because they preferred to study
in the library rather than in the study room
(This had been discouraged, but not too
strenuously) Another 9% said they com-
bined reference and pleasure. 6% came in
for study and pleasure and 2% came in for
reference and study. Of the materials used
22% were books, 49% magazines, 4%
newspapers, 15.5% encyclopedias and 9-5%
other reference books. (Incidentally, these
percentages were figured out by one of the
seniors.) Another typing volunteer copied
a list of the magazines to which we sub-
scribe and each time a student mentioned a
magazine on the questionnarie, it was
checked on this list. Of course, Life,
Popular Mechanics and Popular Science
were far in the lead. This list, with the
percentages of use for each magazine will
be used as a basis for deciding which to
keep and which to drop. Some of the better,
unused magazines will be pushed in the
English classes.
During the school year we have gathered
a great deal of information about our li-
brary. Student volunteer help has greatly
aided in the study. Our purpose in study-
ing present library practices was made in
order that our library might develop a pro-
gram that will m r>s ,‘ efficiently cprve nnr
schodl.
FREE AND INEXPENSIVE
MATERIALS
Continuedfrom page 2
advertiser than they do to the schools and
their educational integrity”.
There is, however, a wealth of material
upon which teachers may draw and, if
used with discretion, these materials can
make classroom teaching more interesting
and profitable.
Bibliographies listing free and inexpenV
sive materials about many subjects may be
found in public and school libraries. Some
sources which may be helpful are:
Bacon & Wieck, Inc.
Goldenrod Avenue, New York, N.Y.
The Education Index
H. W. Wilson
950-972 University Ave., New York 52, N.Y.
New Jersey State Teachers College
Montclair, New Jersey
(Audio-Visual and Teaching Aids
Bulletins, Lili Heimers, comp.)
Subscription Books Bulletin
vol. 17, No. 4, October 1946
American Library Association
50 East Huron St., Chicago 11, 111.
(The Library’s Picture Collection)
Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office
Washington 25, D.C.
(Lists of publications on more than
75 subjects)
The Vertical File Service Catalog
H. W. Wilson Co.
950-972 University Ave., New York 52, N.Y.
( Continued, in next issue)
Services Available in Connecticut
State Department of Education— Improve-
ment of Reading Program
Reading Laboratory—Teachers College of
Connecticut, New Britain
Reading Clinic—New Haven Teachers
College
Laboratory of Child Services—Willimantic
Teachers College
Services of Mr. Louis Cooper— University
of Connecticut
CONFERENCE ON READING PROBLEMS
Windham Street School Saturday, November 23, 194&
9:00 A.M. Exhibit of Reading Materials - Auditorium Corridor
9:30 Demonstrations followed by Discussion
Grade 1 Eye and Ear Training
M 2 Small Group Work
•' 3 Word Recognition Techniques
M 4 Individual Analysis
" 5 Reading in Content Field
" 6 Study Skills
" 7 Snail Group Work
,r 8 Study Skills
” 8 Introduction of a Unit
10:30 Three Panel Discussions
Marjorie Carroll
Ann Foberg
J. Louis Cooper
Leonard Joll
Katherine L. Keelor
Fayette Overholt
Olive Niles
Virginia McCauley
Ann McGuinniss
Auditorium
Room 43
Room 13
Primary Mrs. Hascall -Miss Mahoney and Demonstrators
Intermediate Miss Shugrue - Miss Gamble and
Demonstrators
Upper Grades Miss Elwell- Mr Noble and
Demonstrators
11:15 Book Exhibit - Auditorium Corridor
11:30 Auditorium - "Problems of Reading in the Elementary
Schools
"
Speaker: Dr. Constance McCullough,
Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPART •,'ENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Conference on Reading Problems
Danbury State Teachers College
Saturday, December 7, 1946
(Demonstration - Locust Avenue Laboratory School -
Speaker - Auditorial!, Danbury State Teachers College)
9:00 A . U. Exhibit of Reading Materials
9:30 A. Si. Demonstrations followed by Discussion:
Grade 1. Eye and Ear Training - Marjorie Carroll
Grade 2. Small Group Work - Ann Foberg
Grade 3* Word Recognition Technioues - J. Louis Cooper
Grade 4. Individual Analysis - Leonard Joll
Grade 5. Reading in the Content Field - Esther Wagner
Grade 6. Study Skills - Virginia McCauley
Grade 7. Small Group Work - Clive Niles
Grade 3. Introduction of a Unit - Ann McGuinniss
10:30 A.M. Three panels on Reading Problems
FrLmary - Mary Swokla, chairman, Dorothea Kirner, Marjorie
Carroll, Ann Foberg, J. Louis Cooper
Intermediate - Vivian Judson, chairman, Julia Henebry,
Leonard Joll, Esther Wagner, Virginia
McCa uley
Upper Grades - H. Gordon Pilkington, chairman, Mary A. Green
Clive Niles, Ann McGuinniss
11:15 A.M. Exhibit of Book Materials
11:30 A.M. "Learning; to Read with Understanding in the Unified Program."
Greetings - Mr. Jesse Brill, Superintendent of Training
Schools, Danbury State Teachers College
Speaker - Dr. Gertrude Hildreth, Teachers College,
Columbia University
All interested persons are invited to attend.
Two other meetings similar to this on reading are scheduled.
Saturday, January 11 - State Teachers College, New Haven
Saturday, January 25 - Teacners College of Connecticut, j^ew Britain
r 4
/Ip Jhr
THE CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Conferences on Reading Problems
New Haven - Henry Barnard School
(corner of Derby Avenue and Boulevard)
Satruday, January 11, 1947
9 A#M* Book Exhibit
Arranged by Miss Alice Thompson, New Haven State
Teachers College
9:30 A.M. : Demonstrations followed by Discussion.
Grade 1 Eye and Ear Training Biggy
Grade 2 Small Group Work Foberg
Grade 3, 2 Word Recognition Techniques Ovaholt
Grade 3, 4 Introduction of Unit Reading Material McGuinniss
Grade 5 Small Group Work Niles
Grade 6 Study Skills McCauley
Grade 7 Individual Analysis Cooper
Mrs. Elisabeth Bender, -
Mrs. Phyllis Saranec, Miss Biggy
Miss Foberg, Mrs, Overholt
Miss Kathryn Donlan, - Miss Ruth
Blunt, Miss McGuinniss, Miss McCauley
Miss Margaret Donnelly, Miss Lydia
Harris, Miss Niles, Mr. Cooper
10*30 A*M« : Three Discussion Groups
primary Chairman j
Intermediate Chairman:
Upper Grades Chairman:
11:10 A.M,$ Auditorium -
Chairman:
Speaker •
"The Developmental Reading Program"
Dr. J. Allen Hickerson, New Haven State Teachers
Dr. Emmett A. Betts, Director, Reading Clinic,
Temple University, Philadelphia
Col lege
Conference sponsored by New Haven State Teachers College
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9:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
10:30 A.M,
11:15 A.M.
Conference
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
Reading Program
CONFERENCE ON READING PROBLEMS
Stanley School - New Britain
(Opposite campus of Teachers College of Connecticut)
Saturday, April 19, 1947
Exhibition of Reading Materials
Demonstrations followed by Discussion:
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5
Grade 6
Grade 7
Jkr, and TZye Training ....... Marjorie Milazzo
Snail Group Work Ann Foberg
Word Recognition Techniques.
. . .
J. Lewis Cooper
Introduction of a Unit ...... Ann McGuinniss
Small. Group Work in the Content Field
.Virginia McCauleyStuoy Skills o . . .
. Fayette Overholt
Individual Analysis * ......
. Olive S. Niles
Discussion Groups on Reading Problems
Primary - Kdgn>- Grade 3
Chairman: Miss Alathea Martin
Miss Eunice Galphin, Miss Luda Piecka
Mrs. Esther Eddy, Miss Mayflora Cobb,
Mrs. Loretta Childress, Miss Foberg.
Mr. Cooper
Intermediate - Grade Z.-5
Chairman: Miss Eleanor MacKinnon
Miss Jane Dayton, Miss Anne Ryan,
Miss Marjorie Scherwitsky, Mrs. Gertrude Bridge.
Miss McGuinniss, Miss McCauley
Upper-Grades - Grades 6-3
Chairman: Dr Sherman Waggoner
Mrs. Anne Hurley, Mrs. Hazel Anderson
Jfrs. Gertrude Bilger, Dr. Lydia Duggins, Miss Niles,
Mrs. Overholt *
Auditorium
'•Reading in the School Program”
Chairman:
Greeting
:
Speaker
:
Dr. Sherman G.Waggoner, Superintendent of Training
Schools, Teachers College of Connecticut
Dr. Herbert D.Weite, President, Teachers College
of Connecticut 6
Dr. Paul A. Witty, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
sponsored by Teachers College of Connecticut
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C0N1ISCTICUT STATE DEIARTLiENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
April 1, 1947
To: State Curriculum Committee of the Teachers Colleges
From: Ann E. McGuinniss, Consultant in Education
At a meeting of the group actively working on the improvement of
reading program on Monday, March 24, 1947. it was voted unanimously
to request the State Teachers College Curriculum Committee to revise
the present curriculum of the Teachers Colleges in order to increase
the time allotment for the teaching of reading methods and tech-
niques to college students. This group included staff members from
the four Teachers Colleges and the central office at Hartford.
The problems involved in developing efficient reading habits are
among the most serious that elementary and secondary schools are
facing at the present time. Success in all of the curriculum
fields is dependent upon reading ability. It is the belief of
this committee that the present preparation of student teachers
is insufficient to enable them to cope with these problems.
It is the hope of this group that your committee (s) will study
this problem and make the necessary revisions to become effective
in September, 1947.
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COLLEGE READING PROGRAM
April 19U6
Steering Committee
Olive Niles
Roy E. Morgan
Alan S. Wilson
J. R. Vvittenborn
Atwood S. Northby
Teachers College New Britain
New Haven YMCA Junior College
Hillyer Junior College
Yale University
University of Connecticut
Spring Program
April 2U First Meeting
2 P.M.
Yale University
New Haven
The Poor Reader Dr. Stella Center
May 8
liOO P.M.
(EST)
Second Meeting Teachers College of
Connecticut
Communications Dr. Lennox Gray
Program
(Representatives of English and Speech Departments also
May 22
1:00 P.M.
(EST)
Third Meeting Yale University
New Haven
Reading in the Dr. Leo Smith
Content Fields
(Representatives of Content Fields also invited)
Chairman
New Haven
Hartford
New Haven
Storrs
Department of
Education
28 Hillhouse
Avenue
New York University
New Britain
Teachers College
Columbia University
invited)
Rochester Institute
of Technology
Report of Steering Committee
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TESTS USED IN WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY PILOT PROGRAM
/?
1® American Council on Education, psychological Examination,
T^iurstone, L.L* arid T • Cf*,’ American Council’ "on
Education, Washington, D*C®
2o Otis Self Administering Test of Mental Ability, higher examination.
World Book Company, YordceFs’-on-Hu<Ison
,
New York
3* Iowa Silent Reading Test, New Edition, Advanced Test—Rom CM
World Book~Company, Yonker s-on-Rudson, New^York
4. Study Habits Inventory
,
C®G® wrenn and R*B* McKeown, Stanford
Uni ve'r'sity Pre s s , California
In addition those with low reading scores
were given the following tests?
5° Bellevue-Wechsler Adult Intelligence Test
~lflfecKsTer*7 D*# Psychological Corporation, New York
#>
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(VWNEJT1J-UT state department of education
Division of Instruction
Reading Program - November 1945
WINDSOR PUBLIC LIBRARY SURVEY
Adult and Community Reading Interests
yo
In connection with the reading study being made in Windsor it is of interest to know
more of the reading haoits of the community and how they are affected by the school
program. This page of questions is being distributed to: 1) families of school
children, through the schools, and should be returned to the schools; 2) adults who
do not have children in the schools, through various public agencies and centers,
and should be returned to the Public Library. Please fill out only one copy. All
returns should be made not later than December 7.
Male Female Country of birth Nationality of parents
Education: High School Date of graduation College Other
No., of persons in family No. of children Age range of children
Schools which children attend:
Public elementary schools private elementary schools
Public high school Private high school Other
What organizations do you belong to:
Home library:
Approximate number of volumes Chiefly adult Chiefly juvenile
Reason for acquiring books: Gift Purchase Book Clubs Recommended
Special interests
Magazines: Subscribed to
Bought occasionally
Source of books:
Local public library About how many books a year
If you do not use the public library, why not?
Local school library About how many books a year
Hartford public libraries About how many books a year
Newsstands or drugstores
Rental libraries
Other
Reading interests:
Reading influenced by:
Radio Book reviews
Amount of time sp.nt daily:
On newspapers on books on magazines
School Friends Lectures Classes

- 2 -
Type of reading most enjoyed:
Fiction Non-fiction Magazines
Some books read within a year:
1 3 5
.
> 2
_
4 6
_
Would you be interested in?
Lectures on xvell known books Forums Reading clubs
What suggestions do you have for improving reading facilities in the community?

CONNECTICUT READING EXCHANGE
CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, HARTFORD
VOLUME I
SURVEYING YOUR READING
SITUATION
An adequate testing program is one which
provides:
1. Standardized Tests including Readi-
ness, Intelligence or Capacity Tests,
and Reading Achievement Tests.
2. Informal Tests with checks on the
textbooks used in the classroom.
3. Individual diagnostic tests of both
oral and silent reading for those pupils
with reading disabilities.
Reading Readiness Tests—There are
numerous tests available which measure
many of the factors of readiness. Such tests
not only indicate the children who are likely
to have difficulty with reading, but should
help the teacher in planning the adjustments
and experiences necessary for beginning
reading.
Intelligence Tests—Some type of intelli-
gence test is needed to indicate whether or
not a child is working up to his capacity. A
majority of the group intelligence tests are
largely verbal and are not fair estimates of
the ability of the pupil with a reading handi-
cap. For such pupils a group test with
emphasis on the non-verbal should be
selected. For the child seriously retarded in
reading, an individual test (Binet) should be
administered.
Informal Tests—Teacher-made informal
tests, checking vocabulary and comprehen-
sion on the materials of the textbooks used
in the classroom, are necessary for a better
understanding of the individual pupil’s needs
and the suitability of material.
Individual Diagnostic Test—To esti-
mate the level at which a child will be able to
read, check reading in a set of books of any
good basal series. After deciding the most
satisfactory level, check comprehension. Ob-
serve errors and mechanical defects.
In addition to the types of tests listed
above, continued observation and recording
of the -individual’s reading habits, interests
Z attitudes are needed.
For successful guidance in reading, as in
any school program, the teacher should
know much about the individual child. A
knowledge of his home background, physi-
cal, emotional, social and language develop-
ment, and of his past school experiences is
essential.
Check List for Teachers—Examine your
school system on the following points.
Does your school provide:
1. Adequate tests of visual and auditory
efficiency?
2. Thorough physical examinations?
3. Reading readiness tests before begin-
ning formal reading?
FEBRUARY 1947
Events In Reading Program
All-day Reading Program at Weston—
November 7
Demonstrations by Dr. Donald D.
Durrell and Dr. Helen Murphy— State
Department Staff and Assistants
Talk by Dr. Donald Durrell
Regional meeting at Stafford Springs—
November 13
Demonstrations by Dr. Durrell and
Dr. Murphy
Problem of Reading— by Dr. Durrell
Meeting of the New England Association
of Teachers of English—Bond Hotel
—
November 16
Demonstrations and Panel Discussion:
A Community Deals with the Reading
Problem
Reading Conference—Willimantic Teach-
ers College— Saturday, November 23.
Dr. Constance McCullough— Speaker
Demonstrations by State Planning
Group
Reading Conference—Danbury Teachers
College— Saturday, December 7.
Dr. Gertrude Hildreth— Speaker
Demonstrations by State Planning
Group
4. Intelligence or capacity tests every
three years?
5. Standardized reading tests to check on
the general class progress in reading?
6. Individual diagnostic tests several times
a year for the lower third of the class?
7. Cumulative records that are used to
advantage?
8. Individual charts for the teacher and for
the individual pupil?
9. Informal teacher-made tests on text-
book material?
10.
Use of test results to provide for in-
dividual differences?
INDIVIDUAL TEST OF ORAL
READING ABILITY
To estimate the level at which a child will
be able to read and to discover particular
reading disabilities. (To be used in the
primary grades and for retarded readers in
the upper grades).
1. Select a set of books, of any good basal
series. Use books not previously read.
2. Choose a short selection from each
book (about one hundred words in the
primary grades, and slightly longer for
the upper grades.
3. Paste the selections on cards or in a
loose leaf notebook for testing pur-
poses.
4. Test the child individually.
( Continued on page 3
)
NUMBER I
REMEDIAL READING
Present emphasis in reading is on a pre-
ventive rather than a remedial program.
Remedial procedures should be considered
in the light of the entire reading program.
Consideration of individual abilities and
interests, postponing beginning reading un-
til children are ready for it, and then allowing
them to progress from one level to the next
according to their individual capacities
should greatly reduce the number ofremedial
cases. There are many other factors, some
partly beyond the control of the school, that
influence the child’s ability to read. There-
fore, there will always be some children who
will require clinical diagnosis and remedial
teaching.
We generally consider remedial reading
cases to be those pupils who are reading two
or more years below their capacity. The slow
learning child who is not reading up to grade
level is not necessarily a remedial case. If
he is reading up to his capacity, he is doing
all that can be expected of him. The superior
child may be reading at grade level and still
be reading below his capacity. The pupil
whose reading age in relation to his chrono-
logical age is definitely low or the pupil who
shows weaknesses in specific skills or
abilities in reading should be carefully
studied to discover the causes of his diffi-
culties.
To organize a remedial reading program
we must:
1. Recognize reading disabilities.
2. Determine the individual pupil’s prob-
lems.
3. Set up remedial techniques and
procedures.
4. Provide sufficient easy reading material
at each level.
Numerous causes of reading disabilities
which the teacher must readily recognize,
include:
1. Defective vision.
2. Defective hearing.
3. Speech defects.
4. Poor general health.
5. Non-readiness for reading.
6. Lack of experience.
7. Low mental ability.
8. Home background.
9. Language experience.
10. Lack of motor coordination.
11. Emotional and social maladjustment.
12. Meager background of experience.
13- No method of analyzing words.
14. Lack of auditory and visual discrimi-
nation.
15. Inadequate sight vocabulary.
16. The use of too difficult marerial.
(Continued on page 2)
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OUR READING LABORATORY
A Reading Laboratory was conducted at
the Teachers College of Connecticut, New
Britain, during the Summer Session. Enroll-
ment in the Reading Laboratory was limited
to about twenty teachers in service. Each
teacher worked with one child who was
selected for his suitability in demonstrating
various types of instructional needs in the
field of reading.
Emphasis was placed upon the diagnosis
of the pupil’s difficulties in order that
methods and materials might be adapted by
the teacher to the varying abilities of each
child. Conferences with the parents and
home visits were made in order to gain an
insight into the home background of the
child, as well as to help parents to under-
stand the child’s reading difficulties. Each
child was encouraged and helped to select
library books on his reading and interest
level in order to develop a desirable attitude
and a permanent interest in reading.
LUDA PIECHA,
Camp School, New Britain
HOW WE ORGANIZED A
WORKSHOP
During the 1946 summer session at the
New Haven State Teachers College, a work-
shop course in Reading was offered to the
teachers in the New Haven Area. The course
was given under the direction of Mr. Leonard
W. Joll, Assistant Professor of Education
at the College, with the assistance of Mrs.
Alice Howell of the Unit of Child Welfare
Research Department of Pediatrics, New
Haven Hospital.
The course was restricted in number;
twenty-eight actively participated. Each
teacher enrolled was assigned to one or
three cases that had been referred for special
help in reading by the Pediatrics Depart-
ment or the City School Department.
There was an organization meeting held
on June 14 in order to set up the course,
to determine the needs of the teachers
enrolling and to assign the various cases to
meet these needs.
The first three days of the course were
spent in interpreting the case findings to
the teachers and making suggestions of
procedures to follow. Each teacher was
personally introduced to the subject by one
of the instructors in the course.
The youngsters that were helped during
the summer, for the most part, were enrolled
at one of the summer playgrounds in New
Haven or West Haven. The teachers spent
three days a week with the youngsters. The
actual time of work never exceeded an hour,
but many hours were spent in careful obser-
vation of the child in a playground situation,
thus giving the teacher a better opportunity
to know the whole child. These playground
centers were regularly visited by the Work-
shop instructors.
The remaining two days of the course were
spent in class discussions, lectures and the
teachers exchanged ideas and findings.
When the course was opened there were
thirty-seven cases ready for treatment. Most
of these, as aforesaid, were known to the
Pediatrics Department.
Those that presented any speech problems
were interviewed by Miss Garrison of the
State Department. The specific help given
by Miss Garrison was greatly appreciated by
all of the teachers and especially by Mrs.
Howell and Mr. Joll.
Before the course had been in operation a
week, additional cases were begging to be
accepted for treatment, and before the sum-
mer was over they had seventy-five addi'^'W’d*-"-
cases to the thirty-seven cases at the stariv
However, these could not be taken care of
due to the lack of staff and facilities.
There never was a problem of attendance.
All of the youngsters were eagerly awaiting
the arrival of their teachers.
The success of the course was due chiefly
to the eagerness of the teachers who par-
ticipated and the effectiveness of the co-
operative approach worked out by the
directors of the course.
Already plans are underway to repeat
the course, and many teachers have indicated
their desire to enroll.
LEONARD JOLL
New Haven Teachers College
REMEDIAL READING
( Continuedfrom page 1
)
Discover the individual child’s particular
disabilities by the use of:
1. Tests of vision and hearing.
2. Intelligence tests.
3. Reading achievement tests.
4. An individual reading analysis.
To organize the remedial program:
1. Group pupils with like disabilities
(grouping should be flexible).
2. Individualize instruction for particular
needs.
3. Develop pupil interest.
4. Keep charts of pupil progress and
aquaint him with his progress as well
as his disabilities.
5. Select material easy enough for the
pupil to read with high interest level.
Interests and Needs Indicated by an Inventory of Connecticut Schools
Number
of
Elem. Schools
273 210 206 203 181 178 170 165
Needs
and
Interests
Remedial
Reading
Guidance in
Use of
Pveading
Resources
Study
Skills
Word
Mastery
Skills
Variety of
Supplemen-
tary
Materials
Reading
Readiness
Practices
Relation of
Child De-
velopment
to the Read-
ing Program
Provisii*--^
for
Individual
Differences
Number
of
Sec. Schools
75 72 72 64 64 64 64 62
Needs
and
Interests
Testing
Program
Study
Skills
Remedial
Reading
Practices
Provision
for
Individual
Differences
Wide Var-
iety of
Supplemen-
tary
Teaching
Reading
Skills
Develop-
ment &. Use
of Informal
Tests
Successful
Library
Practices
Materials
The above Interests and Needs lisced in order of importance, as indicated by the figures, are compiled from an inventory sent to
the schools of the state and have been used as a guide in the development of the state reading program and in the selection of
materials for the Reading Exchange.
TEACHING READING IN THE
HIGH SCHOOL
High school teachers have assumed that
they must teach the textbook material of
their subject to every pupil without regard
for the varying abilities and rates of learning
of their pupils. Pages in the text have been
emphasized and some attention has been
^ir-- to the vocabulary in each subject.
Pottle provision has been made for the pupils
reading several grades below the textbook
level and with a very limited reading vocabu-
lary. Flunking students or ignoring the
difficulties does not solve the problem.
It is not sufficient for the high school
teacher to know his own subject and the
particular vocabulary of that field but he
must have a knowledge of the reading
abilities and levels of each pupil. He must
know the reading materials of his field at
different grade levels. He must know some-
thing of the techniques for teaching reading.
In the John Fitch High School at Windsor
last year, all of the teachers carried on a
reading program, giving ten minutes a day
to the teaching of reading skills in each class.
Although no provision was made for in-
dividual differences in the classroom, the
teachers became much more aware of the
reading handicaps of pupils, the difficulties
of the textbooks in use and the skills needed
for their particular subjects.
The teachers have had the advantage of a
carefully selected supply of professional
materials and of participation in study
groups and discussions. As a result we
have a greater understanding and apprecia-
tion of the reading problem in the High
School. Our present program recognizes not
only the reading skills most helpful for our
particular subjects, but also the provision of
materials for different levels of ability, and
the enrichment of the entire reading pro-
gram.
Elizabeth G. Bridge,
John Fitch High School,
Windsor, Connecticut
INDIVIDUAL TEST OF ORAL
READING ABILITY
( Continued from page 1
)
.
Have the child read orally beginning at
his grade level.
6. If the material is too difficult, try the
next lower level. If it is too easy,
advance to the next higher level.
7. More than one error in twenty running
words indicates that the material is too
difficult.
8. After deciding on the most satisfactory
level, ask the pupil questions on the
story to check comprehension.
9. If comprehension is poor, even though
word recognition is good, the material
is too difficult.
10. Keep a check u st ^ errors faulty
reading habits. \
NEWS AROUND THE STATE
Miss Marjorie Carroll, former New Haven
Training School teacher, is now on the staff
of the New Haven Teachers College to work
in the field of reading. She will assist Mr.
Leonard Joll in conducting the reading clinic
at the Teachers College.
Mr. J. Louis Cooper has joined the staff
of the University of Connecticut. Mr.
Cooper has been on the staff of the Arkansas
State Teachers College as Supervisor and
Critic Teacher. He has done special study
in the Reading Analysis Division of the
Pennsylvania State Reading Clinic under the
direction of Dr. E. A. Betts, and at the Read-
ing Clinic of Boston University under the
direction of Dr. Donald D. Durrell. His
specialization is in Elementary Education
with emphasis on reading. As Assistant
Professor of Education at the University his
work wiil be connected with the program of
advanced studies for elementary teachers in
service.
Miss Virginia McCauley, formerly train-
ing teacher at the Willimantic Teachers
College, has joined the English Department
at the Teachers College of Connecticut, New
Britain. In addition to regular college Eng-
lish courses, she is working on the improve-
ment of reading for freshmen, many of
whom are former G.I.’s.
Three planning meetings for the study of
reading needs in the pre-service and in-
service training of teachers have been held
this fall. Four conferences to be held at the
Teachers Colleges have been planned to
include demonstrations, book displays and
talks by four national leaders in the field of
reading. These conferences are to be held on
different Saturdays so that teachers may
attend at their convenience.
Members of the Teachers College Plan-
ning group are:
State Department of Education—N. S.
Light, Chairman, Ann V. Foberg, Finis E.
Engleman, Eleanor Knobloch, Raymond
Lumley, Ann McGuinniss, Donald D. Dur-
rell, Advisor.
Danbury Teachers College— Fayette Over-
holt and Jesse H. Brill.
New Haven Teachers College—Leonard
W. Joll and Marjorie W. Carroll.
Teachers College of Connecticut— Herbert
D. Welte, Herbert E. Fowler, Olive S. Niles,
Virginia C. McCauley, M. Agnella Gunn and
Mildred K. Barrows.
Willimantic Teachers College—Eugene H.
Sloan and Katherine L. Keelor.
An all-day reading meeting was held at
the Horace Hurlbutt School, Weston, on
Thursday, November 7. Approximately two
hundred fifty teachers, administrators and
parents from the towns of Weston, Wilton,
Trumbull, Monroe, Redding and Easton
were in attendance. Demonstrations in the
teaching of reading techniques at all grade
levels were carried on by Dr. Donald Durrell
and Dr. Helen Murphy of Boston University
and the members of the State Department
Staff. Assisting in the demonstrations were:
Miss Viola Larson, State Elementary Super-
visor, Mr. J. Louis Cooper of the University
of Connecticut, Miss Virginia Biggy, Read-
ing Consultant “oT Plainviile and Miss
Eleanor Mahoney, Reading Consultant,
Hartford. Discussions followed the demon-
strations. At the afternoon meetingofparents
and teachers, Dr. Donald Durrell spoke on
Reading Problems.
Regional groups for the study of reading
problems are being planned in the state. The
first has already been organized and includes
the towns of Weston, Wilton, Trumbull,
Monroe, Redding and Easton.
A preliminary regional planning meeting
was held at Putnam on October 15. Repre-
sentatives from the following towns were
included in the group: Ashford, Brooklyn,
Chaplin, Canterbury, Eastford, Hampton,
Killingly, Plainfield, Putnam, Pomfret, Scot-
land, Thompson and Woodstock.
A third regional group held its first
meeting at Stafford Springs on Wednesday,
November 13. Towns invited: Ellington,
East Windsor, Tolland, Union, Somers,
South Windsor, Stafford, Vernon and Will-
ington.
Speakers from the State Department or
panel groups have met with Parent-Teachers’
Associations, teachers’ organizations, moth-
er’s clubs, Leagues of Women Voters, and
other cummunity organizations in Wood-
bridge, Shelton, Franklin, Vernon, Danbury,
Hartford and Waterbury.
A course in Developmental Reading in the
Elementary School has been organized at
Bristol with twenty-one teachers enrolled.
The instructor is Miss Olive Niles, Assistant
Professor, Teachers College of Connecticut.
NEW BOOKS
Betts, Emmett A.
—
Foundations of Reading
Introduction— American Book Co. 1946.
McCullough, Constance, Strang, Ruth
and Traxler, Arthur E.
—
Problems In the
Improvement ofReading—McGraw-Hill Co.
1946.
The following periodicals contain current
useful material on reading:
California Journalof Elementary Educa-
tion
Educational Administration and Super-
vision
Elementary English Review
Elementary School Journal
Teachers College Record
Publications of the National Education
Association:
Educational Record
Journal of the N. E. A.
National Elementary Principal
Services Available in Connecticut
State Department of Education— Improve-
ment of Reading Program
Reading Laboratory—Teachers College of
Connecticut, New Britain
Reading Clinic—New Haven Teachers
College
Laboratory of Child Services— Willimantic
Teachers College
Services of Mr. Louis Cooper— University
of Connecticut
Connecticut Reading Exchange will be
pleased to receive any information in regard
to successful reading practices, programs or
materials developed in your schools. Send
material to Ann E. McGuinniss, Reading
Consultant, State Department of Education,
Hartford 15.

CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Bureau of School and Community Services
Hartford
THE IMPROVE: ENT OF READING PROGRAM
Report of Reading Committee I
Reading. Readiness
Committee:
Lillian Briggs
Anna Cocivera
Mary Frolinger
Marjorie Hall
WilheLmina Holmes
Mae Longtine
Martha Menard
Virginia Mills
Monica Falozey
3ertha Rogers
Clifford Sawyer
Marjorie Stephens
Eleanor Knobloch. Consultant
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Introduction
As part of the Improvement of Reading Frogram in Connecticut, a reading center
was established at Windsor. One of the outcomes of the program was a request
for study groups. These groups met for ten weeks to study successful reading
practices and techniques.
The faculty was divided into six groups, each group including teachers from
kindergarten through grade twelve. In this way it was hoped to bring about
greater coordination and understanding of the total reading program. Teachers
in the high school were particularly interested in the teaching of reading in
the elementary grades.
Six areas of reading were selected for study: reading readiness, vocabulary and
word recognition skills, study skills, individual differences, oral reading and
the enrichment program. It was suggested that the reports of these groups should
be used as an outline for the teaching of reading in the Windsor schools.
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Reading Readiness
There are many ideas as to what is meant by reading readiness. The most common
concepts are usually associated with children who have not yet learned to read.
The committee in Windsor, however, considered reading readiness factors as highly
significant at all levels and in all areas of instruction. The following outline
is a summary of opinions and conclusions resulting from the group’s study and
discussions
.
I. What is meant by Reading Readiness? Readiness is defined as the "quality of
being equipped or supplied with what is needed for some act or event." Reading
Readiness is, therefore, the quality of being equipped or supplied with those
reading skills, understandings and appreciations necessary for reading ex-
periences.
II. Aims of a Reading Readiness Program:
1. To understand the reading process and the extent to which these processes
apply to particular levels.
2. To develop essential readiness for each stage in reading growth. This
will demand:
(1) Case history data on each pupil.
(2) Observation and objective analysis to
discover special abilities, interests
and needs of each puoil.
(3) Intelligent use of data.
III. Objectives:
A.- General
1. Physical readiness
,
Children must have norma] health. They must be able to see, to hear
and to speak well. To the degree that these affect the reading pro-
cess, they must be considered in relation to the school's health
program.
This means:
(1) To detect and correct all visual, auditory, speech and health
difficulties, as far as possible.
(2) To foster normal physical health.
2. Emotional and Social Readiness .
Children must have stable emotional and social habits in order to
adjust to a reading program and to use reading as a "social tool." On
all reading levels the factors of emotional and social maturity must be
considered in relation to the school's guidance program in helping
children make, adjustments.
This means:
(1) To foster healthy emotional ana social growth.
(2) To understand the social and inner adjustment of each child and
remedy, as far as possible, any personality maladjustments.
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3. Intellectual Readiness :
Factors of mental ability (including mental maturity, abstract
thinking, memory span, visual and auditory ability) are needed for
reading. Ability cannot be equalized, but all normal children can
develop concepts, secure information, learn to reason, solve problems
and develop skills.
This means:
(1) To analyze and provide for the wide range of intellectual
abilities at any one age level.
(2) To foster maximum intellectual growth.
4. Educational readiness.
A combination of educational factors are involved in the reading pro-
cess. These factors must be developed to insure reading eff'icency.
This means:
(1) To provide for diagnosis of the following factors, and for com-
prehensive development in the field where readiness is lacking.
(a) Background of experience and meaningful concepts for
reading.
A rich background of experience or information is necessary
for reading achievement. Unless ideas referred to by words
have oeen part of the experiences of the reader or can be
formed out of past experiences, there can be no meaning.
Experiences contribute not only to interpretation of what
is read, but to the anticipation of meaning and to the use
of context clues.
(b) Facility with language.
In order to gain control over the reading process, children
must have a high degree of skill in oral language. This
involves experiences, hearing comprehension, speech pro-
duction, reading and writing (including spelling). This
language facility is developed sequentially and most whole-
somely in social situations.
(c) Interest in learning to read.
Reading should be a vital experience where interests and
needs cause the child to want to read. His purposes or
interests, as well as the skills he needs, should determine
the assignments given, the material read and the use of
his reading.
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Some factors to rely on in developing interest are:*
(1) Success
(2) Reading for a purpose, or to make use of the
re suits.
(3) Free reading in a field of one's own choosing.
(4) Fide and deep interest in the field of one's own
hobby or problem.
(5) The story element.
(6) Records of progress.
(d) Certain specific work habits, attitudes and abilities
needed in reading.
3. Specific Objectives .
Reading is a "developmental process" that continues until there is a
mastery of the reading skills. This mastery is developed step by step.
Then the development of skills is not based on steps already taken, or
when some skills are neglected, there is lack of readiness for advanced
stages of reading.
The committee on Reading Readiness recognized that the factors in
reading readiness, listed under general objectives, are interrelated
and that no one factor stands supreme. However, because of a lack of
awareness to the need for sequential development of skills and abilities,
the committee chose to develop this area in outlining specific objectives.
There was no attempt to state which skill should be introduced at every
interval, nor to define how thoroughly one skill should be mastered
before another is introduced. Divisions were made, however, to outline
the steps involved in the development of skills and to see that children
develop gradually from one stage to another.
In relation to content areas, it was recognized, also, that reading is
not made up of generalized skills, but of habits and skills that are
specific to an area being studied. Abilities are dependent upon skills
unique to a content area. In other words, some skills are common to
all content areas, some are unique only to a certain field, and some
skills are more important than others. Differences in skills in con-
tent areas, differ in degree and kind. The course aims or purposes
determine the type of skills that are developed.
Each child should begin the mastery of skills as soon as he is mature
enough and progress without failure as fast as his ability permits.
The actual working out of the objectives will need to be differentiated,
but the objectives remain the same for all. It is felt that systematic
instruction is needed in developing each skill, but that individual
variations must bo recognized. Regardless of grade, a child must con-
tinue each year from the level he is at. Progress in mastering ad-
vanced skills is dependent on readiness or the necessary background to
acquire them.
Iowa Study. Vol.2. Reading . 1943 - page 12
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Kindergarten
1. Provide a wide background of appropriate experiences.
2. Train children in certain behavior habits essential to any
learning situation.
3. Develop language ability.
4. Cultivate an active interest in books, stories and informational
materials.
5. Develop ability in auditory and visual discrimination.
6. Begin association of printed symbols with ideas and pictures.
Grades 1-3
Develop abilities to:
1. Attack new words by means of context clues, illustrations, words
within words, syllables and smaller phonetic elements.
2. Follow a sequence of thought in a story.
3. Get main thoughts from materials, on child's own ability level.
4. Get information from reading.
5. Recognize importance of details in reading,
6. Read silently to understand and remember main thoughts.
7. Read orally so that others will enjoy listening.
8 . Fuead for enjoyment from a wide variety of library books on child's
level of ability.
9. Use the table of contents as a means of locating materials,
10. Increase speed and gain fluency.
11. Gain in comprehension through many types of activities, exercises
and tests.
Grades 4-6
Develop abilities to:
1. Read with comprehension and speed of accepted grade standard,
2. Increase vocabulary, including word recognition, word meaning,
word analysis and dictionary study.
3. Organize material and remember what is read.
4. Find the main thought and supporting details in a paragraph.
5. Follow clearly worded directions.
6. Know how and when to skim.
7. Increase skill in outlining, and in oral and written recall.
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Read to formulate judgments.
9. Know where to look for specific information and evaluate materials.
10. Use reference books, encyclopedias, tables, graphs, maps and other
sources of information.
11. Improve the extent and nature of independent reading.
12. Read orally to prove points and to share with others.
13. Choose and appreciate a variety of typos of recreational reading.
Grades 7-12
Develop abilities to:*
1. faster word recognition skills (Many combinations of techniques
with flexibility in use.)
2. Read with ability to adjust rate to purpose.
3. Advance skill in locating information and evaluating.
4. Advance skill in skimming to acquire general impression or to
learn a single fact.
5. Advance skill in use of resource materials with ability to read
graphs, tables, maps and charts.
6. Increase ability in sentence, paragraph and story comprehension.
?. Advance skill in generalizing. Reading to get the general signi-
ficance of a passage.
8. Advance skill in organizing and summarizing. Understanding the
interrelationship among the ideas presented and the arrangement
of the thought.
9. Improve skill in reading to note details. Remembering the important
and significant facts.
10. Read to follow advanced directions.
11. Read to predict outcomes. Ability to weigh relationships
between a series of happenings and predict possible outcomes.
12. Read critically.
13. Read to form sensory impressions.
14. Increase skill in oral reading for various purposes.
IV. Characteristics of a good program :
1. Reading Readiness is clearly defined and the program is well
organized
.
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2.
The program is flexible to provide for differentiation in terms
of readiness.
3. The program provides for each child’s personal needs and interests,
as well as for the development of skills.
(1) Needs determine the nature of instruction.
(2) Needs determine the grouping of pupils and the
personal help given.
4. The program provides for corrective teaching as well as preventive
teaching.
5. All teachers from kindergarten through high school are responsible
for developing efficient reading habits, interests, adjusting to
pupils’ levels and abilities and providing guidance.
6. The curriculum is based upon challenging experiences through
which reading growth is fostered.
(1) Problem solving situations, in which children read
with a purpose.
(2) Group projects, trips and excursions, discussions, story
telling, dramatization and other creative activity.
(3) Shared and individual experiences.
(4) Wide use of audio-visual aids.
(5) Integration with the whole curriculum.
(6) Development of related abilities -(Motor development -
visual and auditory skill - speech - listening - work
habits)
7. Provisions are made for a variety of suitable materials and re-
sources. The materials are graded and adapted to individual jneds
and interests.
S. There is a broad understanding of method.
(1) Many combinations of techniques are used.
(2) There is a functional approach to skills.
(3) There is systematic and intensive teacning.
of skills.
(4) The amount of reading practice is varied to meet
pupils' needs.
9. There is
msnt and
( 1 )
( 2 )
(3)
continuous evaluation and analysis of readiness, achieve-
difficulties. (See section on Individual Differences.)
Standardized, informal reading inventories and other
teacher made tests and questionnaires.
Systematic observation.
School records »nd interviews.
10. There is wholesome administration and in-service education.
11. There is parent education to build understanding of reading
readiness.
V. Techniques ;
There are many ways and means that can be used to help children develop
wholesome attitudes, abilities and necessary skills. There is no one best
method or set of techniques. A flexibility of method suited to needs is
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advisable. The basic principles of learning, however, are the same regardless
of the approach.
First Grade :
The "proper age" or "proper gr :de" for beginning reading cannot be stated
becuase of variations in readiness. Since readiness involves a combination
of many factors besides mental development, the time to introduce skills
varies consider ibly even for a group of normal children. Studies have shown
that factors of home, social status, health or personality problems have often
outweighed the influence of other factors necessary for reading readiness.
Th^re are cnildren all through the elementary school who for one or more
reasons have not learned to read or who are not ready for systematic reading
instruction. Teachers at call levels need to oe concerned with analysis of
reading readiness needs.
Experience and research have given us some guide as to what success in
beginning reading is dependent upon. These are: adequate mental maturity
(M.A. 6 years), normal physical development, health, general maturity, adequate
vocabulary and language facility, self-reliance, stable habits of attention,
ability to continue work in face of difficulty, reasonable facility in the use
of ideas, auditory and visual discrimination ability, a background of ex-
perience and interest which makes reading meaningful, and a desire on the part
of the child to road.
Children in first grade who are immature or who are not ready to read with the
normal amount of motivation need an informal program of non-reading activities
and specific aids to develop readiness. These children need broad, significant
group, - j nd individual experiences which will stimulate children's natural
curiosity, encourage conversation and dramatization, provide for building and
constructing, and stimulate interest in stories, pictures, books and reading
activities. Specific training can be given to develop sight and sound dis-
criinination, simple number and color concepts, ability to identify right and
left, use of equipment, handling books and carrying out directions. It is
recognized that the most important single factor in developing reading readi-
ness is provision for meaningful experiences in which reading becomes functional.
Experiences Approach
The experience (unit or center of interest) approach is gaining favor with
teachers and is generally being recognized as the most wnolesome approach to
reading.
Purposeful pupil activities are used with emphasis put on pupil's questions,
problems and needs. Reading skills and abilities are developed through
guidance in everyday reading situations and are made purposeful through
satisfying the pupil's activities. The purposes for reading dictates the
type of skills used, the material used and the assignments given.
Many aids are employed and the children are made aware of the variety of
sources from which information can be obtained. All books and aids are
supplementary to the curriculum experiences 'which are organized in large areas.
The reading material is easy enough for children to feel their growth in
ability, but difficult enough to challenge each child's best efforts. With
the wide use of many aids to learning there is an enrichment of interests.
These interests, in turn, foster further reading activities. A balanced ..pro-
gram of intensive and extensive rea- ing is maintained through providing a
variety of experiences demanding both.
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problems and needs. Reading skills and abilities are developed through
guidance in everyday reading situations and are made purposeful through
satisfying the pupil's activities. The purposes for reading dictates the
type of skills used, the material used and the assignments given.
Many aids are employed and the children are made aware of the variety of
sources from which information can be obtained. All books and aids are
supplementary to the curriculum experiences which are organized in large areas.
The reading material is easy enough for children to feel their growth in
ability, but difficult enough to challenge each child's best efforts. With
the wide use of many aids to learning there is an enrichment of interests.
These interests, in turn, foster further reading activities. A balanced ..pro-
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The experience approach is characterized further by the development of related
reading needs. The group activities serve in developing wholesome social and
emotional characterisitcs, and developing related language skills and abilities
in social situations. Continuous and systematic guidance is given, and criti-
cal evaluation is done by both teacher and pupil, in order to reveal learner
needs and to develop learner awareness of needs.
The following are some suggestions, contributed by teachers, that have proven
to be valuable techniques:
1. - Motivate reading by providing definite purposes for its need through
a variety of interesting activities or units.
2. - Provide sufficient material that is adapted to the level of each pupil.
3. - Provide interesting material that is appealing to the pupils: and
provide time to talk about the material and arouse enthusiasm and
interest.
4. - Use supplementary materials of all kinds: magazines, newspapers, publica-
tions, radio, pamphlets, reports, graphs, maps, and a variety of re-
ference material.
5. - Use pictures, charts, models, objects, exhibits, slides, trips and actual
experiences to make meaning clearer and provide background.
6. - Use other reading material than books in the primary grades: Experience
charts, planning charts, children's poems and stories, riddle charts,
news and picture books.
7. - Differentiate assignments with graded development of excercises. Provide
study guides that are suitable for the child to understand, to think
about, and to use the material he has read.
8. - Use guide questions which supervise the child's reading and enable him
to read short sections of a story to answer a specified question.
9. - See that pupils have a real problem in mind when reading for information,
and check after the reading by discussing the problem in hand.
10. - Provide for rereading with a purpose to prove points, to dramatize, or
to check on details.
11. - Check the pupils' understanding of the material he reads by means of
informal teacher made tests.
12. - Have preliminary discussion by groups, before reading, which will build
interest, focus related ideas and clarify concepts.
13. - Help children to recognize their own needs and become aware of their own
progress.
14. - Have a preparatory discussion period in which vocabulary and word
meaning are developed.
15. - Provide vocabulary exercises to help a child get a review meaning of a
word.
(1) Listing and looking up the meaning of unfamiliar words in
material to be read.
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(2) Matching a word and its meaning.
(3) Requiring that a word be used in a sentence,
(4) Choosing the best definition from several.
16. - Frovide word recognition exercises.
(1)
Building and analyzing words.
(Using prefixes, suffixes, word roots and sylla-
bification. )
17. - Provide exercises to increase the meaning of sentences.
(1) Matching questions with right answers.
(2) Choosing the right answer from several.
(3) Answering true-false sentences.
(4) Completing sentences.
IB. - Frovide exercises to help the child recall and organize.
(1) Matching titles to paragraphs.
(2) Choosing the main idea or ideas of a paragraph.
(3) Naming all the reason for something.
(4) Making lists which serve a given purpose.
(5) Telling what a paragraph is about.
(6) Arranging items in certain order.
(7) Making an outline of the material.
(8) Organizing scrambled outlines.
(9) Writing summaries.
19* - Provide exercises to develop speeded reading and skimming:
(1) Giving questions calling for specific answers.
(2) Skimming to locate particular words or ideas.
(3) Locating paragraphs containing specified information.
(4) Giving speed tests with comprehension checks.
20. - Provide for associative and voluntary reading:
(1) Finding topics for further study, or suggestions for
related activities.
(2) Reading for special reports, or for dramatization.
(3) Critizing and evaluating material for certain factors -
clarity, suitability, bias or prejudice, and accuracy.
(4) Encouraging specialized reading.
VI . The place of readiness in a total reading program .
The success of any reading program depends upon readiness of a child
to participate in any reading situation. Failure, discouragement and
dislike usually result from the lack of readiness to do what is demanded.
We can see the vital place of a readiness program ir. a school's total
reading program in that its very meaning denotes (1) having each child
feel success by demanding only that which is suited to skills and abilities
he has acquired and (2) developing furtner abilities and skills to meet
new demands, through instruction based upon steps already taken.
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Readiness factors are not considered only in the formal reading periods, in
each grade, but in the whole school program. Other fields of school work as:
social studies, science, mathematics, literature and the arts all require the
development of particular reading skills. The ouraens placed upon the child in
these areas must also bo anticipated. If the level of study demands skills and
abilities the child does not have, instruction must be given.
The causes for lack of readiness on the part of children to do required grade
reading are numerous. In some cases the school has little control, but studies
show that many factors are within the school's jurisdiction to improve. A recent
study listed the following, as common and significant causes:
(1) Children are introduced to reading before they are ready. *
(2) Too many children are enrolled in first grade.
(3) Too little individual help is given.
(4) Inadequate or insufficient reading materials are provided.
(5) A few narrow aspects of reading are emphasized to the exclusion
of others.
(6) Confusions and difficulties are allowed to accumulate.
(7) Learning outcomes are inadequately measured.
(8) Instruction in reading ends too early.
(9) Teachers are given insufficient guidance.
The problems of reading readiness, which are fundamental at all school levels,
are concerned with the degree of effectiveness with which adjustments are being
realized. One of the important concepts of reading readiness is that the lack
of readiness cannot be used as an excuse for not teaching children to read.
Something positive can be done!
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Introduction
As part of the Improvement of Reading Program in Connecticut, a reading center
was established at Windsor. One of the outcomes of the program was a request
for study groups. These groups met for ten weeks to study successful reading
practices and techniques.
The faculty was divided into six groups, each group including teachers from
kindergarten through grade twelve. In this way it was hoped to bring about
greater coordination and understanding of the total reading program. Teac-hers
in the high school were particularly interested in the teaching of reading in
the elementary grades.
Six areas of reading were selected for study: reading readiness, vocabulary and
word recognition skills, study skills^ individual differences, oral reading and
the enrichment program. It was suggested that the reports of these groups should
be used as an outline- for the teaching of reading in the Windsor schools.

7VOCABULARY BUILDING AND WORD RECOGNITION SKILLS 1.
I. General Aims:
1. To plan a school program of interests and activities which will make
use of, and develop, a large speaking, writing and reading vocabulary.
2. To stimulate interests in poetry, drama, science, art, myths, history,
travel, and adventure through appreciation of wide and varied vocabularies
3. To develop a wide acquaintance with words and an ability to attack new
words which will make oral reading a pleasure to reader and audience.
4. To acquire greater freedom and richness in oral and written expression
through an increased vocabulary.
Primary:
1. To interest children in words, spoken and printed.
2. To build a large vocabulary of sight words.
3. To begin analysis of words.
4. To establish habit of using context for word recognition.
5. To enrich oral and written composition through a growing oral and reading
vocabulary.
Intermediate
:
1. To widen the scope of activities and interests through which vocabulary
growth takes place.
2. To encourage wide reading in school and out, and use of the new vocabulary
in discussions and reports.
3. To make elementary word-attack skills automatic and to introduce more
advanced skills as listed under "Techniques."
4. To introduce and continue a planned program of dictionary skills.
Secondary:
1. To create an interest in the origin of words.
2. To build individual interests in rich speaking vocabularies.
3. To stimulate discussions and investigations of pronunciations and meanings
4. To make the dictionary and other reference sources indispensable tools.
II. Characteristics of a Good Program
a. Children’s interest is created and sustained over several years.
b. Growth takes place through'meaningful situations and through wide reading.
c. Practice is based on materials of group or individual reading and com-
position, and is not a routine or commercialized system.
d. Instruction varies with the needs of groups and individuals. Wide
differences in all groups demand small group instruction. Material is
-planned for several levels of achievement in each class.
e. Definite preparation for vocabulary growth is made through excursions,
visual aids, adequate library facilities, and class-room experiences with
materials.
f. In departmental teaching definite and detailed practice is planned for
attack on the words necessary for each subject matter field..
g. There is definite teaching of word attack skills and of dictionary skills,
at all levels of development.
n. Ear-training is recognized as basic to all word-recognition.
Vc
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III. Techniques:
A. Primary:
1. New words are introduced through discussion of experiences, through
shared story hours, through preparation for reading new content.
2. Lists of interesting new words are placed on posters and used in
chart stories and class booklets: dirigible, pasteurizing, escalators,
ensilage. They are used until they become familiar parts of conversation.
3. Illustrations, motion pictures, etc.
,
are secondary sources of new
words and new meanings in the speaking vocabulary.
4. Teachers offer new words for the inadequate words in children's
conversations: Traffic officer for cop, shouted or called for yelled, etc.
5. Time is provided for introduction to new books, and for individual
library reading. Library books are provided for different tastes and levels.
6. Ear-training techniques prepare for recognition of beginning sounds,
ending sounds, vowel sounds, rhyming words, number of separate sounds
(syllables) in a word. (See Gray pamphlet, Durrell: Building Lord Power;
Monograph #6 from Picw Peterson Co. for details of Ear-training Techniques.)
7. New words are introduced through the book illustrations and through
developing anticipation for the story.
8. Emphasis on word reading is postponed until interest, eye habits, and
sentence reading have been established.
9. A sight vocabulary of about 200 words is established before any
work on parts of words is begun.
10. Late in the first grade or early in the second, the habit of using
the beginning sound of a word plus the meaning of the sentence should be
emphasized as the clue to new words.
11. In grades above first, children are taught to build new words by
adding syllables to old words.
12. The new story should be prepared with the teacher, and unknown words
identified while the assignment for independent study is being made. This
is in contrast to "hearing” oral reading of a story for which no help was
given before study.
B. Intermediate:
1. Increased vocabulary through wide reading. Individual interests
encouraged and new additions to vocabulary shared with others.
2. Experiences, and reading, in carrying out units or projects used as
a fertile field for vocabulary growth.
3. Continued application of context clues and use of beginning and
ending sounds for identifying new words.
4. Practice in building words with prefixes and suffixes.
5. More difficult sound identification - silent consonants, silent
vowels
.
6. Introduction of diacritical marking beginning with short and long
vowel sounds.
7. Finding words in alphabetical order in little dictionary or glossary
of readers.
8. Practice exercises in arranging words alphabetically (to 3rd or 4th
letter at 6th grade level).
9. Using syllabication and accent marks in pronunciation of words.
(Prooably 6th grade level.)
10. Using rules for syllabication, (-.'any new words from science and
inventions flout syllabication rules).
11. Choosing correct meaning for the sentence or paragraph. Many
exercises for practice may be built on context material in any subject.
12. Matching words and meanings in practice exercises and tests-
jr
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C. Secondary
1. Planning to increase the vocabulary through the carrying out of
projects and units, through excursions, and through wide reading.
2. Through enthusiasm of teachers, building an interest in new words
in all content subjects.
3. Becoming acquainted with all sections of dictionary supplementary
to main body.
4. Examining words to find sources in many languages. Studying
prefixes, suffixes, synonyms and antonyms, colloquial expressions.
5. Uoing such dictionary aids as the abbreviations, following the
words, which show parts of speech, language source, etc.
6. Noting the difference in diacritical markings used in various
dictionaries.
7. Using exercises based on text-books which give practice in alpnate-
tical arrangement, syllabication, placing accent marks.
8. Using exercises based on social studies, science, and other texts
for practice in finding meanings through use of work in content: substitu-
tion of word of same meaning, matching, choosing one of several meanings,
etc
.
9. Respelling words phonetically as an aid in understanding dictionary
re spellings.
10. Memorizing of a few rules of spelling, syllabication, and pronunci-
ation.
11. Building an interest in individual vocabularies.
Recommendations and Suggestions:
A. Wide experiences, well-planned, with much discussion, supplementary
reading, and leading interests are an essential at all grade levels.
B. Library books must be furnished at all grade levels. Reading interests
for all children should be a paramount aim of all teachers.
C. Primary:
I
1. About two hundred sight words should be acquired before any atten-
tion is directed to word elements.
2. Children should acquire the habit of attacking words through the
beginning sounds and the context.
3. Systematic drill is not needed by all children.
4. Much reading at each level, many charts,many pre-primers, many
primers, will fix vocabulary without too rapid an accumulation of new words.
D. Intermediate:
1. Many small sets of readers should be found in all class-rooms in
addition to individual books. Vocabulary and interest grows through meeting
many and varied stories and authors.
2. Books of several levels should be used in all class-rooms in order
that the vocabulary burden be adjusted to the development of each individual.
3. Each class-room should have several good new dictionaries for
children.
4. The glossaries of readers could be of much help if used more
regularly.
.
.
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5. Vocabulary acquisition and word recognition skills should be recognized
as of value only as by-products and tools in the bigger aims of' building read-
ing interests.
6. Dictionary work should be planned to avoid monotony and to develop
varied skills.
E. Secondary:
1. School and public libraries should be of paramount importance at this
level. All children should have public library cards.
2. Teachers should find pleasure themselves in word study and try to
transmit their interest to children.
3. All class-rooms should have several dictionaries.
4. One or more unabridged dictionaries should be accessible in all
secondary schools.
5. At this level, field-trips, experiments, collections, projects of all
types, with the attendant reading, are as essential as at the primary level.
6. Practice on skills should take up a very small part of a reading pro-
gram, or of the daily work in any subject matter field.
V
EXERCISES IN VOCABULARY AND WORD RECOGNITION SKILLS
EXPERIENCES IN VOCABULARY BUILDING
5
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Directions : This paragraph is from a famous speech by Daniel Webster. It
was given in the United States Senate in 1830 when arguments first began
between the North and South.
While reading the paragraph, attempt to substitute the words or phrases
given below in order to make the meaning of the paragraph clear. If you can-
not find the correct meanings through fitting these words or phrases into the
paragraph, then you must use the dictionary.
"ETien my eyes shall be turned to behold for the last time the sun in
heaven, may I not see him shining on the broken and dishonored fragments of a
once glorious Union; on states dissevered, discordant, belligerent; on a land
rent with civil feuds, or drenched, it may be, in fraternal blood I Let their
last feeble and lingering glance, rather, behold the gorgeous ensign of the re-
public, now known and honored throughout the earth, still full high advanced,
its arms and trophies streaming in their original lister, not a stripe erased
or polluted, nor a signle star obscured—bearing for its motto no such miserable
interrogatory as, ’What is all this worth?' Nor those other words of delusion
and folly, 'Liberty first and union afterwards'; but everywhere, spread all over
in characters of living light, blazing on all its ample folds as they float
over the sea and over the land, and in every wind under the whole heavens, that
other sentiment, dear to every true American heart—Liberty AND Union, now and
forever, one and inseparable!"
see
pieces
cut apart
out of (tune, harmony)
ready to argue and fight
quarrels about government
brotherly
symbol (flag)
banners or evidence of victory
polish
soiled - stained
question
wrong belief
large
statement of feelings and belief
.s
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EXPERIENCES IN VOCABULARY BUILDING
Directions :
Rewrite the paragraph using words supplied at the bottom
of the page in place of those underlined.
"Uncle Sam is not merely a tax collector and policeman. He
is the partner of every citizen engaged in legitimate productive
activities. He does myriad things to increase and better the
product of field, of mine, and of mill. His experts are constantly
engaged in solving the vexatious problems of industry, of agri-
culture, and of commerce. He fosters new enterprises, introduces
new crops, and opens up new markets. He improves facilities of
communication and transportation. He protects the weak against
the strong and unscrupulous . He safeguards the lives and health
of his people. He encourages inventive genius and provides wonder-
ful educational opportunities in a hundred lines. In short, he
does everything that human intelligence can conceive to make this
a better country in which to live, to improve living standards
and conditions, and to add to the sum total of happiness and
prosperity.
He does a thousand things in a thousand ways—and he does
them all for you. He served your fathers and your fathers'
fathers, and he will continue to serve you and your children and
your children's children. He is the unselfish, undefeated
champion of liberty.
He is your Uncle Sam."
1. encourage
2. creative
3. winner
1. troublesome
5 . hone st
«
6. an immense number
7. dishonest
3. full
9. think of
10. the instruments (the means)
11. talent
12. trade

Explain the following prefixes through your understanding of
the total meaning of the word:
7
circumference circumnavigate
preven
t
precede predecessor
automobile automatic autobiography autograph
subtract subterranean subdue subscribe
biannual biped bicycle
transact translate transfer transport
inaccurate insecure independent
disabled dislike disappear

Place the accent after the correct syllable
municipal
equitable
dirigible
aviator
mischievous
Carribbean
accessories
acclimated
illustrate
coyo te
Himalayas
athlete
rodeo
corral
Shoshone

Beneath the Saddle - Making America
1. What is the most exciting part of the story?
2. Where did Nathan live?
3. "/hat old-fashioned words did Nathan and the soldiers use in talking?
4. Why was the Continental soldier so sad?
5. Find the paragraph which describes what is happening in the
picture on p. 243*
6. Why was Nathan's father not at home?
7- How was the man to escape?
8. From reading the sentence tell the meaning of each word:
p. 236 clatter p. 240 abruptly
object aught
isolated - away from others dispatch rider
hostile yonder
splinter sought to evade
latch ambush
dragoons desperate riding
p. 237 glimpse yielded
hesitated revealing
p. 238 snatches of conversation panel
searching fugitive
determine p. 242 tinder box
despite the cold emerged
p. 239 hearth observed
mournful sound p. 243 singled out
snuffed the candles p. 244 inching upward
9 .
oblong packet
<a
10
After reading :,The Festival in Athens" p.p.
list the interesting and new phrases found in the story. The
following are samples:
wild-olive leaves
sandaled feet
wheeled ship of state
dash to victory
like a sail
festival time
To the teacher:
Those which may be found are:
final dash patches of color
golden sunshine glowed in the sunshine
holiday garments gleaming temples
the music died away so glorious a land
slow and wondering cows proundly they rode
prancing horses glorious temples
ideal of beauty

11 .
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Tha Earth We Live On - Baker
Harvey & Higgins Delivery
The Ponies pp. 203-213
Write the word or words from this story which mean:
1. Beside the lake
2. Standing place in a barn
3. A piece of harness
4. Heating hard
5. The part of town where you live
6. More than two
7. People who work together
3. A thought
9. One who sells flowers
10. Very large
11. To keep looking
12. Something to look at

MAKING mi ' ’CRDS
1. Flace these syllables before the following words to
make other words which we use:
un dis re com de er
2. add these syllables at the end of the words to make
other words which we use:
ly ed s er or ing ment
Sample: charge charges recharge charged charging discharge
1. lock
2. color *
3 . stand
4. place
5. visit
6. joy
7. interest
3. connect
9. print
10 . count

PA KING- KE;V ’VGRDS
1. Flace tnese syllables before the following words to
make other words which we use:
un dis re com de er
2. Add these syllables at the end of the words to make
other words which we use:
ly ed s er or ing ment
13 .
Sample: charge charges recharge cnarged charging discharge
1. even
2. comfort
3. Pay
4. appoint
5 . like
6 . do
7. think
8. happy
9 . want
10. pleasant

14
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Circle the phrases which are alike:
1. in the garden in the garage into the garden in the garage.
2. under the apple tree near the apple tree
under the maple tree under the apple tree
3. playing in the yard played in the yard plays in the sand
played in the road playing in the yead.
4. There were three boys. They were throe boys. Then there were
three. They wanted tnree boys. They were three boys.
5. about the town clock around the town streets
above the tower clock above the tower clock
Circle the like numbers in each row:
436 387 468 378 486 487 368
1053 1035 1153 1305 1530 1035 1350
6247 2647 6742 6247 6274 4627 7642
2910 9012 1209 2109 2910 2019 9201
B 579 8597 9578 9758 3759 3597 9357
For independent or oral work.
f
*I
Circle the words which are alike:
rather rabbit bather rather rattler ranger
cheese chess choose close choose cheer
please pleasure pleasant pheasant pleasure
treasure trail train trial treat trail
straight string streak straight strong straight
muddle middle needle muster middle midget
priced priceless prices priced pricing priced
crept creep crept creek crack creeps
shower showed shows shoxved showing shown
dripping drinking dripped drips drinking dropped
cluster clutter bluster duster closer bluster
prove proven proves proving provide prove
thought though through thought trough thought
This can be used for independent work and for oral practice. The
teacher can ask: Which word in the first line begins with (the sound)
b, ends with (the sound) t, etc.
I-**
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Finding guide words in the dictionary:
Practice after instruction in finding the guide words in the
dictionary:
I. Find the following words in your dictionary. In the first blank
write the guide word which you find at the top of the page at
the left. It is the first word explained on the page.
In the second blank write the guide word which is given at the
top of the page at the right. It is the last word explained on
the page:
’lord First guide word Second guide word
propeller
hangar
aviation
airdrome
wing
beacon
ceiling
bean
goggles
parachute
II. The line below represents page 472 in a certain dictionary. Nest
and new are the guide words on the page. Underline the words in
the following list which would be found on this page of the
dictionary:
nest new
lake ne rve
net negro
neutral nail
neglect nettle
nesting
nestling
next
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Introduction
As part of the Improvement of Reading Frogram in Connecticut, a reading center
was established at Windsor . One of the outcomes of the program was a request
for study groups. These groups met for ten weeks to study successful reading
practices and techniques.
The faculty was divided into six groups, each group including teachers from
kindergarten through grade twelve. In this way it was hoped to bring about
greater coordination and understanding of the total reading program. Teachers
in the high school were particularly interested in the teaching of reading in
the elementary grades.
Six areas of reading were selected for /Study: reading readiness, vocabulary and
word recognition skills, study skills, individual differences, oral reading and
the enrichment program. It was suggested that the reports of these groups should
be used as an outline for the teaching of reading in the Windsor schools.
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READING PROGRAM
Individual Differences
Aims: To consider standards for a reading program that will provide adequately
for the wide variation of reading abilities found among pupils in the
classroom, and that will furnish opportunities for each individual to
develop to the fullest his abilities, and to progress in terms of those
abilities,, for his better adjustment to school and life situations.
General Objectives: To develop a program that will provide,
1. Each child with the opportunity to reach ‘the standards for
any given level before going on to the next, without retarda-
tion sufficient to cause hire to become maladjusted in the
group.
2. Continuous opportunities for success in the school situation.
3. Reading experiences that are functional and closely related
to his present and future life needs.
4. Motivation that will lead to future reading and other situa-
tions as a result of his experiences in the school program.
Specific Objectives:
1. To recognize the variety and extent of individual differences.
2. To appreciate the factors which influence progress in reading.
3. To develop a better understanding of the diagnosis of reading
disab ilities.
4. To consider the administrative practices for better adjust-
ment of the program to the individual needs of pupils.
5. To consider the necessity of providing material suitable to
those needs.
Variety and extent of individual differences
There has been a tendency for teachers at all levels to expect that children
coming to them should be prepared to do the work of a particular grade. We
have arrived at the realization that no group at any level is equally ready
to participate in the same work. The first grade teacher doesn’t find her
children all ready to begin a reading program, any more than the high school
teacher finds all members of a class ready to participate in the same type
of activities.
If we think of education as a continuous process developing according to the
individual abilities of the learner we must start with the child where he is
and go on from there, regardless of grade standards. One of the greatest
problems of our reading situation is that of matching the achievement of each
child with his ability. The child of high intelligence with only average 'reading
ability is as much of a problem as the pupil who is seriously retarded becauo
of inferior mentality.
The range )f reading abilities becomes wider as we advance in the grades. In
any one classroom we can expect to find a variety of reading abilities of at
least four or five different levels.
• •
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2Factors Influencing the Reading Program
1. Mental development
Reading requires a certain degree of mental maturity for success.
Children vary greatly in the degree of mental maturity they have
reached at any chronological age.
2. Physical development
General physical growth, handedness, vision, hearing, speech, and
general health have a close relationship to the type of work a
child does i'n school.
3. Emotional and social develcpment
Children who are emotionally immature or show evidence of insecurity
at home or at school may find it difficult to adjust to the reading
program
•
4. Home background and language development
Attitudes of parents, living conditions in the home and community
effect the adjustment of the child to the school situations.
5. Educational Influences
a. Readiness or lack of readiness in the beginning stages of reading
as well as the lack of readiness for new skills and uses of
reading at the various school levels are imp>rtant factors.
b. Child's past school experiences help to determine his present
attitudes toward reading such as:
Retardation, special promotions, transfer in school
systems, long absences of pupils or teachers, especially
in early school experiences.
c. Confusions and faulty habits in the learning process.
6. Interests
There is a close relationship between children’s interests and
reading. It is important to recognize the great variety of
interests, to develop old ones and to provide opportunities
for new ones.
It is generally accepted that in helping a pupil to reach the reading level
rf which he is capable, it is necessary to start where he is. To find out
where he is and the causes of his disabilities we must have some system of
appraisal or diagnosis. This is a continuous process, through which we are
able to guide the individual in his reading by knowing as much as possible
about the factors that may be related to his reading ability. It is essential
that he have a knowledge of his own needs and disabilities and be aware of
his own progress.
The causes of reading difficulties are often far removed from the symptons.
Diagnosis varies from casual ebservation to a thorough clinical analysis.
It is essential however in any attempt at individual guidance that we have
as much information as possible about the individual pupil. A knowledge of
the child’s home background, his physical, emotional, social and language
development and his past school experiences is essential. His present
school status as shown by standardized tests, intelligence tests and teacher
administered informal tests should all be considered. His interests and
activities, his relationships with people should be included in the analysis
of hi s problem.
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Standardized Tests
Reading Readiness - Numerous readiness tests are available which measure many
of the factors of readiness. No one test measures all of the factors. Such
tests aid in determining the readiness of the child for beginning reading.
Reading Achievement Test s - Survey the range of achievement, indicate gain
after a period of instruction and contain particular diagnostic features.
Intelligence Tests - Some type of intelligence test is needed to indicate
whether or not a child is working up to his capacity. For children with
reading handicaps only those group tests with emphasis on the non verbal
should be used. For the child seriously retarded in reading an individual
test (Binet) should be administered.
Informal Tests - While standardized tests may furnish much valuable infor-
mation, teacher made informal tests are necessary for a better understanding
t»f the individual child’s needs in planning a program for instruction and in
the selection of materials.
Some types of informal tests are listed below:
1. Establishing the learning rate. See appendix page 1*
2. Individual Test of Oral Reading Ability, appendix page i.
3. Oral Recall - Appendis page ii.
4. Textbook suitability - Appendix page ii.
Cumulative Records - Complete individual records should be kept for each pupil,
from the kindergarten or first grade through high school. ’While much of the
material may be sent directly to the teacher, the complete records should be
made accessible to her. Such records should include as much material as possible
in regard to the individuals school abilities and achievement, as well as all in-
formation that may in any way effect his success in the school situation.
Some administrative practices for better adjustment of the program to individual
needs .
1. Retardation - One of the oldest methods is that of retaining the
slow and advancing brighter pupils. This does not solve the pro-
blem of individual differences. By eliminating variations in
mental age, we increase the variations in physical and social
maturity and the levels of interest. If a child’s ability is
slightly below normal, retardation in first grade is sometimes
helpful. However a longer period for the development of readiness
would help to eliminate the need for such retardation.
2. Kindergarten and Pre-Primary Groups. - Children showing a lack of
readiness for first grade may be kept in kindergarten for an addi-
tional time. Some schools have a pre-primary group giving a year
to the development of readiness experiences.
3. Grouping - Homogeneously - In schools having two or more of each
grade, children are often grouped in rooms according, to' ability* .
This requires further grouping within grades. This procedure while
it lessons the range of differences has the disadvantage of de-
priving children of the social value of association with others of
all levels of ability.
I
44. Primary and Intermediate Departments -
Instead of promotion from grade to grade, some school systems, have
developed a primary and an intermediate department instead of the
first six grades. Rather than promotion from grade to grade, pupils
advance from one level of achievement to the next. Under this system
the children do not fail, but if they are slow in advancing from one
level to the next, the same problems of over age and possible malad-
justment may result, unless the Junior High School carries on the
same type of program.
5. Remedial Reading Classes - In order that pupils with reading disabili-
ties may have the services Qf a teacher trained in remedial techniques,
some schools take those pupils from the regular classrooms for part of
the day and place them in special remedial classes. This continues
until the particular difficulties are overcome at which time they are
returned to their own group. This plan has the advantage of a specialized
teacher working with small groups. Such a program is often handicapped
by the remedial teachers not seeing the child in the other classroom
situations, the possibility of a lapse of remedial techniques when he
returns to the regular room, and the emotional upset sometimes caused
by segregation.
6. Ability Grouping within the classroom - If we accept the fact that
social maturity is the most important factor in grade placement, we
•shall advance the child from one grade to the next, each year. In
order to provide for successful achievement, teachers will have to
meet the child at his level and guide him to the next level of reading
achievement. Children may be grouped according to their disabilities
and reading levels but with individual attention to particular needs.
The number of groups within the class will depend upcn the variation
of abilities of the group. Such a program requires a great deal of
efficient planning ofi the part of the teacher. There should be much
flexibility of grouping, so that the child may advance to the next
level.
7. Grouping around centers of Interests - The child may road materials
at his ability level and may make his contribution to the class when
work is planned around a center of interest. When a variety of
suitable materials are available the entire class may work success-
fully on the same center of interest, with each child using material,
at the level of his ability. Where such material is available, there
is probably no better way of adapting reading to the varying ability
levels
.
8. Some common High School Practices -
1. Remedial reading classes for those students seriously retarded
in reading.
2. Reading clinics in some of the larger high schools.
3. Special reading instruction in the library.
4. Reading classes the responsibility of one department, usually
the English department
.
5. Reading in the regular classes with emphasis on skills
necessary for the particular subject matter area.
*•}
5Material for Reading.
In order to carry out any program for meeting the needs of individual
pupils, an abundance of suitable materials is essential. Lack of
such supplies is usually one of the greatest problems in attempting
such a program. Ordering copies of a basal series for every member
of a class is unnecessary for in no class are all children reading
at the same level. Therefore, six or eight copies would be suffir
cient. Sets of a few copies of these supplementary readers on
several grade levels will be needed for an average class.
Libraries - There should be available in each room a corner with
wide variety of books varying in content and reading difficulties.
Reference materials, dictionaries and other source materials are
essential. An interchange of books between the various grades will
furnish additional materials.
A central school library - See the report of the Enrichment Program.
Additional Reading Materials - In order to supplement the materials
available the teacher may collect and keep on file additional
materials, such as:
1. Word recognition cards, word dictionaries, work type
reading exorcises.
2. Stories from discarded books, magazines, newspapers
mounted on oak tag. These may include a few questions
or suggestions for further reading.
3. Booklets on a variety of subjects and levels of reading
ability. A number of such booklets are furnished by
publishing companies on science, social science.
4. Experience stories-Excurs ions
,
activities, daily news
items, etc. made into booklets.
5. Material obtained from industrial firms, travel agencies,
chambers of commerce.
Importance in the Total Reading Program
Recognition of the wide range of individual capacities, abilities, needs and
interests is a vital factor in the development of any program of instruction
in all grades and in all subject matter fields. Cooperation of administrators
and teachers in establishing promotional policies, and courses of study re-
quirements and in the selection of a wide variety of instructional materials
is essential.
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iAPPENDIX
Establishing the Lsarning Rate (1)
1. The learning rate is used to mean the number of words the child can remember
as sight words one hour after the teaching period.
2. Select eight words which have not been taught as reading words at the first
grade level, ten words for all grades above the first.
3. Words for the first grade may be selected from the international Kindergarten
Union List (2) Above the first grade, words should be selected from the basal
series, two years above grade level. For grades 7> 8, and 9 use other sub-
ject context material,
4. Select words of varying length, some colorful and easy to enrich, some that
have no significance for children, some phonetic and others, not phonetic,
and some words involving many different sounds. Use more abstract words
as you advance in the grades.
5. Teach the words to groups (the best group first) at the beginning of the
morning session,
6. Test an hour after teaching for retention. Retest at the end of the
morning and afternoon session. Use the last test score as the learning
rate.
7. To be used for class grouping for vocabulary and. will help the teacher
adjust her teaching to the burden each child can assume.
Individual Test of Oral Reading Ability ( 3)
To estimate the level at which a child will be able to read and to discover
particular reading disabilities. (To be used in the primary grades and in
the upper grades for retarded readers)
1. Select a set of books, of any good basal series. Use books not pre-
viously read.
2. Choose a short selection from each book (about one hundred words in
the primary grades, and slightly longer for the upper grades)..
3. Paste the selections on cards or in a loose leaf notebook for testing
purposes.
4. Test the child individually,
5. Have the child read orally beginning at his grade level.
6. If the material is too difficult, try the next lower level, etc.; if it
is too easy, advance to the next higher levol.
(1) Dr. Helen Murphy, Boston University
(2) Association for Childhood Education
(3) Suggested by Analysis of Reading Difficulties
,
Dr. Donald
Durrell, World Book Co.
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7. More than one error in twenty running words, indicates that the material
is too difficult.
8. After deciding on the most satisfactory level, have the pupil answer
questions on the story to check comprehension.
9. If comprehension is poor, even though word recognition is good the
material is too difficult.
10. Keep a check list of errors and faulty reading habits.
Test of Oral ReCall
Have the child read a paragraph at the same level established by the previous
test
.
Have him tell everything he remembers about the story. Record the number of
ideas. It may be necessary to ask him if he remembers anything else.
He should be able to recall about 751° of the ideas, if the material is
suitable
.
The same type of test may be used for written recall.
Test of Text Book Suitability on Vocabulary
Select material you might choose for a day’s assignment in the text, (not
previously read.) Choose twenty of the most difficult werds in the selection
for a matching test.
If many of the words are not known, the vocabulary is usually too difficult.
This type of test is useful in the middle and upper grades. In the primary
grades, more than five errors in a hundred running words, indicates the
material is too difficult.
1.
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Introduction
As part of the Improvement of Reading Frogram in Connecticut, a reading center
was established at Windsor. One of the outcomes of the program was a request
for study groups. These groups met for ten weeks to study successful reading
practices and techniques.
The faculty was divided into six groups, each group including teachers from
kindergarten through grade twelve. In this way it was hoped to bring about
greater coordination and understanding of the total reading program. Teachers
in the high school were particularly interested in the teaching of reading in
the elementary grades.
Six areas of reading were selected for study: reading readiness, vocabulary and
word recognition skills, study skills, individual differences, oral reading and
the enrichment program. It was suggested that the reports of these groups should
be used as an outline for the teaching of reading in the Windsor schools.
t•
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ORAL READING
Oral reading is, at present, probably the phase of reading instruction which is
least well-planned in many schools. However, it has a significant contribution
to make to the total reading program; its values are many when they are fully
realized.
Silent and oral reading have no quarrel between themselves. They simply differ
radically in purpose and technique. Oral reading is a social process and it in-
volves gesture, posture, facial expression, and vocal expression. It requires
efficient intake of ideas, as does silent reading, but it also requires efficient
projection of these same ideas to other persons. It, therefore, is a more com-
plicated process than silent reading.
VALUES AND OBJECTIVES OF ORAL READING
Soc ial values
1. To develop courtesy and poise
2. To provide opportunity for sharing experiences
3. To help to teach the art of listening
Diagnostic values
1. To provide a means of grouping in the classroom
2. To help the teacher to detect in the pupil
a. Inadequate sight vocabulary
b. Inadequate methods of attack on new words
c. Word-by-word reading and poor phrasing
d. Inadequate eye-voice span
e. Lack of precise enunciation and pronunciation
f. Omissions, substitutions, insertions, and repetitions
g. Inability to follow marks of punctuation
h. Verbalization
i. Too much dependence on context
j. Guessing from the first letter or txvo
k. Ignoring endings of words
l. Reversals
m. Wrong rate, pitch, and volume
n. Failure to comprehend and interpret meaning and feeling in the passage
Greater appreciation of literature
1. Rhythmic patterns
2. Dramatic conversation
3. Sound and color words
Development of better speech habits
Improvement of silent reading
- particularly in the primary grades
Preparation for oral reading situations in life
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF A GOOD ORAL READING PROGRAM
1. Oral reading should be taught specifically, not incidentally.
2. The materials for oral reading should generally be easier than those for silent
reading.
3. Oral reading is best done in small groups because more pupils can practice at
the same time.
4 . Except for testing purposes and with very superior readers, silent study should
generally precede oral reading.
'J
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25. A real audience situation should ho provided as often as possible. "Round-the-
room" reading is very unproductive.
6. There should always be readiness for reading
a. On the part of the reader
b. On the part of the listeners
7. Emphasis in oral reading should always be on meaning .
3
There should always be emphasis on good listening.
9. There should be good models for oral reading — the teacher and good pupil
readers.
Check list for teachers of oral reading
Rate yourself on the following points. Give yourself no points for poor , one point
for fair
,
two points for good
,
and three points for excellent . Do you come out
with a score of at least 20?
Poor Pair Good Excellent
1.
Do I have occasional lessons devoted
specifically to oral reading?
2. Do I select materials for oral
reading which are easier than
those used in silent reading?
3. Do I use time wisely by providing
for children to read in small
groups?
4. Do I have the pupils prepare
silently before oral reading?
5. Do I always have other pupils
close books while one pupil
is reading orally?
6. Do I use some kind of compre-
hension check with oral reading?
7. Do I provide real audience situa-
tions?
8. Do I discuss "listening" with the
pupils and help them to improve as
listeners?
10. Do I read often to the pupils my-
self? Am I a good oral reader?
USE OF ORAL READING IN DIAGNOSIS
For directions for giving the informal oral reading inventory in the elementary
grades, see the report on individual differences.
In the secondary school much the same procedure may be used. The chart on pages _i
and JT of the appendix may be used with either elementary or secondary pupils for
making a class record of oral reading difficulties.
In addition to the class chart which the teacher may make of all the pupils in her
room, it is well for each pupil to have an individual progress chart. Samples of
charts for grades 1-6 and grades 7-12 are given in the appendix, pages iii and iv .
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3TECHNIQUES FOR DEVELOPING DESIRAELE SKILLS IN
‘ ORAL READING
Most of the following techniques are applicable at all grade levels with very little
change except in the materials used, Wherever the technique seems to be entirely
restricted to one grade level, indication will be made of this fact.
How to create real audience situations
1. One group reading to another (within the room)
2. One class reading to another - "going visiting"
3. Real radio broadcasts by arrangement with a local station
4. Imaginary radio broadcasts within the classroom
5. Play readings
6 . Reading news items to the group
7. Reading various types of book "reports"
8 . Assembly programs including oral reading
9. Reading in the content fields (3rd or 4th grade and beyond)
a. To supply information from a source others have not
consulted
b. To prove a point in a discussion
c. To find answers to questions and problems
10. Reading clubs
11. Reading announcements from the office or another teacher
12. Reading interesting personal letters
13. Shadow plays - one reader or a group read the story while others
act it out (elementary)
14. Reading with lantern slides while the room is darkened. Pupils read
brief selections with the aid of a good flashlight while illustra-
tions appear on the screen. Example: reading of "Trees" accompanied
by picture of giant sequoias.
15. Puppet shows
16. Reading reports of committees - class organized as a club
17. Reading creative writing of the pupils
13. Reading to another pupil something enjoyed at home
19. Reading to parents or other adults
20. Reading from a continued story in the story hour (elementary)
21. Using the "Weekly Reader" and other magazines for oral reading
before the class as a whole has seen them
22. Making Recordio records of one’s own reading and playing them to
the group
23* Using the public address system for little skits, reading notices, etc.
24 . Providing occasions for inviting parents to school to hear programs
of oral reading
25. Having pupils in each small group prepare with the teacher original
chart stories and read them orally to another group (primary)
26. Reading anecdotes and jokes to the whole group - perhaps in a weekly
"fun" period
27. Using cut-up stories or articles. Teacher pastes sections of a story
on heavy paper or oak tag. Pupils study their parts and read in turn.
28. Having "individual interest" periods in which pupils read to each other
about their hobbies, etc.
How to overcome fear of an audience
1. Using the imaginary radio broadcast with pupils behind a screen or at
the back of the room.
2. Using puppet shows -. attention of the audience is on the puppets, not
the reader.

43. Having children read material to accompany a shadow play (elementary)
4. Having pupils read with lantern slides when the room is darkened.
5. Allowing pupils to read to a small group of only four or five.
6. Allowing pupils to read to younger children.
7 . Always helping the nervous pupil with his difficulties at once.
8. Encouraging the audience to he very courteous at all times.
9. Making sure that the nervous pupil knows his material so well that
he practically cannot fail. Every failure increases his nervous-
ness.
10.
Giving nervous pupils many successful, brief experiences with oral
reading.
Hoxv to develop good listening habits
1. Creating in the pupils a feeling of courteous responsibility toward
the reader.
2. Eliminating all books, papers, and other distracting materials.
3. Being sure the material to be read is worth listening to.
4. Having the pupils listen in order to think of good pictures they
might make to illustrate important parts of the story.
5. Having the pupils listen in order to be ready to tell about some
experience of their own of which they are reminded by the story.
6. Asking the pupils to think as they listen of how the story could
be made into a play.
7. Having the pupils listen to a story and then put into chronological
sequence a series of events from the story which are listed on the
board.
8. Having the pupils listen to choose a suitable title for the story.
This works well with short articles or anecdotes and is good train-
ing in the selection of main ideas.
9. Having pupils listen in order to make lists of new words or of words
which make pictures, or of words they especially like.
10. Encouraging pupils to listen to the radio and discuss what they hear.
11. Being sure the material is sufficiently new and interesting. Good
listening will then hardly be a problem.
How to improve enunciation in oral reading
Correct enunciation is important at all levels. It is particularly important in
the primary grades, where the pupil’s learning of new words depends heavily upon
his hearing and pronouncing words correctly.
1. Calling attention to sound elements in words
a. Auditory discrimination
b. Visual discrimination
2. Having pupils practice drills including difficult words and tongue-
twisters.
3. Using a recordio so that pupils can hear their own voices.
4. Setting a good example by the teacher’s own careful speech and
oral reading.
5. Occasionally counting the number of words in a phrase or sentence
as it is read by the teacher or a pupil. This would be done with
children who make a habit of running words together as they read,
(primary)
.
6. Encouraging the pupils to make unusual use of the lips in reading.
7 . Showing the pupils by the use of mirrors the exact positions of
the mouth for certain sounds.
8. Drilling on phrases such as ”so am I" (not ”somy”)
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Having pupils read to each other in whispers. This exercise will force
good enunciation, but it is a strain and should be brief.
10. Using choral reading. For suggestions the following books are helpful:
al
Abney and Rowe "Choral Speaking Arrangements for the Lower
Grades", Boston Expression Co., 1937»
Enfield, Gertrude "Verse Choir Values and Techniques", Boston,
Expression Co., 1937
Gullan, Marjorie "The Speech Choir", New York, Harper, 1937
Keppie, Elizabeth "The Teaching of Choric Speech", Boston,
Expression Co., 1932
Swann, Mona "An Approach to Choral Speech", Boston,
Expression Co., 1934
11. Dramatizing some of the stories. High motivation to make the
audience understand makes for good enunciation.
12. Special enunciation exercises to be found in such books on the
following:
Abney and Miniace "This Way to Better Speech", Yonkers-on-
Hudson, World Book Co., 1940
Cotrel and Halsted, "Class Lessons for Improving Speech",
Boston, Expression Co., 1936
Raub icheck, Letitia "Improving Your Speech", New York,
Noble and Noble, 1934
How to improve vocal expression
1. Removing word recognition difficulty by using easy materials.
2. Using the piano to find the natural pitch of a pupil’s voice.
Then having the pupil read at this pitch with the piano for a
while and gradually independently.
3. Working to relieve nervous tension which causes high-pitched,
unpleasant voices.
4. Using exaggerated expression to show how meaning can be changed.
For example merely shifting the emphasis and the tone of voice
with such a group of words as "I like you."
5 . Emphasizing meaning in all the oral reading which is attempted.
6. Reading passages with special words underlined for emphasis.
Pupils may do the underlining and then discuss with the class
whether the right words have been underlined.
7. Not asking for sight reading except from the very best readers.
8. Having pupils take conversational parts in stories and plays.
9. Having children "read like a bear," "like a fairy," etc. (primary)
10. Using relaxation exercises with pupils who have high-pitched,
strained voices.
11. Encouraging listening to good radio announcers and their technique
(upper grade and high school).
How to develop good habits of reading in rhythmic phrases
1. Improving word recognition skills
2. Using phrase flash cards
3. Using spaced material such as the following:
Rio de Janeiro has the most beautiful harbor in the
world. On. one side of the harbor is the famous
rock, which is called Sugar Loaf Rock.
Later this same material should be read in good phrases without
the help of spaces.
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64. Having pupils mark materials into phrases themselves as follows:
Once upon a time/ there lived/ three bears./
5. Asking pupils to listen to well-phrased reading by the teacher and
then to imitate.
6. Having pupils read in unison with the teacher or a superior reader
and, if necessary, tapping out the phrases with a pencil on the
desk.
7. Teaching new words in their phrases and immediately locating these
phrases in the context.
8. Stressing meaning . If a pupil does not phrase well, the teacher
may immediately suspect that he does not understand what he is
reading.
9. Moving hand under phrases on the blackboard with a swing-like
motion (primary)
10. Using metronoscope
.
11. Using tachistoscope or flashmeter.
12. Using handmade tachistoscope (see Durrell: ’’Improvement of Basic
Reading Abilities", pp. 130 and 177)
13. Using knowledge of grammatical relationships to show how to improve
phrasing (secondary)
14. Giving breathing exercises - when poor phrasing is due to ineffi-
cient breath control.
How to improve eye-voice span
Test for eye-voice span - A good oral reader’s eyes are at least half
a line ahead of his voice. In this way, he is able to anticipate
meaning and improve his interpretation of what he reads. Have the
pupil read orally material which is fairly easy for him. Sit beside
him and xvhen he has just started a new line, slide a card over the
material which he is reading. The number of letters, syllables, or
words which he can tell you after the card is placed over the material
represent his eye-voice span. The test should be given three succes-
sive times, and the average of letters, syllables, or 'words taken.
Methods for improving
1. Testing at frequent intervals as a reminder to the pupil and to
keep a record of improvement.
2. Using flash cards with phrases of ever-increasing length.
3. Encouraging pupil to look ahead as he reads.
4 . Making sure that the material is familiar to the pupil before he
tries to read orally.
5. Eliminating pointing.
6. Using spaced material and training pupil to see the whole of a
unit before he says any of it.
7. Encouraging pupil to look at his audience often.
8. Showing pupil the use of pauses in his reading in order to get a
preview of what is ahead.
9. Directing attention to small words (for the occasional pupil whose
eye-voice span is over-adequate)
How to develop attention to punctuation
1. Dramatizing punctuation marks as Stop-Go signals (elementary)
2. Reading materials in which punctuation marks are in color -
periods are red (Stop!), commas are yellow (Slow!) (elementary)
:
73. Having pupils read several series of sentences all on the same topic
but starting with a very simple sentence and expanding into more and
more involved sentences. This method helps the pupil to see the value
of punctuation. For example:
a. The child is ill,
b, Johnny, whom we saw in the park yesterday, is ill,
c f
g, ll/hen we came into the darkened, dreary-looking house, we knew
that something must be very, very, i^rong; and we soon dis-
covered that poor little Johnny - child of neglectful, un-
sympathetic parents — the same little Johnny with whom we
had played so happily in the park the day before — how long
ago it seemed I - was lying ill, almost at the point of death,
in an inner bedroom, (upper grade and secondary)
4. Discussing the rules of punctuation and their relation to meaning
( secondary)
How to eliminate eye control difficulties (skipping lines, losing the place
,
failure to move left to right, etc
.) (mostly elementary )
1. Practicing with charts and blackboard materials (large size)
2. Having children use markers.
3. Reading aloud to pupils while they folloiv with their eyes.
4. Using very easy materials.
5. Giving exercises to increase eye-span - such as those with the
tachistoscope
.
6. Photographing eye movements with the ophthalmograph (to discover
more exactly what is wrong with the movements)
7. Observing eye movements in a mirror or by the peep-hole method
8. Stressing left to right progression in picture reading of
charts (pre-primary
)
9* Using saccadic drills. One to three minute drills are most effec-
tive with speed controlled by a metronome. Drills may be on
charts or on blackboard. They look as follows;
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
Pupils' eyes move from one fixation to the next in rhythm.
How to eliminate finger pointing
1. Shoiving children they do not need the crutch.
2. Giving pupils markers as intermediate step, if needed.
3. Having pupils read under time pressure.
4. Giving pupils very interesting material which will make them
forget mechanics.
How to develop proper speed
1. Demonstrating proper and improper speed. The teacher may read a
paragraph or two very rapidly and then give the children a compre-
hension test, with which, of course, they will have trouble. She
may also show them that slow, halting reading is boring.
2. Having the pupils read in unison with the teacher to get the right
tempo.
3. Giving very easy materials and silent speed drills if the pupil's
reading is too slow.
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84. If reading is too fast, trying to eliminate nervous tension.
5. Making sure that pupil is aware of need for different speeds
for different types of materials.
How to eliminate skipping, adding, repeating, and substituting of small words
1. Allowing the careless pupil to read only until he miscalls a
little word.
2. Using flash cards made up of short words such as "it is on the"
3. Stressing slower reading.
4. Emphasizing thought -getting.
5. Using materials that demand accurate reading to get sense.
6. Reducing strain and tenseness of the reader.
How to develop word recognition and sight vocabulary .
Probably nothing else is quite so important to good oral reading
as an adequate sight vocabulary. The committee refers the reader
to the report of the committee on vocabulary building.
How to develop good bodily and facial expression
1. Making sure that the teacher is a good example.
2. Having pupils read before a mirror.
3. Practicing pantomimes. For example, each pupil might be given a
slip of paper containing a statement such as the following:
"You are a queen sitting on her throne receiving some of her
favorate subjects." Afterwards the class would discuss: "Did
Mary look like a queen? Why or why not? Did she show in her
face that these were favorite subjects?"
4. Giving relaxation exercises, if lack of expression is due to
tenseness.
5. Playing rhythmic games (primary)
6. Dramatizing events in stories which call for much bodily movement
and definite facial expression.
How to correct low comprehension leading to monotonous reading
1. Using easy, attractive material
2. Assigning reading "problems" to be solved. These "problems" may
be assigned as a part of the silent study which precedes the oral
reading. They focus attention on content.
3. Seeing that the pupil understands the purpose of every piece of
reading he is asked to do.
4. Giving frequent comprehension tests.
5. Emphasizing the meaning of words in context.
6. Using dramatization because of the high motivation for comprehen-
sion.
7. Using audio and visual aids to build up experience background.
8. Working for clearer auditory and visual imagery of what is read.
How to develop greater appreciation of literature
In teaching literature at any level, the primary objective is to
get the pupil to experience what he reads: hoar the sounds, see
the pictures, and feel the emotions. There is no better way to
accomplish this end than through oral reading.
1. Using a good deal of excellent oral reading of fine litoraturo by
the teacher.
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92. Using illustrative materials, pictures, phonograph records, etc., to
make the literature more real to the pupils.
3. Having the pupils read to note particularly colors, sounds, smells, etc.
4 . Discussing pictures and images called up by the reading. Such discus-
sion should aim to relate what is read to the pupils* own experience.
5. Allowing pupils to select their own material for oral reading - to
develop the ability to choose worthwhile things.
6. Allowing no sight reading, except by the most skillful.
7. Making much use of choral reading of poetry.
How to correct and criticize the pupil
1 .
2 .
3.
4 «
5 .
6 .
7.
Allowing the pupil to finish what he is reading with very infrequent
interruptions, if any.
Supplying the word quickly if the pupil hesitates.
Keeping a list of errors made by the pupil. Explanation and drill
comes later, either with the individual pupil or in small groups.
Assigning passages near enough the child *s level so that there will
be few mistakes.
Scanning the lesson ahead of time so as to help the pupil anticipate
his difficulties.
Discussing with pupils how they may courteously criticize each other.
Keeping a progress chart for each pupil. See Appendix, pages iii and
iv.
How to use oral reading in a content subject at the secondary level
Oral reading is like any other basic skill. If it is not applied ih all the
curricular fields, it comes to be associated in the pupil’s mind with some
special activity and he feels that it has very limited value. That oral
reading may have a very real place in the content subjects is illustrated by
the following report of actual procedures which have been tried out in a
Windsor High School social studies class:
1. Checking text for exact statement - During recitations, when a student
wishes to prove a point, he may locate and read to the class the
sentences desired. In this, as in all oral reading, emphasis should
be on both content and manner of reading.
2. Student * s reading his own sentences or paragraphs to the class
This may occur in checking a test or in reading prepared home-
work. It is always best, if possible, to observe the basic rule
of preparation by silent study before performance orally.
3. Reading from outside reading books . The pupil locates a para-
graph he likes in a book related to the unit under study. This
was done with "The Tale of Two Cities.'* Having already been
studied in English class, the books were borrowed and used for
reading passages to illustrate events in the French Revolution.
4 . Reading from miscellaneous social studies books . Students select
any book related to social problems which they wish to read and
choose a passage for oral reading. These passages stimulate con-
siderable discussion of modern problems and also inspire some
students to read more of such books.
5. Using historical poems . Whenever a poem illustrates a given
historical incident, a student may prepare it for class reading.
Over a period of time, copies may be classified by historical
period and kept in a scrapbook for this purpose.
.L
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6. Group reading of Gettysburg Address
,
the Preamble, parts of the
Declaration, and other passages from famous documents.
7 . Reading commercial book reviews related to units of study .
Cut the parts desired and mount on sheets of oak tag. If section
desired is too long, cut it up by paragraphs so that several stu-
dents may prepare parts. Some of these reviews of out-standing
books have value from year to year.
8. Reading news items - Procedure same as (7)
9 • Reading by the teacher of short stories or passages from novels .
This reading may motivate more outside reading by the pupils.
Por instance, the story of Marcellus at Arpino (ch. 22 of "The
Robe") read over a period of several days was enjoyed very much
by a class which was studying the beginnings of Christianity.
IMPORTANCE OF ORAL READING IN THE TOTAL READING PROGRAM
Throughout the nineteenth century oral reading was overemphasized in most schools;
during the past few years there has been a reaction which has almost eliminated
oral reading from many programs. Educators have argued that oral reading is seldom
used in real life. True as this may be, the committee feels that it is also true
that when an oral reading situation, such as reading a secretary’s report or reading
to children, does occur in real life it is often crucial and only excellent reading
has any social value.
Most Important, however, are the values which come to the pupil in school through
his experience with oral reading. Those values have been listed at the beginning
of this report. It is the recommendation of this committee, therefore, that oral
reading be a major consideration in the primary grades and that it continue to be
of special importance at any time for pupils with reading difficulties because
the nature of these difficulties becomes to immediately apparent in oral reading
in a way to reveal reasons for the pupil’s lack of progress.
After the third grade, less emphasis should be given to oral reading than to silent
reading for pupils who are making normal progress. Over-emphasis can lead to
slowness in silent reading, inner speech, and regression. The committee feels,
however, that nearly all of the danger can be averted if real audience situations
are created and other pupils are not allowed to "follow in the book." It is the
opinion of the committee that the school program should certainly emphasize all
the values of silent reading and, in addition, recognize the enriching values of
a diversified oral reading program. On an upper grade level, a rich school pro-
gram would allow every child the opportunity to read something aloud at least once
a week.
General characteristics
MATERIALS FOR ORAL REAL BIG
1. Materials at least one grade below what would be given to the same pupil
for silent reading.
2. Story materials with much opportunity for dramatic expression.
3. Materials with some literary or social value: good plot, surprise
element, lively conversation, artistic repetition, humor, etc.
4. Not the basal book if the pupils have these books in their desks.
Better readers will have read all the stories in these books, and
the true audience situation will not exist.
5. Material carefully adapted to the ability of the individual.
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Sample materials
The following very brief list has been compiled by asking Windsor teachers and a
few others to name stories, poems, and plays which are favorites with boys and
girls for reading out loud. The list is intended only to suggest the kind of
materials which are appropriate.
Grade 1
Stories
"The Little Engine That
Could" -» M. Gragg
"Inky and Pinky" by Oharims
Grade 2
"Pokey Bear" - Helen and
Alf Evers
"The Man Who Kept House” -
Old Folk Tale
Grade 3
"The Woman Who Wanted a
Noise" - Val Teal
"Little Pear" - Eleanor
Latt imore
Grades 4 and 5
1 nd j
"Fanciful Tales" - Frank
Stockton
"The Cat and the Captain"-
Elizabeth Coatsworth
Grades 6, 7» 8
"The Prince and the
Pauper" - Mark Twain
Robin Hood stories
"Christmas Carol" -
Dickens
Poems
"Bunny" by Olive Woodman
Mother Goose poems
"Little Boy Blue" - Eugene
Field
"The Day Before April" -
Mary Carolyn Davies
"My Shadow" - Robert Louis
Stevenson
"September" - Helen Hunt
Jackson
Plays
Dramatizations of Mother
Goose and of such
stories as "The Three
Bears"
Dramatizations of such
stories as "Amanda" by
Wolo and "Hansel and
Gretel"
"The Pih^te of Pooh
and Oth’^r Play’s"-
Mar jorie 'Barrows
"The Golden Goose"-
Katherine Morse
"Daniel Eoone" -
from "Children’s
Classics in Dramatic
Form"
,
August
,
Stevenson
Dramatization of "The
Painted Pig" -
Elizabeth Morrow
Scenes from "As You
Like It"
"Legends in Action"-
Ten Plays of Ten
lands" - Nellie
McCaslin
"The Owl and the Pussycat "-
—Edward Lear
"Little Charlie Chipmunk"
-
Helen Le Cron
"The Best Game the Fairies
Play"- Rose Fyleman
"Lobster Guadrille" -
Lewis Carroll
"Pirate Don Durk of
Dowdee" - Mildred
Merryman
"The Highwayman" -
Alfred Noyes
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Senior High School
Stories Poems Plays
"The Great Stone Face"-
Hawthorne
English and Scotch
ballads
"The Tryst ing Place "-
Booth Tarkington
"The Celebrated Jumping
Frog" - Mark Twain
"The Necklace" - Guy de
Maupassant
Many passages from "The
Idylls of the King" -
Tennyson
"The Runaway"- and many
other Robert Frost poems
"Two Crooks and a
Lady" - Eugene
PiHot
"The Old Lady Shows
Her Medals" - J.M
Barrie
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON ORAL READING
Bond, Guy L. and Eva Bond, "Teaching the Child to Read", The Macmillan Company,
New York, 1945 > PP* 199-204
Broom, M.E. et al, "Effective Reading Instruction in the Elementary School",
McGraw Hill Co., New lrork, 1942, ch. 8 and p. 288 ff.
Department of Elementary School Principals, N.E.A., "Language Arts in the
Elementary School," Twentieth Yearbook, 1941, PP* 429-436.
Durrell, Donald, "Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities," World Book Co.,
1940, ch. 6 .
Gray, William S., "The Place of Oral Reading in an Improved Program of
Rfin.ri ing Elementary School Journal
,
36:517-526, March, 1936
Harris, A. J., "How to Increase Reading Ability," Longmans, Green -Sc Co.,
1940, ch. 5*
McKee, Paul, "Reading and Literature in the Elementary School", Houghton
Mifflin Co., Boston, 1934, ch. 15 .
National Society for the Study of Education, "The Teaching of Reading: a
Second Report," 36th Yearbook, Part I, Public School Publishing Co.,
Bloomington, 111*, 1937, ch. 10.
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APPENDIX i
j
Names
Inadequate sight vocabulary
Inadequate attack on new words
/o/o
V/ord-by-word reading, poor phrasing
Poor eye-voice span
T r
Omissions, substitutions, insertions,
repetition of little words
Reversals or letters, reversals of words
f).
cc oc
Poor attention to punctuation
Too fast rate
Too slow rate
Too high pitch
1
Too low pitch
&
1
Monotonous pitch
Too soft volume
1
1
i
1
1
1
Too loud volume
i

ii
1
j
j- "
!
Poor enunciation
. .
.
,
v
Unpleasant voice
Failure to comprehend meaning
- - v
[ 1
V.
Failure to interpret the feelin^of
the author
Reading mannerisms (pointing, etc.)
Self-consciousness, lack of poise
Inefficient breath control
Reading grade level
Chronological age
Grade in school
i
1
1
1
i
i
i
|
i
i
i
I
i
1
i
i
*
i
i
!
I
i
I
i
j
|
j
»
i
i
!
1
|
t
i
i
i
j
i
1
1
|
!
i
1
i
i
i
i
i
t
iV. . ;
.
' U ' 3:^ JV' • V
A .
r
I
.
i
.
V*
Ill
May
March
January
November
September
1
i
.
:
. . _
t
i
i
Can everybody hear him?
Does ho read too slowly?
Does he read too fast?
Does he pay attention to periods
and commas?
Does he sit or stand straight?
Does he read in good phrases?
Does he sound like people in
the story?
Does he look at the audience?
Q
4
05
CL
CD
05
t
O'
Name

excellent;
G
-
good;
F
-
fair;
P
-
poor
iv
»
t*i
i
May
March
January
November
i
CO
od
c+
O
1*
o
4
—
-
%
o
Slight vocabulary-
Attack on new words
Erasing
Enunc iat ion
Accuracy with little words
Attention to punctuation
Comprehension
Interpretation of feeling
of author
Rate
quality of voice
Pitch
Poise
Volume
Breath control
Absence of mannerisms
»
Q
4
&
CO
CO
w
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Introduction
As part of the Improvement of Reading Frogram in Connecticut, a reading center
was established at Windsor. One of the outcomes of the program was a request
for study groups. These groups met for ten weeks to study successful reading
practices and techniques.
The faculty was divided into six groups, each group including teachers from
kindergarten through grade twelve. In this way it was hoped to bring about
greater coordination and understanding of the total reading program. Teachers
in the high school were particularly interested in the teaching of reading in
the elementary grades.
Six areas of reading were selected for study: reading readiness, vocabulary and
word recognition skills, study skills, individual differences, oral reading and
the enrichment program. It was suggested that the reports of these groups should
be used as an outline for the teaching of reading in the Windsor schools.
'.
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Enrichment Program
Windsor Schools
1945-46
In an enriched reading program, teachers and parents encourage and stimulate
boys and girls to read for information and oleasure. Children like to explore,
through books, the world in which they live. Some read because teachers have
requested answers to specific questions: others read because teachers are en-
couraging pupils to read widely, so that they may deduct and think about the
reasons why certain phenomena develop and why certain facts are true; and others
who listen to children and adults in conversation want to know more about a
subject and to question the opinions of others.
Some girls and boys read for sheer pleasure, for the beauty of words, the
fascination of a story, the joy of sharing the experiences of others, and a
feeling of accomplishment in mastering the reading of books.
I . Aims-»-
A. To develop a wholesome personality based on social and emotional adjust-
ment. Full social living means qualitative reading, extensive knowledge,
and varied experiences.
B. To develop skills in the use of other learning aids such as observation,
listening, conversation, dramatization, etc.
C. To build strong motives for and permanent interest in reading for pleas-
ure and inf oruiation.
D. To enrich children's experiences through a variety of materials.
E. To guide pupils to a wealth of reading experiences commensurate with
his ability.
F. To stimulate interest in reading through a wide variety of materials
and experiences.
G. To contribute measurably to growth in all directions.
II . Specific Objectives
A. To arouse keen interest in learning to read widely.
B. To prepare children for book reading.
-^Individuals prepared the list of aims, objectives and other parts of the outline
which were approved by the group.
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II. Specific Objectives (continued)
C. To promote reading interests for each child.
1. The child should be sufficiently motivated to wish to engage in
book reading. The foundation of interest is purpose. Hence —
the child should have a good reason for reading. He may wish to
read for pleasure and the development of personal interests or to
secure information.
D. To enrich word meanings through activities.
1. Words are more easily learned when possessed of' color or
surrounded with many associations.
2. Enriching word meanings through activities is especially useful
for young or dull children. It may be recommended as a motiva-
ting device as well as for word enrichment.
E. To introduce pupils to the use of the library and continue the prac-
tice of its use.
F. To teach children the proper care of books and materials.
G. To acquaint children with desirable books.
III. Characteristics of an Adequate Program
A. Create an atmosphere conducive to the enjoyment of reading.
B. Know the general reading interests of children at various age levels.
C. Know the reading scores, intelligence quotients and particular read-
ing interests of pupils in individual class(es).
D. Recognize and provide for individual differences.
E. Make accessible a generous and varied collection of books and materials.
F. Have pupils keep individual reading records.
G. Seek the interest and cooperation of parents in the enrichment program.
H. Cooperate with the librarians at the Windsor Free Library and its
Branches by notifying them in advance of anticipated needs and
assignments.
I. Provide library cards for the children and encourage them to use them.
J. Know how to use a library:
1 . Non-fiction books in many libraries are classified according to
the Dewey Decimal Classification System and divided into ten
main divisions:
000-099 General r orks
100-199 Philosophy
200-299 Religion
300-399 Social Sciences
L00-499 Language & Languages
500-599 Science, incl. math.
600-699 Applied Science, Ini.
700-799 Fine Arts. Recreation
800-899 Literature
900-999 History. Travel. Bio-
graphy

-3-
III. Characteristics of an Adequate Program (continued)
J. Know how to use a library: (continued)
2. Fiction books are not usually assigned numbers.
3. The card catalog is the index to the library and the three main
types of cards are author, subject and title cards.
Authur Card
914*7 White
,
William Chapman, 1903-
W Made in the USSR. Knopf 1944
159p illus maps
Mote the author's name appears on the top
line and the call number in the upper left hand
corner of the card comprises the classification
number and the first initial of the author's
last name.
Title Card
Made in the USSR
914.7 White
,
William Chapman, 1903-
7v
T Made in the USSR. Knopf 1944
159p illus maps
Note that the title appears on the top line
in small letters
Subject Card
RUSSIA-SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS
914.7 White, r’illiam Chapman, 1903-
W Made in the USSR. Knopf 1944
159p illus maps
Note that the subject heading is on the top
line written in capital letters.
The cards for all the books in the library are arranged in one
alphabetical list. One important deviation from the alphabeti-
cal arrangement is that historical sub-topics are filed
chronologically instead of alphabetically. For example,
United States-Histor.y will be divided by periods:
U.S. -Hi story-Colonial
U.S.-History-Revo 1ution
U.S. -Hi story-Civil War
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Suggested Activities for Pupils
A. Reading good books for information and pleasure
B. Talking about books they like
C. Being introduced to books by having one or two pages of a book read
to them and looking at the pictures
D. i-'resenting oral and written reports
E. Giving book talks at an Assembly Program
F. Listening to stories and poems
G. Dramatizing stories
H. Preparing to take excursions to places of interest related to unit
of work
I. Collecting pictures, materials, magazines
J. Making moving pictures of stories and experiences
K. Illustrating in art stories and poems
L. Arranging Bulletin Board or News Corner
M. Listening to radio programs
N. Listening to victrola records
O. Telling stories and experiences to group
F. Viewing moving pictures
Q. Viewing slides
R. Making murals of direct observation of field trips, stories
S. Making individual and class books
T. Giving a puppet show
U. Giving party for teacher and parents
V. .'faking book marks and book jackets
W. Making Reading charts
X. Writing original stories and poetry
Y. Conducting a classroom library
i"
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V. Development of Units of Fork
The unit program of work provides for individual differences and adjusts
reading materials to children's reading abilities and interests. It offers
the opportunity for many children to read widely, to think through problems
td‘"take excursions and to do creative work.
After the'^bhenje and problems of the unit have been decided, the teacher
and pupils consider the resSmr-Qes and agencies where books and materials may
dg secured
They assemble the materials, plan the work, Vtsax^books, discuss their pro-
blems with people oul :hooi, see films and picturi ro-ceed with
other diverse activities; going on air-excursion; making maps, graphs and
lists; painting murals, impersonating historical characters, giving a puppet
show and participating in many other kinds of activities.
A. Materials to be used
1. Textbooks
2. Encyclopedias, biographical dictionaries, special indexes,
bibliographies, and reference books
3. Informative books
4. Picture and story books
5. Pictures
6 . Pamphlet s
7. Magazines
8. Newspapers
9. Maps
10. Slides and films
11. Records
12. Realia
3. Agencies where materials may be secured
1. John Fitch High School Library
2. Viindsor Free Library and its Branches
3. Public Library in Hartford and other cities and towns,
depending upon the residence of the teacher
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V. Development of Units of ’.ork (continued)
B. Agencies where materials may be secured (continued)
4. Connecticut State Departments which print and distribute
materials
a. Connecticut Development Commission for materials
about Connecticut and South America
b. Connecticut State Health Department
c. Connecticut Inter-Racial Commission
d. Connecticut Public Library Committee
e. Library of Audio-Visual Aids, State Department of
Education
f. Many other State Departments
5. Audio-Visual Aids Center, University of Connecticut
6. Children's Museum, 609 Farmington Avenue, Hartford
7. Radio
S. Newspapers
9.
Magazines and magazine indexes
10. Citizens of Windsor
11. Town Reports of Windsor
12. Organizations in ’’’indsor, i.e. Historical Society and others
13. U.S. Government agencies and the Superintendent of
Documents
C. Suggestive Units
Members of the group developed units of work with the pupils
in their classrooms. As suggestions to teachers in developing
other units, two of them are included in this report.
1. Animal Life
Grade II
Addie Robinson
Roger Wolcott School
2. Mountain Building
Grade VIII
Calla Newberry
Deerfield School
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Animal Life
Outline of the unit
1. Objectives
2. Approach
3. Procedure
l+. Development of subject matter
5. Correlations
a. Language
b. Fine Arts
c. Arithmetic
d. Music
s. Reading
f. Science
g- Game s
Activities
7. List of booKS to be used by children
3. Outcomes
a. Habits, skills and attitudes
b. Appreciations
9. Bibliography
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I. Objectives
A. To increase the children's experiences
B. To teach kindness to animals
C. To learn of the habits of domesticated animals
.IL To learn more about habits of animals not in the experience
of the chilcTrerr
E. To develop the ability to care for pets
F. To provide situations for developing reading ability
G. To provide opportunities for developing ability in painting,
coloring, pasting, color-combinations, drawing.
H. To develop ability in writing, speaking and spelling
I. To teach elementary science and hygiene
J. To develop responsibility in care and use of material
K. To arouse and develop an interest in nature
~irr— ;Tcr- 'Stydjmul^W- -desire to work toge t he
r
II. Approach
This unit is an outgrowth of a Farm Unit. The children had
been reading "Story Pictures of Farm Animals", and other books
pertaining to farming, and we decided to continue with a unit
on animal life.
III. Procedures
A. Daily activity period for planning and working on individual
or group projects
B. Daily discussion period using their library reading as a basis
..
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C. Bulletins used and changed frequently
D. Mural made depicting circus animals
E. Room decorated with art work of individual children
F. Library work correclated with unit
G. Story telling period devoted to stories of animal life
H. Poetry reading for enjoyment
IV. Development of subject matter
A. AnLmals that are friendly or domesticated
Cow Horse Sheep
Dog Hen Duck
Cat Lamb Turkey
Rabbit Pig Pony
3 . Circus Animals
Lion Giraffe
Monkey Hippototamus
Elephant Tiger
Zebra Hyena
C. Other wild animals
Bear Wolf
Skunk Seal
Fox Porcupine
Jackal Deer
Correlations
A. Language
Learning to spell the names of animals studied
Telling stories which they will illustrate
Choral speaking of "The Three Little Figs" and other storeis
'.
'
"
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4. ' riting original stories for their booklets
5. Dramatization of different animal stories, such as "The
Boy ana the Goat".
6. Poems
"The Purple Cow" - Gelett Burgess
"The Animal's Fair" - Carolyn Wells
"The Bear Hunt" - Margaret Widdemer
"The Billy Goats Chew" - Richard Emery
"The Camel's Complaint" - Cnarles E. Carryl
"Cat and the Broom" - A. A. Kenny
"Chickadee" - Hilda Conkling
"Circus" - Eleanor Farjeon
"Circus" - Elizabeth Madox -Roberts
"The Cricket" - Marjorie Barrows
"The Dinkey-Bird" - Eugene Field
"The Duck" - 3.L.M. King
"The Duck and the Kangaroo" - Edward Lear
"The Frog" - Hilaire Belloc
"The Gnu" - Hilaire Belloc
"The Grasshoppers" - Dorothy Aldis
"The Hens" - Elizabeth Madox Roberts
"The Horse" - James Stephens
"A Kitten" - Eleanor Farjeon
"Kitten’s Night Thoughts" - Oliver Hereford
"The Linnet" - Walter de la Mare
"The Lion" - Hilaire Belloc
"Little Tiger Cat" - Annette Wynne
"The Milk-Cart Pony" - Eleanor Farjeon
"The Mocking Bird" - Maurice Leseman
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"Mouse" - Hilda Conkling
"The Mysterious Cat" - Vachel Lindsay
"The OvjI and the Fussy Cat" - Edward Lear
"Politely" - Dixie Willson
"The Furple Cow" - Gelett Burgess
"Radiator Lions" - Dorothy Aldis
"Stephen Wants a Mouse" - Bertha Ten Eyck James
"There was Once a Puffin" - Florence Page Jaques
"Whale" - Goeffrey Daermer
"What the Toys are Thinking" -..Sfrida'C/Qlfe
"Chen I Las a Bird" - Katnerine Mansfield
"The Woodpecker" - Elizabeth Madox Roberts
"The Yak" - Hilaire Belloc
"The Young Calves" - Robert Tristam Coffin
3.
Fine Arts
1. Make animal paper cut-outs of tinted construction paper
for window ledge display
2. Fainting and drawing pictures of animals
3. Clay modeling of animals
4. Mural made of circus animals
5. Fosters made of jungle animals
6. Signs for bulletin for farm animals
7- Pictures in crayon of all the farm animals done by each
child individually
B. Silhouettes made of different animals in black ana white
9. Spatter prints
10 . Peep show
'"t.' ;
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C. Arithmetic
1. Money values. Practice in counting, making change etc.
2. Time ideas
3. Measuring paper and material for posters and murals
4. Use of tests using,
is more than
is larger than
is smaller than
is shorter than
is taller than
is heavier than
is longer than
is faster than
D. Music
1. From "The American Singer" - Grade Two Music 3ook
"Old Dobbin" p. 25
"A Riddle" p. 31
"Our Family" p. 32
"Frogs At Right" p. 51
"My Dog and I" p. 58
"Animal Friends" p. 64
"The Basket Children" p. 71
"Cock-a-doodle-doo" p. 83
"In The Toy Shop" p. 96
"The Merry-Go-Round" p. 97
"Mister Bear" p. 98
"The Cow Boy" p. 110
''
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Music Continued
"Curious Things" p. 118
"The Cockoo" p. 123
"Chicken Talk" p. 126
"TYhip-poor-will" p. 134
"The Scare -Crow" p. 146
"Tne Bird's Chorus" p. 150
"The Farm" p. 152
"My Kitty" p. 156
"The Little Bird's Ball" p. 168
"Go Tell Aunt Rhody" p. 170
"The Elephant" p. 171
"The Carrier Pigeon" p. 179
"The Bee and the Ant" p. 182
"The Squirrel's Eyes" p. 184
"The Butterfly" p. 177
2. From "Child's Book of Songs" Grade Two Music Book
"Little Birdie" p. 18
"A Game of Tag" p. 23
"The Hippopotamus and I" p. 26
"Careless Paul" p. 28
"The Proper Kitten" p. 29
"My Big Black Dog" p. 42
"Pigeons" p. 6l
"The Obedient Kitten" p. 64
"A Fish Story" p. 67
"Once I Saw a Little Bird" p. 82
"\
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E. Reading
1. Individual library reading
2. Riddles
3. Yes and No questions
4. Oral reading to group of individual stories
5. Coloring and reading material
6. Individual charts for each animal with reading material
7. Many stories and poems read to children for enjoyment
3. Information type stories read to children
9. Preparing material for oral reports
F. Science
1 . Comparison of lives of domesticated animals and jungle
animals
2. Discussion of foods needed for healthy animals
3. Facts about effects of heat and cold
4. Protective coloring of animals
5. Nature's defense for animals
6 . Training of animals
7. Habits and nature of individual animals
G. Games
1 . Puss in The Corner
2. The Goose March
3. "hoIf
4. The Garden Gate
.-
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VI. Activities connected with unit on Animal Life
A. Make a Circus or Zoo
B. Have a circus parade
C. Take a trip to a zoo
D. Take a trip to an animal farm
E. Go to a circus
F. flake bird houses
G. Make a toy shop
H. Make booklets about familiar ...animals
I. Make a puppet show
J. {Make scrap books of animals
K. Make animals of cloth and oil cloth
L. Decorate room with animal pictures and cut-outs
M. Make a mural of a circus parade
K. Have a circus assembly
0. Learn to care for pets
F. Faint pictures on the easel of birds and animals
Q. Make a farm or barn-yard scene on the sand table
R. Dramatize animal stories children have read
S. Read stories about animals to tell to group
T. Study about the care of animals
U. Have a rhythm band prepare numbers for a circus assembly
V. Practice parts for tumblers, jugglers, dancers and clowns
W. Practice music for group singing for program
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VII. List of Books to be used by children
Agnew and Cable - "Baby Animals on the Farm"
Aldredge and McKee - "Wags and Woofie"
Beatty - "Story Pictures of Farm Animals"
Dearborn - "Kitten-Cat"
Dunn - "Baby Animals"
Gates - "Good Companions"
Reward - "Twins and Tab iffa"
Huber - "Cinder the Cat"
Hill - "Charlie and His Puppy Bingo"
Huber - "Scags, the Milk Horse"
Johnson - "Story of Rickey"
Patch - "Outdoor Visits"
Ruskins - "Dame Wiggins of Lee and Her Seven Wonderful Cats"
Sickels - "pet Parade"
Jehres - "Wag-A Friendly Dog"
Hardy - "Wag and Puff"
Williamson - "Baby Bear"
Kunhardt - "Little Ones"
Lord - "Picture Book of Animals"
Lord - "Second Book of Animals"
Brooke - "Johnny Crow's Garden"
Brooke - "Johnny Crow's New Garden"
Carrol - "Bounce and the Bunnies"
Ets - "Mister Penny"
Lathrop - "Who Goes There"
Potter - "Peter Rabbit Series"
Poullson - "Through the Farm Yard Gate"
Webb - "Jungle Picnic"
Hardy - "Surprise Stories"
''
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List of books for children continued
Hader - "Farmer in the Dell"
Hader - "3aby Bear"
Hader - "Lion Cub"
Hader - "Little Elephant"
Lindsay - "Bobby and the Big Road"
Orton •- "Bobby of Clove rfield Farm'
Flack - "Angus and the Cat"
Flack -"Angus and the Ducks"
Flack - "Ask Mr. Bear"
Flack •- "Humphrey"
Gag - "A B C Bunny"
Gay - "Fancho and His Burro"
Gay - "Mister Tidy Paws"
Bacon - "A Turkey Tale"
Brock - "Hen that Kept House"
Bryan - "Fun with 'ichael"
Craik - "So Fat and Mew-Mew"
Whitey - "Tyke-y"
;Vells - "Beppo the Donkey"
Thayer - "Jinny"
Bell - "Black Face"
Orton - "Twin Lambs"
Brock - "Creedy Goat"
Mills - "Coco the Goat"
Smith - "Chicken Morid"
Lef'evre - "Little Grey Goose"
Buckingham - "Playing Together"
Grey - "Friends and Neighbors"
Hall - "Book of Fun"
'>:
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VIII. Outcomes
A. Habits, skills, and attitudes
1. Pride in achievement
2. Neatness in work
3. Respect for rights of others
l
4. Self-confidence in tackling projects
5. Honesty in all work
6. Courteousness
7. Timidity overcome by enthusiasm
8. Development of individuality
9. Acceptance of responsibility
10. Initiative and ingenuity developed
11. Ability to work harmoniously with others
12. Growing ability to express ideas well
13. Greater skill in reading, art, numbers, writing
music, and the handling of constructive tools and
materials
• B. Appreciations
. 1. a kinder and more sympathetic attitude toward animals
2. A sense of greater responsibility in caring for animals
3. Increased interest in growing things
:' '
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IX. Bibliography
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Mountain Building
Aims
Outline of The Unit
A. General
1. Growth in knowledge
2. Increase in vocabulary
3. Clear, concise expression of new ideas
4. Practice in selecting material
5. Increased use of library
B. Specific for teacher
1. To give class an elementary knowledge as to how the earth's
crust is built up as a part of a general view of "this
changing world"
C. Specific for pupils
1. To read several references on mountain building
2. To develop an interest in the "why" of the landscape about us
3. To participate in some activity making use of knowledge
gained by reading
Procedure
A. Arouse interest by reading selections from "Last Days of Pompeii"
B. assign reading of chapter in textbook
C. Discuss chapter suggesting several activities
D. Choose individual or group activities
E. Read for and complete chosen work
F. Tests on work
1. Notebooks
2. Corrected statements (see textbook)
3. Bulletin Board display
4. Exhibition of rocks
5. Program using material from notebooks
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Outline
A. Volcanoes as a building force
1. Counteract erosion
Famous volcanoes
a. Vesuvious
b. Etna
c
.
Stromboli
d American volcanoes
e. Asiatic volcanoes
f. The "Girdle of Fire"
g. Volcanic activity of the past
(1) In Washington and Oregon
(2) In Connecticut
(a) East and West Rock
(b) laconic ranges
3. Importance of volcanic activity
B. Earthquakes and mountain building
1. What happens
3. Why
4. The seismograph
a. How it works
b. What it teaches about the earth's interior
(1) Faults
(2) Surface compared with interior
( 3 ) Zones of interior
(4) Temperature
C. Wrinkling of earth's surface
1. Most mountains so formed
2. Possible cause of earthquakes and volcanoes
3. Folded rock
4. Kinds of rock
a. Igneous
b. Sedimentary
c. Metamorphic
5. History of famous ranges
a. Rockies
b. Appalachians
c. New England Alps
(1) Where to look for proof
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D. Ago of the Earth
1. '.hat rivers tell us
2. What mountains tell
3. T hat oceans tell
A. What unstable elements tell
E. How tne Geologist deals with time
1. Eras not years
IV. Suggested activities
A. Read chapter in textbook
3. Corrected statements
C. Diagrams showing facts
D. Special reports
1. Earthquakes
a. Causes
b. Famous earthquakes
2. Volcanoes
a. Famous Volcanoes
3. The mountains of New England
4. The geology of Connecticut
a. Connecticut rivers
b. Connecticut lava flows
5. Age of the earth
6. Choice of topics with teacher's approval
7. Pages 395-402 (Clay models)
8. Report on books listed in textbooks
9. Charts for Bulletin Board
•oH Geologic Time Chart
n. Arrange a rock display
12. Read on kinds of rocks and collect specimens
13. Report on Field Trip to Keney Park Gorge
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(Those books vary in reading difficulty from grades 4 through 12)
Child's Story of Science by R. P. Coffman Putnam 1939 £2. 50 (pp. 49- 52) S
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Sources:
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T. Teacher
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VI. Importance of the Enrichment Program in the Total Reading Frogram
The greatest need in the Windsor schools is the development of the
Enrichment program. As it applies to most subject areas, it is part of the
program of every school day.
In each classroom there needs to be a wide variety of books to provide
for the reading span of the children. For example, a seventh grade teacher
may have pupils whose reading ability ranges from fourth to eleventh grade;
in high school classes, the reading span of a class is often greater.
VII. Recommendations and suggestions
A. Elementary School
1. Froviae classroom libraries in every room by
a. Purchasing books listed in "The Children's Catalog", "500
Books for Children"; "A Supplement to 500 Books for
Children"; "Subject Index to Books for Intermediate
Grades and First Supplement"; "Subject Index to Books
for Primary Grades and First Supplement"; "The Booklist";
and encyclopedia and sets of books recommended for school
purchase in "Subscription Books Bulletin"
b. Borrowing books frequently from the Tindsor Free Library
c. Having the number of library books in the classroom
libraries exceed the number of pupils in the room by at
least 15
d. Selecting the books for classroom libraries which cover
the span of reading ability and wide variety of interests
of pupils in each particular room
2 . Provide motion picture machine in each building
3. Froviae lantern, lanternslides and pictures
4. Take all pupils in the upper grades to the Public Library at
least once a year
5. Encourage children to use libra ry cards
_•
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VII. Recommendations and suggestions (continued)
B. John Fitch High School
1. Continue to use and to stimulate pupils to use the John Fitch
High School Library
2. Encourage pupils to use library cards at the Windsor Free
Library
3. Notify in advance the librarians about special assignments
4. ask the school librarian to borrow special collections
from the hind sor Free Library
5. Ask the school librarian to give book talks to classes and
to explain the uses of special reference books when pupils
are beginning the study of a new unit
6. Provide some class tLme for e-nrichmcnt reading
C. Elementary and High Schools
1. Furchaso the following teachers' references for each building.
(Recommendations for first purchase are starred)
General List
-"-Books for Tired Eyes, compiled by Charlotte hatson and Dorothy
Wurzburg. 3rd. od. American Library Association, 1940. 65<£
-"-Connecticut Register and Manual, prepared by The Secretary. State
of Connecticut. Biennial. Free
-"'Improvement of Basic Reading Materials by D.D. Durrell. ’.orId bk.
,
1940. 52.20
-"-Educational FiLn Catalog. . .compiled by D.E. Cook and Eva Rahbek-
Smith. H. ...Wilson, 1944. Frice on application
-"-Free and Inexpensive Learning Materials: Bulletin, George Peabody
College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee, August 1946, 25<£
Magazines for School Libraries by L.K. Martin, rev ed. H.W.
Wilson, 1946 J1.90
Recordings for School Use by J.R. Miles. World bk.,1942, yl.24
-"-Selected Educational Motion Pictures by American Council on
Education The Council, 1942 -53«00
Subscription Books Bulletin. American Library Association.
Quarterly. 52. 00 a year
-"-World Almanac and Book of Facts. World-Telegram. Annual
51.00, pa. 70
<£
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Elementary
A Basic Book Collection lor Elementary Grades, compiled by a
Joint Committee of the American Library Association, National
Education Association and National Council of Teachers of
English. Gretchen Westervelt, chairman. American Library
Association, 1943* $2.00
•“'Children's Book on How to Use Books and Libraries by Carolyn
Mott and L.B. Baisden. Scribner, 1937 $1.28
-"-Children' s Catalog, compiled by Siri Andrews, Dorothy E. Cook
and Agnes Cowing. 6th ed.rev. H.W. Wilson, 1941. Annual
supplements. Sold on a service basis. Write for price.
-”'500 Books for Children, compiled by Nora E. Beust. U.S. Office
of Education Bulletin, 1939 } No. 11. Suoerintendent of Documents,
Washington, D.C. 15<£
Learning to Use the Library in the Junior High School; a Manual
consisting of Individualized Lessons to be given in English
classes by F.D. Cleary. H.W. Wilson, 1936. 60 $
Reading with Children by Anne T. Eaton. Viking, 1940. $2.50
Rhythmic Dances and Games for Children by F.H. Kirk. Longmans,
1914. $1.25
Right 3ook for the Right Child: A Graded Buying List of Children's
Books, 3rd ed. John Day, 1942. $3.00
-"-Subject Index to Books for Intermediate Grades, compiled by
Eloise Rue. American Library Association, 1940. $4.00
-"-Subject Index to Books for Intermediate Grades: First Supplement,
compiled by Eloise Rue. American Library Association, 1943 $2.50
(rurchased with the above, combined price $5.00)
-“-Subject Index to Books for Primary Grades, compiled by Eloise Rue.
American Library Association, 1943* $2.50
"-Subject Index to Books for PrLmary Grades: First Supplement, com-
piled by Eloise Rue. American Library Association, 1946. $1.25
(Purchased with the above, combined price 53.00)
“'A Supplement to "500 Books for Children", compiled by Nora E.
Beust and Eleanor F. Clift. Superintendent of Documents.
Wa shington
,
D.C. 10<£
Treasure for the Taking, A Book List for Boys and Girls, by
Anne T. Eaton. Viking, 1946. $2.50
'.
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High School
Background Reading Lists. H .W. Wilson. 33$ each. Frepared by
a committee of the School Libraries Section of the American
Library Association. Examples of these are:
Background Readings for American History, 1935
Poetry for High Schools, 1938
What shall we read next? 1940
A Basic Book Collection for High Schools, compiled by a Joint
Committee of the American Library Association, National Education
Association and National Council of' Teachers of English, Jessie
Boyd, chairman. American Library Association, 1942 $2.00
-“-The Booklist. A Guide to Current Books. American Library
Association. Semimonthly. 33-00 a year.
Book Review Digest. H .W.Wilson. Service basis.
-“-Books for You, prepared by the National Council of Teachers of
English Committee on Recreational Reading. Mark Neville, chairman.
National Council of Teachers of English, 1945. 30$ each. 10 or
more copies 22$ each.
---Books for Young People. New York Public Library, Fifth Avenue
and 42n.d Street, New York 18, New York. 10$
-“-Gateways to Readable Books by Ruth Strang and others. H.W.
Wilson, 1944. 4125
---High School Science Library by Hanor A. Webb. George Feabody
College. Annual. 13$
Library Manual; a study-work Manual of Lessons on Use of Books
and Libraries, by Marie A. Toser. Rev.ea. H.WM'ilson, 1944 70$
“-Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature. H. TA; . Wilson.
Service basis
-“-Standard Catalog for High School Libraries, edited by Lsaoel S.
Monro and Ruth Jervis. 4th ed. H.W.Wilson, 1942. Semiannual
supplements. Sold on a service basis. Write for price.
Vertical File Service Catalog. H.W.Wilson.
Service basis.
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CONKSCTICUT STATE DEFARTiffiKT CF EDUCATION
Hartford, Connecticut
Bureau of School and Community Services
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
CORRECTIVE READING MATERIALS GRADES III AND IV
Fayette L. Overholt, Assistant Frofessor
Danbury State Teachers College
1. Brueckner, L.D. and Lewis, W.D.,
Diagnostic Tests and Remedial Exercises in Reading -
John C. T inston Company, Philadelphia, 1935
This workbook is intended to aid teachers, especially those in the inter-
mediate grades, to locate disabilities in individual pupils and whole classes.
Materials to remedy difficulties after they have been discovered are also
provided, and some of the material may be useful.
2. Dolch, E.W.
,
Set of Picture Lord Cards (to teach the 95 commonest nouns).
The Garrard Press, Champaign, Illinois, 1939
. Dolch, E.W.
Basic Sight Vocabulary Cards (220),
The Garrard Fress, Champaign, Illinois, 1939
4.
Dolch, E. T '.
A Manual For Remedial Reading .
The Garrard Press, Champaign, Illinois, 194b
Excellent ideas on how to do individual remedial instruction.
5. Durrell, Donald D.
Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities .
World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, 1940
6. Elmenderf, F.
,
Jameson, A., and Pierce, F.
,
compilers,
Games and Devices for Remedial Reading .
Institute for Juvenile Research, 907 South Lincoln Street, Chicago
Sixty-two mimeographed pages with illustrations and detailed instructions for
30 games and devices which have been found useful in teaching children to read
7. Gates, A. I. and Pearaen, C.C.,
Practice Exercises in Reading
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
1930-33
Four sets intended for grades 3, 4, 5, and 6, each set containing 4 booklets.
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8.
Hegge, T.G.
,
Kirk, S.A., and Kirk, V/.D.
Remedial Reading Drills .
George Fahr, Publisher, Ann Arbor, Michigan
These drills are a "series of exercises systematically designed to correct
reading disabilities of an extreme nature," They are designed primarily for
individual instruction, with children whose reading is retarded at the level
of the first, second, or third grade, and who show a marked retardation be-
low their expected reading ability. The Manual of Directions gives detailed
directions for the use of drills.
9.
Hildreth, Gertrude,
Booklist for Remedial Reading Class
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York
10. Johnson, Eleanor M.
,
Diagnostic Reading Workbooks - (Kindergarten through Grade 8)
American Education Fress, Columbus, Ohio, 1937
11. My V.’eekly Reader
American Education Press, Columbus, Ohio
Excellent grades material for remedial work that is up-to-date, interesting,
and appealing.
12. Russell, D. H. , Korp, E.A., Kelley, 3.1.
Reading Aids Through the Grades .
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1933
Good material for developing ability in word recognition.
13. Schoolfiela, Lucille
3etter Speech and Better Reading
, A Practice Bpok,
Expression Company, Boston, Mass., 1937
A book that can be placed in the hands of children. The carefully classified
words lists and practice sentences give opportunity to classify visually
vowels and consonants so often confused by children who have reading dis-
abilities.
14.
Vander Velde, E.,
The Self-Help Picture Dictionary
The Self-Help Dictionary Company, Battle Creek, Michigan
15. Watters, Gernette, and Courtis, S.A.,
Children's Picture Dictionary
Grosset and Dunlap, New York 1939
16. Wilkinson, Helen S.S. and Brown, Bertha D.
,
Improving Your Reading .
Noble, and Noble, New York. 1938
Excellent exercises providing a wide range of materials of all types and
methods for remedial work.
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Division of Instruction
Hartford
Reading Materials Useful for Corrective Reading
at the Junior High School Level
Brueckner, L. J., and Lewis, W, D.
,
Remedial Exercises in Reading .
Philadelphia: John Winston Co., 1935
Contains a large variety of remedial exercises. Suitable for retarded pupils
with fourth grade reading ability or higher.
Dix, John P., Vocabulary Booklet in the Social Studies .
Carthage, Missouri: Carthage Press Publishing Co*, 1938. pp. 12
Booklet devoted to basis vocabulary in social studies of 500 words. Includes
exercises to aid in learning meaning and uses of words, as well as test exercises.
Educational Dept., Studebaker Corp., Wartime Information for Young Americans
,
South Bend 27, Indiana.
Series of three pamphlets, How Military Trucks Serve on the Battlefront
,
The
Power of the Flying Fortress
,
and Rubber Shoes for Mechanical Horses
,
with pictures
and teaching aids, distributed to schools. Simply told so that Junior High School
Students can comprehend. Pupils can work alone on word list and activities*
Gainsburg, J. C. and Spector, S. I., Better Reading .
New York: Globe Book Co., 1943, pp. 350.
Planned for junior high school level to teach the skills of skimming, finding
central thought, making inferences, outlining and organizing, and reading with a
purpose
.
Gates, A. I., and Ayer, J., Let * s Look Around . Fp. 408. Let's Travel On .
Pp, 472. Let 's Go Ahead . Pp. 471* (With Teacher's Manual).
New York: Macmillan Company, 1940.
Designed for Intermediate grades, but the materials are well adapted to
corrective work of the retarded reader in Junior high school. The selections
are organized into units and carefully graded. A short dictionary is included
in each of the volumes, and a Preparatory Book accompanies each one.
Gates, A. I., and Feardon, C. C., Practice Exercises in Reading .
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, N. Y., 1930-33*
Four sets, intended for grades 3,4,5, and 6, each set containing 4 booklets.
Each booklet contains exercises designed for improving one or 4 types of silent
reading ability: getting general significance, predicting outcomes, following
directions, reading for details. May be used with seriously retarded readers at
the Junior High School level.
Suiler, W. S., and Coleman, J. N.
,
Book I, II, &. III, Getting the Meaning .
Chicago: J. B. Lippincott Co., 1940
The materials of these volumes consist of reading units which have been
developed for grades 7-12: Book I, grades 7-8; Book II, grades 9-10; Book III,
grades 11-12. Each uhit begins with a selection of not more than 300 words.
Following each selection is a glossary of terms which carry unusual meaning.
Following the glossary are exercises designed to improve pupils in the following
phases of reading comprehension: (1) word meanings, (2) total meaning, (3) central
thought, (4) detailed meaning, (5) organization, and (6) summarization.
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Hart, Archibald, and Lejune, F. Arnold, The Growing Vocabulary ,
New York: E. P. Dutton & Co c
,
1940* Pp. 156.
Intended for pupils twelve to sixteen years of age. Word list based on
Thorndike Century Junior Dictionary.
Herzberg, Max J., Paine, M. P., and V/orks, A. M., Q,uest . Pp. 520
Ventures
. Pp. 479. Rewards. Pp. 524. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1940
Materials seem to be well chosen and the exercises are worked out care-
fully for pupils in junior and senior high schools. "Stories of Mystery and
Adventure"; "Stories from Real Life"; "Laughs and Chuckles".
Hildreth, Gertrude, Looking Forward
.
Philadelphia: John C. Winston Co., 1944* Pp. 434»
Good variety of science, nature, and health materials in 6th grade level of
difficulty. Testing material at end of each chapter.
Horn, Ernest, Goodykoontz, Bess, and Snedaker Mabel, Reaching Our Goals .
Boston: Ginn & Co., 1940, Pp. 447.
Offers guidance for sixth grade students through text, exercises, and tests
to maintain and further develop basic reading and study skills of location, com-
prehension, organization, and retention. Informational and Story selections.
Hovious, Carol, and Shearer, Elga M., Wings for Reading .
Boston: D. 6. Heath & Co., 1942. Pp. 460.
Sixth grade difficulty with study questions and directions to follow. Good
science and social studies material with unusual illustrations.
Hovious, Carol, Flying the Printways
.
New York: D. C. Heath and Co., 1933. Pp. 525
This book is similar to Following Printed Trails in the organization and
the nature of the materials included, but is intended for grades 7-3.
Johnson, Eleanor M., Modern Living .
Columbus, Ohio: American Education Press, 1937* Pp. 123.
For junior high school or retarded pupils in senior high. Included 42 units
of work to develop speed of reading, comprehension, interpretation, getting main
ideas, and vocabulary. Two standardized reading tests are included. Exploring
Today
,
Pp. 64, in easier than Modern Living, about 5th grade level. Also includes
standardized tests. Adventure Trails is easiest of this workbook series, 3-4
grade level.
Knight, Pearle E., and Traxler, Arthur E., Develop your Reading (with Teacher’s
Manual and Pupil’s Workbook). Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1941. Pp 376.
Planned for reading classes in the junior high school. Developmental reading
is the approach for grades 7 and 8, while remedial reading is stressed for grades
9 and 10. Tests, exercises, and drills are presented to discover and correct in-
dividual difficulties.
McCall, W. A. and Crabbs, L. M., Standard Test Lessons in Reading, Books II,
III, IV, and V. Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
N. Y., 1926.
Each booklet contains 94 exercises consisting of a paragraph followed by
comprehension questions, to be administered with a 5-^inute time limit. Rough
grade forms are supplied. Books II and III — grades 2, 3 , 4 , 5 , Books IV — grades
5,6,7, and Book V — grades 7-12. Similar in form to material comprising
Thorndike-McCall Reading Scale.
1
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Mack, Reba G.
,
McCall. V/ill ism A,, and Almack, Joan C., Roads to Reading .
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Cc
.
,
1933- Pp. 89 .
The exercises are concerned with six basic reading skills, including compre-
hension of stated facts, implied facts, main idea, word meaning, and directions.
Skimming is the 6th skill. Forty-four reading selections are included. These
are followed by questions. The materials have been selected in harmony with the
interests of grade 9, although the level of difficulty is much lower.
Pitkin, W. B., Newton, H. C., and Langham, 0, P., Self-Improvement in Reading .
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1937- Pp. 122.
A workbook following the Syracuse plan. Can be used independently or with
Learning_How to Learn by Pitkin
„
Pooley, Robert, and Walcott, Fred, Gray, W. S., Growth in Reading
,
Bk. I and II*
New York: Scott, Foresman ana Co.... 1933. Pp. 576.
Intended for developmental program with selections that are interesting and
valuable to seventh and eighth grades. Each of the six units is related to a field
of experience and contains an annotated reading list to stimulate the pupil. Bk.
I accompanied by Self-Test v/orkbook Rea l ant Think*
Richman, F, Reading is Fun (with Teacher 's Manual)
„
Syracuse: L, W, Singer Co,., I960; Pp. 572.
The materials consist of short selections designed for remedial reading in
grades 8 to 10. The materials are well adapted to the interests of pupils of this
grade level, who are deficient in general reading ability.
Roberts, Holland D., Rand, Helen, and others, Let T s Read (with guide). Book I,
Reading for Experience
,
Pp. 512. Book II, Growing up in Reading
,
Pp. 536. Book .
Ill, Reading for Life
,
Pp. 600. Book IV, Reading for Work and College , Pp. 629 .
New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1937-41
•
A series of four books designed for junior and senior high school pupils.
The materials are selected on the basis of classroom experiences and graded for
reading difficulty. Provision is made for systematic development of the generally
accepted reading skills. Suitable for either textbooks or books to be used during
the free reading period. Very interesting content. Grade Level depends on ability
of class.
Simpson, Robert C., and Gilmer, Ellen C., Developmental Reading Series for Im-
proving Reading Habits .
Minneapolis: Educational Test Bureau, Educational Publishers, Inc., 1940. Pp. 54»
Books II and III of the Developmental Reading Series are designed for use as a
corrective aid for retarded readers of junior and senior high school age. Book I
has a vocabulary difficulty approximately that of the fifth grade level, while the
difficulty of the vocabulary of Book III is about one year further advanced. The
story section of each of these Books contains reading materials, supplementary
reading materials, and a word list. There is an exercise section for each of the
Books which contains a pretest, practice exercises, and the supplementary practice
exercises.
Spencer, P. R. et al., Finding New Trails, Exploring New Trails
,
Traveling
New Trails
,
Driving the Reading Road (Pp. 514). Progress on Reading; Roads (pp. 546).
New York: Lyons and Carnahan, 1942.
The materials have been well selected and organized for developmental and re-
medial reading at the junior and senior high school level. This graded series of
books is designed to improve speed and comprehension in reading as well as develop
such specific reading abilities as locating information, organizing materials, pro-
blem solving, studying special subject matter, etc. The series starts at Ath grade
lo
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Stovall, E. L., You and Your Reading; .
Boston: Ginn and Co., 1940, Pp. 497
•
The beginning selections have been chosen at the fifth grade level, with suc-
cessive ones becoming more difficult. The text was developed for use in remedial
work at the junior high school level. Techniques for development of reading skills
are introduced in the exercises which follow the reading selections,
Theisen, W. W.,and Bond, Guy L.
,
Story Friends on Parade
,
Pp. 440. Story
Treasures (In Press), New York: Macmillan Co., 1946.
New literary readers for supplementary reading at upper intermediate level.
Divided into units with comprehension exercises, suggestions for related activities,
and glossaries.
Walpole, Ellen W., You Can Read Better
.
New York: Silver Burdett Co., 1944 » Pp* 288.
Divided into three sections: "How Well Do You Read," "Getting Ready to Read
Better", and "Learning to Read Better". Explains skills necessary for good reading
and helps child to use them. Corrective for junior high school students.
Yoakam, Gerald A., Bagley, W. C., and Knowlton, P. A., Reading to Learn
,
Books 1, 454 Pp*» 2, 401 Pp. and 3* New York: Macmillan, 1935*
Work-type readers designed for intermediate and upper grades to develop
practical reading skills through use of subject matter similar to that of the
content studies. Practically self-teachable because of the introduction and
the explanations written in the language of children.
Strang, Ruth, Checkovitz, Alice, Gilbert, Christine, and Scoggin, Margaret,
Gateways to Readable Books
,
New York, H. W. Wilson Co., 1944 » 104 PP*
Bibliography of more than 700 titles that are of interest to adolescents
but on 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade reading difficulty levels.
Sullivan, Helen Blair, Selected List of Books for Remedial Reading .
Boston University, Reading Clinic, School of Education, Boston University.
Material in which interest level is several grades higher than vocabulary
level. Both vocabulary and interest levels are indicated for each book listed.
Prepared by English Department
Teachers College of Connecticut
New Britain
AMcG
11-22-46
t
Reading Materials •• ul for Corre ctive Reading
at the Junior High School Level
AnSorge, E* F., Reading is Riches , Syracuse L.T«% Singer Company, 1941. PPo740 $1.84
The contents are grouped into sections on visiting place, meeting people
doing things, sharing thoughts, acting a part, and the like. There is a special
section on choral reading. Especially suitable for grades 9 and 10.
Barry, L.Eo Madden M and Pratt, Me, Targets in Reading for High School Students.
St. Louis: Webster Publishing Co., 1933. $.42
A good workbook for retarded high school readers with sections on word
recognition, word meaning, comprehension, and increasing rate.
Booning, Angela M., Law. Frederick H., Wilkinson, Mary S., and Ziegler, Caroline L,
Reading fer Skill, New York: Noble and Noble 1936. Pp 399 $1.30
This book is planned for use in diagnosing and correcting reading deficiencies
and for the improvement of library skills. Tests as well as reading materials
for use in fulfilling these aims jre included,,
Brueckner, L. J. and Lewis, T ‘.7aD.
,
Remedial Exercises in Reading .
Pliiladelphia; John T Janston Co,, 1935.
Contains a large variety of remedial exercises. Suitable for retarded pupils
with fourth grade reading ability or higher c
Buell, L.W, and Strawinski, W. E, Reading with Clues . New York: Benjamin W.
Sanborn and Co,, 1940 Pp 459c $1.-90
The materials included consist of 20 stories and 20 articles. Clues are
furnished to help students find things of interest in the reading. Each section
is followed by questions on understanding, appreciation and social recognition or
appreciation.
Cage, M.V., Reading in High Gear. -New York, Harpers and Bros., 1938 Pp.347, $1.40
Intended for the improvement of reading and studying techniques of high school
students. One part is devoted to methodology, while the other part is concerned
with materials and rending practice. Suggestions to teachers are included in the
appendix.
Cantor, Stella S,, and Persons, Gladys L., Experiences in Reading and Thinking
Pp- 395.. $1.20 Pra ctices in Reading and Thinking. Pp. 473- $1.40: Problems
in Reading and Thinking. Pp, 657 $1.90 (with workbooks). New York, Macmillan
Co., 1940.
The materials are based on the viewpoint that training in reading should be
training in thinking. The difficulty of materials is especially appropriate for
normal high school pupils who are not seriously retarded in reading! There is,
however, a variety of materials in each selection to choose from,
Dix, John P., Vocabulary Booklet in the Social Studies.
Carthage, Missouri; Carthage Press Publishing Co., 1938 o PP 12,
Booklet devoted to basis vocabulary in social studies of 500 words. Includes
exercises to aid in learning meaning and uses of words, as well as test exercises.
Educational Dept., Studebakey Corp. Wartime Information for Young Americans,
South Bend 27, Indiana.
Series of three pamphlets. How Military Trucks Serve on the Battlefront
,
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The Power of the Flying Fortress
,
and Rubber Shoos for Mechanical Horses, with
pictures and teaching aids, distributed to schools. Simply told so that Junior
High School Students can comprehend. Pupils can work alone on word list and
activities.
Gainsburg, J, C. and Spector, S.I., Better Reading .
New York, Globe Book Co., 1943. Pp 350
Planned for junior high school level to teach the skills of skimming, finding
central thought, making inferences, outlining and organizing, and reading with a
purpose.
Gates, A. I., and Ayer, J., Let’s Look Around . Pp408, Let’s Travel On . Pp 472.
Let's Go Ahead . Pp. 471. (With Teacher's Manual).
New York: Macmillan Company, 1940.
Designed for Intermediate grades, but the materials are well adapted to
corrective work of the retarded reader in Junior High School. The selections
are organized into units and carefully grades 0 A short dictionary is included
in each of the columes, and a Preparatory Book accompanies each one.
Gates, A. I. and Peardon, C.O., Practice Exercises in Reading.
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, N.Y. 1930-33.
Four sets, intended for grades 3,4,
5
? and 6, each set containing 4 booklets
Each booklet contains exercises designed for improving one or 4 types of silent
reading ability: getting general significance, predicting outcomes, following
directions, reading for details. May be used with seriously retarded readers at
the Junior High School level.
Guilor, Wo Sc, and Coleman, J.N., Book I, II, & III, Getting the Meaning .
Chicago: J.B. Lippincott Co,, 1940
The materials of these volumes consist of reading units which have been
developed for grades 7 - 12: Book* I, grades 7-8; Book II, grades 9-10;
Book III, grades 11-12. Each unit begins with a selection of not more than 300
words. Following each selection is a glossary of terms which carry unusual
meaning. Following the glossary are exercises designed to improve pupils in the
following phases of reading comprehension: (1) word meanings, (2) total meaning,
(3) central thought, (4)dei:ailed meaning, (5) organization, and (6) summarization*.
Hart, Archibald, and Lejune, F, Arnold. The Growing /ocabulary ,
New York: E. P. Dutton & Co. 1940. Pp 156.
Intended for pupils twelve to sixteen years of age. Word list based on
Tairndike Century Junior Dictionary.
Herzberg, Max J., fuine 5 M„P. and Works A. M0 , Quest ,, Pp 0 520
Ventures <, Pp. 479. Rewards c Pp. 524. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1940.
Materials seem to be well chosen and the exercises are worked out carefully
for pupils in junior and senior high schools. "Stoi5.es of Mystery and Adventure".
"Stories from Real Life"; "Laughs and Cnuokhes".
Hildreth, Gertrude, Looking Forward.
Philadelphia; John C. Winston Co 0 1944 o Pp-> 434.
Good variety of science, nature and health materials in 6th grade level
of difficulty. Testing material at end of each chapter,,

Horn, Ernest, Goodykoontz, Boss, and Snedaker L/Ltbel, Reaching Our Goals ,
Boston: Ginn & Co#, 1940# Pp. 447
QPPopg guidance for sixth grade students through text, exercises, and tests
to maintain and further develop basic reading and study skills of location,
comprehension, organization and retention# Informational and Story selections#
Hovious, Carol and Shearer. Elga M., Rings for Reading *
Boston: D.C. Heath & Co#, 1942# Pp# 460
Sixth grade difficulty with study questions and directions to follow.
Good science and social studies material with unusual illustrations.
Hovious, Carol, Flying the Printways ,
New York: D#C. Heath and Co., 1930. Pp. 525=.
This book is similar to Following Printed Trails in the organization and the
nature of the materials included, but is intended for grades 7-8#
Howland, Hazel Pope, Jarvie Lawrence L., and Smith, Lee F. "How to Read in Science
and Technology ". New York: Harper $2.00
This is a combination text-workbook, intended to train students to read
technical material quickly and intelligently, and providing carefully and systematic
training in this field
Johnson, Eleanor M.
,
Modern Living .
Columbus, Ohio. American Education Press, 1937. Pp. 128
For junior high school or retarded pupils in senior high. Included 42 units
of work to develop speed of reading, comprehension, interpretation, getting main
ideas, and vocabulary. Two standardized reading tests are included. Exploring
Today. Pp. 64 in easier than Modern Living , About 5th grade level# Also includes
standardized tests. Adventure Trails is easiest of this workbook s eries, 3-4
grade level#
Kelley, Better Reading and Study Habits
,
World Book Co., 1940
Knight, Pearle E., and Traxler, Arthur E., Develop your Reading (with Teacher f s
Manual and Pupil's Workbook)
.
Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1941 Pp 376#
Planned for reading classes in the Junior high school. Development reading
is the approach for grades 7 and 8, while remedial reading is stressed for grades
9 and 10. Tests, exercises, and drills are presented to discover and correct
individual difficulties.
McCall, t,t.A. and Crabbs, L.M. Standard Test Lessons in Reading
,
Books II, III,
IV, and V. Bureau of Publications, Teachers College Columbia University, N.Y.1926#
Each booklet contains 94 exercises consisting of a paragraph followed by
comprehension questions, to be administered with a 5-minute time limit, Rough
grade forms are supplied# Books II and III — grades 2,3,4, 5* Books IV — grades
5,6,7, and Book V — grades 7-12, Similar in form to material comprising
Thirndike-McCall Reading Scale.
Nelton, Anna Clark, Mortz, H.A# Kwasl^y, rTilliamP#, Koasley, Bonia, Williams,
Charlotte, and Madison, Alberta# Series called Four and 'Twenty Tales . Forty
Famous Stories, Washington to Lindberg
,
TTond^r Storie s from Nature and Heroes
of Health
.
New York: Hall and McGreary Co., 1936, $#24 each.
tI'
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A series of books containing oWor>t stories and essays, each book more difficult
than the preceding. The stories and articles are designed to be read rapdily.
The number of words in a given selection is indicated, and the different sections
may be used as speed drills. Comprehension tests are also provided*
Mack, Reba G., McCall, William A., and Almack, Joan C«, Roads to Reading *
Now York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1938. Pp. 39
The exercises are concerned with six basic reading skills, including
comprehension of stated facts, implied facts, main idea, word meaning and directions.
Skimming is the 6th skill. Forty-four reading selections are included. These
are followed by questions. The materials have been selected in harmony with the
interests of grade 9, although the level of difficulty is much lower.
Pitkin, W.B., Newton, H.C, and Langham, O.P., Self-Improvement in Reading .
Now York. McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1937. Pp. 122.
A workbook following the Syracuse Plan. Can be used independently or with
Learning how to Learn by Pitkin.
Pooley, Robert, and Walcott, Fred. Gray, W.S., Growth in Reading , Book I and II.
Now York: Scott. Foresman and Co., 1938, Pp 576.
Intended for developmental program with selections that are interesting and
valuable to seventh and eighth graders. Each of the six units is related to a field
of experience and contains an annotated reading list to stimulate the pupil. Book
I accompanied by Self-Test workbook. Read and Think .
Richman, F.B 0
,
Reading is Fun
,
(with Teacher’s Manual).
Syracuse: L.W. Singer Co., 1940, Pp. 572.
The materials consist of short selections designed for remedial reading in
Grades 8 to 10. The materials are well adapted to the interests of pupils of this
grade level, who are deficient in genor.il reading ability0
Roberts, Holland D J; Rand, Hwlen, and others, Let’s Rjad (with guide). Book I.
Roading for Experience, Pp 513c Book II. Growing up in Reading. Pp 536. Book
III, Reading for Life., Pp. 600. Book IV, Reading for Work and College
,
Pp c 629.
New York: Honry Holt and Co,, 1937-41
A series of four books designed for junior and senior high school pupils.
The materials are selected on the basis of classroom experiences and grades for
Reading difficulty. Provision is made for systematic development of the generally
accepted reading skills. Suitable for either textbooks or books to be used during
the free reading periods Very interesting content* Grade Level depends on ability
of class.
Simpson, Robert C., and Gilmer, Ellen C«, Development Reading Series for
Improving Reading Habits
.
Minneapolis: Education Test Bureau, Educational Publishers, Inc, 1940. Pp. 54.
Books II and III of the Development Reading Serie s, are designed for use as a
corrective aid for retarded readers of junior and senior high school age. Book I
has a vocabulary difficulty approximately that of the fifth grade level, while the
story section of each of these Books contains reading materials, supplementary
reading materials, and a word list. There is an exercise section for each of the
Books which contains a pretest, practice exercises and the supplementary practice
exercises*
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Spencer, P.R. et al., Finding New Trails , Exploring Mew Trails , Traveling New
Trails
,
Driving the Reading Road , (Pp. $14) Progress on R^aiing Roads (pp. 546 )
New York: Lyons and Carnahan, 1942 c
The materials have been well selected and organized for developmental and
remedial reading at the junior and senior high school level. This grades series of
books is designed to improve speed and comprehension in reading as well as develop
such specific reading abilities as locating information, organization materials,
problem solving, studying special subject matter, etc. The series starts at 4th
grade level,
Salisbury, Rachel, Better Work Habits . New York: Foreman and Co., 1932, Pp. 219.1,60
A workbook planned for the development of study skills at the ninth-grade
level. Detailed practise exercises are presented, so that the pupils may work
independently as well as in class.
%
Steadman, J. M. Vocabulary Building . Atlanta Turner E. Smith and Co., 1937
Pp. 199 $1.20.
Ninety-four sections of vocabulary materials selected on the basis of use
and suitability for high school pupils comprise the materials for study. The
exercises are especially concerned with word formation and the logical analysis of
words.
Stovall, E. L., You and Your Reading .
Boston: Ginn and Co., 1940, Pp 0 497#
The beginning selections have been chosen at the fifth grade level, with
successive ones becoming more difficult. The text was developed for use in
remedial work at the junior high school level. Techniques for development of reading
skills are introduced in the exercises which follow the reading selections.
Strang, Ruth, Study Types of Reading Exercises, New York: Bureau of Publications
Teachers College Columbia University, 1935 Pp. 128 $.40
This is a workbook of reading exercises based on s elections in which good
reading habits are discussed and illustrated.
Strang, Ruth, Checkovitz, Alice Gilbert, Christine, and Scoggin, Margaret,
Gateways to Readable Books
.
New York: H.W.Wilson Co.
,
1944. 104 pp#
Bibliography of more than 700 titles that are of interest to adolescents
but on 3rd 4th and 5th grade reading difficulty levels.
Sullivan, Helen Blair, Selected List of Books for Remedial Reading
.
Boston University, Reading Clinic, School of Education, Boston University
Material in which interest level is several grades higher than vocabulary level,
Both vocabulary and interest levels are indicated for each book listed.
Tenney, E. A., Intelligent Reading « New York: F.S. Crofts and Co. 1939.
Pp. 363. $2.00
This volume is most suitable for college freshmen. The materials are outlined in
exercises and are designed to give specific training on how to read words, sentences
abd paragraphs.
.V
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Theisen, W. W. and Bond, Guy, L,, Story Friends on Parade . Pp. 440. Story
Treasures (In Press), New York; jfacMillan Co., 1946.
New literary readers for supplementary reading at upper intermediate level.
Divided into units with comprehension exercises, suggestions for related
activities, and glossaries,
Walpole, Ellen 77., You Con Read Better .
Now York; Silver Burdott Co., 1944 ^ Pp. 288.
Divided into three sections. "How Well Do You Read," "Getting Ready to Read
Better", and "Learning to Read Better". Explains skills necessary for good reading
ani helps child to use them. Corrective for junior high school students.
Wilkinson, Helen S., and Brown, Bertha D., Improving Your Rea ling . New York;
Noble and Noble, 1938 $1.00
This volume is made up of reading t.,sts and practice materials for both oral
and silent reading. The materials are suitable for intermediate grade children
and seriously retarded readers in the junior high school 0
Wise. J. Hooper. Spivly, Herman E., Congleton J.E. and Skaggs K.C., Essays for
Better Reading , New York; Harcourt and Co, 1940 $2.00
Toe materials of this volume have been d eveloped for college freshmen. The
opening chapter is entitled "Introduction to College Reading". There are included
forty-four essays dealing with ten jgroad subjects, such as "Ethics," "Science,"
etc., by contemporary writers. Each essay is preceded by a statement as to purpose
and procedure, followed by special exercises.
Yoakam, Gerald A., Bagiev, TT.C. and K^owlton, P.A., Reading to Learn
.
Books 1, 454Pp., 2, 401Pp. and 3. New York; Macmillan, 1935.
Work-type readers designed for intermediate and upper grades to develop
practical reading skills through use of subject matter similar to that of the
content studies. Practically self-teachahle because of the introduction and the
explanations written in the language of children.
i
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Connecticut Public Library Committee
Hartford
Prepared by
Rheta Clark
HOW THE TEACHER CAN KNOW ".'HAT MATERIALS ARE USEFUL AND AVAILABLE
In preparing teaching materials, a teacher wishes to consider the resources
which are both useful and available.
In determining which books may be useful in studying a particular subject or
finding books about aviation and animals, sports and fairy tales, in which some of
the pupils are especially interested, the aids to book selection may be consulted.
Whether the instructor wisnes material for grades three and four or for grades
seven and eight about Nathaniel Greene, Greenland, ground squirrels, the gulf tream
gunpowder, gypsies or the gyroscope, this material can be located in:
A Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades
,
compiled by a Joint
Committee of the American Library Association, National Education Association and
National Council of Teachers of English. Gretchen Westervelt, chairman. American
Library Association, 1913. $2.00.
Arranged under subjects, 1000 selected books are annotated. A
list of picture books and easy books included. Full buying
information is given.
Children's Catalog,
,
compiled by Siri Andrews, Dorothy E. Cook and
Agnes Cowing. 6th ed. rev. H.W. Wilson, 1941. Annual supplements. Sold on a
service basis. Write for price.
Consists of a Classified List, a Graded List and a Dictionary
catalog of 4300 children's books with full buying information
and descriptive notes. Eleven hundred titles are starred for
;
first purchase. It is useful as a buying guide and as a cat-
aloging and reference tool. It has analytical entries for
910 books. Kept up to date by yearly cumulating supplements.
Subject Index to Books for Intermediate Grades
,
compiled by Eloise
Rue. American Library Association, 1940. $4.00.
Provides a guide to subject matter in 1200 trade and text
books to meet the needs of grades 4-6. Full buying informa-
tion. The major part of this list is an index under 3000 dif-
ferent subjects of the material in the 1200 books.
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Subject Index to Books for Intermediate Grades: First Supplement
,
compiled by Elcise Rue. American Library Association, 1943- $2.50. (Purchased
with the above, combined price $5.00)
Follows same general plan as basic index. Additional subjects
added to cover new trends in curricula. Includes 600 titles
published 1940-43
Subject Index to Books for Primary Grades
,
compiled by Eloise Rue.
American Library Association, 1943. <£2.50
Indexes under subject more than 500 readers, picture books and
story books through grade 3. Full buying information.
For recreational reading in addition to the books already listed these titles
are helpful:
A Supplement to "500 Books for Children ", compiled by Kora E. ist
and Eleanore F. Clift. U.S. Office of Education. Superintendent of Documents,
Washington, D.C. 10$
An annotated list of books grouped in sections for grades 1-3,
4-6, 7-9. Full buying information given.
For the Children's Bookshelf
,
a List for Parents. Children's Bureau,
Publication 304, U.S. Superintendent of Documents. 10$
Parents will find these comments on the importance of books in
a child's life both helpful and amusing. Lists are arranged by
subject and age group. No annotations. Full buying informa-
tion is given.
For the high school pupils, books about special subjects may be found in
these aids:
A Basic 3ook Cull ction fo^ H i gh Schools
,
compiled by a Joint Com-
mittee of the American Library Association, National Education Association and
National Council of Teachers of English. Jessie Boyd, Chairman. American Library
Association, 1942. $2.00.
An annotated list of 1500 titles intended as a buying gui-a
for the average high school. Arranged by subject according
to the Dewey Decimal Classification. An index makes it pos-
sible to locate. a book by author, title, or subject. Publish-
er md price are given.
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Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
,
edited by Isabel S.
Monro and Ruth Jervis. 4th ed. H.W. Wilson, 1942, Semiannual supplements. Sold
on a service basis. Write for price.
The most comprehensive aid for school libraries. More than
3300 titled are annotated. Arranged by subject according
to the Dewey Decimal Classification with author, title and
subject index. Titles have oeen checked by librarians and
educators as suitable for junior or senior high school.
The most essential are starred for first purchase. Full
buying information. The Catalog is kept up to date by
cumulating supplements.
Suggestions for recreational reading are listed in the following pamphlets:
Books for Young People . New fork Public Library, Fifth avenue and
42nd Street, New York 18, New York. 10<£
A recreational list for high school students published each
year as the January issue of Branch Library News. Arranged
by subject. Date of publication and very brief annotations
are given for books added during current year.
Books for You
,
prepared by the National Council of Teachers of
English Committee on Recreational Reading, Mark Neville, chairman. National
Council of Teacners of English, 1945. 30 <£ each or more copies 22£ each
A list for high schools arranged by topics and by types,
with illustrations in black and white, and brief annota-
tions. Omits publisher and price.
Another helpful guide for young people who have difficulty in reading is
"Gateways to Readable Books": an annotated graded list of books in many fields
for adolescents who find reading difficult, by Ruth Strang and others. H. Vv
Wilson, 1944. -$1.25. Lore than seven hundred titles upon subjects of interest
to high school boys and girls are included and the reading level is indicated.
Although the majority of the books are of fifth, sixth and seventh grade reading
level, some on the third and fourth grade V level difficulty" as well as eighth
and nirth grade are also mentioned.
To collect the books which would be suitable for a unit cf work or recrea-
tional reading, the teacher considers the materials from several sources. There

are the books in her own classroom, those which are available in the school li-
brary or classroom collection of library books in other rooms in the building,
the books in the public library and a loan collection from the Connecticut Public
Library Committee, State Office Building, Hartford 15.
In assembling library books for children's use, it is well to acquire more
books than the number of children in the class. If where are thirty pupils i
the room, provide at least thirty different titles and duplicate, if necessary,
fifteen titles so that the minimum collection will comprise forty-five books. If
these books are used for a unit of work, they will be returned to the libraries
when the work is completed. If this collection is acquired for recreational read-
ing, it is well to change the collection four times a year. If, however, there
is a school library, the pupils in each room will frequently have access to a
larger and more varied collection of books throughout the year.
10/29/46
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SOLE BOOKS EVERY CHILD SHOULD KNOW - CIASSICS *
Aesop. Fables
. Macmillan.
Alcott . Little Men . Little.
Alcott. Little Women . Little.
Alden. Why the Chimes Rang . Bobbs.
Andersen. Fairy Tales . Dutton.
Arab ian N ight
s
. Macmillan (or Scribner).
Barrie. Peter and Wendy . Scribner.
Brooke . Johnny Crow’s Garden . Warne .
Bunyan. Pilgrim’s Progress . Stokes.
Burnett. Secret Garden
.
Stokes.
Carroll, Alice in Wonderland . Macmillan.
Church. Iliad for Boys and Girls . Macmillan,
Clemens, Adventures of Huckleberry Finn . Harper.
Clemens. Adventures of Tom Sawyer . Harper.
Column. Adventures of Odysseus . Macmillan.
Defoe. Robinson Crusoe
,
McKay (or Winston).
Dickens, Christmas Carol . Dutton,
Dodge. Hans Br inker
,
Scribner.
French, Lance of Kan ana . Lcthrcp.
Grimm, Household Stories . Macmillan,
Hale. Peterkin Papers . Houghton.
Hawthorne. Wonder Book and Tanglewood Tales . Dodd (or Winston).
Irving. Rip Van Winkle. McKay ( or Macmillan)
.
Kingsley. Heroes . Macmillan,
Kipling. Jungle Book . Double day.
Kipling. just So Stories . Gross et.
Lamb. Tales from Shakespeare . Macmillan.
Lang. Blue Fairy Book . Winston.
Lorenzini. Adventures of Pinocchio . Macmillan
Mother Goose. Real Mother Goose . Rand.
Potter. Tale of Peter Rabbit . Warne.
Pyle, Merry adventures of Robin Hood , Scribner.
Pyle. Story of King Arthur . Scribner.
Rice. Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch . Appleton
Ruskin. King of the Golden River . Liooincott (or Macmillan).
Spyri. Heidi . Houghton (or McKay).
Stevenson. Treasure Island . Scribner.
Wiggin , Bird’s Christmas Carol . Hough ton
.
Wiggin. Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm . . Houghton.
W'yss. Swiss Family Robinson. Macmillan,
* Knowing and Using Literature with Boys and Girls. Almance
County Public Schools, Graham, N.C., 1945
I*
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SOME BOOKS EVERY CHILD SHOULD KNOT/ -
Atwater.
Beskow.
Brink.
Burton.
Clark.
Credle
.
De Angel
i
Mr. Poppers Penguins . Little .
Pelle’ s New Suit . Harper.
Caddie Wood lawn . Macmillan
Little House . Hou.ght on
.
Poppy Seed Cakes . Doubleday.
Down, Down the Mountain . Nelson
. Up the Hill. Double day.
Edmonds. The Matchlock Gun . Dodd.
Estes. The Moffats . Karcourt.
Farley. Black Stallion . Random.
Field. Hitty . Macmillan.
Flack. Angus and the Ducks . Doubleday.
Forbes. Johnny Tremain . Houghton.
Gag. Millions of Cats. Coward-McCann.
Gates. Blue Willow . Viking.
Gray. ^dan of the Road . Viking.
James. Smoky . Scribner.
Knight. Lassie-Come-Home . Winston
Lawson. Rabbit Hill . Viking.
Leaf and Lawson. Story of Ferdinand . Viking.
Lew is . Young Fu . ins ton
.
Lofting. Story of Dr. Dolittle . Stokes.
Meader. Clear for Action . Harcourt.
Meigs. ocar let Oak . Macmillan.
Milne. Winnie-The-Pooh. Dutton.
C ' Br ien . Silver Chief . Winston
Orton. Treasure in the Little Trunk .
Petersham. Christ Child. Doubleday.
Robinson .
Seredy .
Seredy .
Seredy.
Sperry.
Travers.
’Wilder .
Bright Island . Random.
Good Master . Double day.
A Tree for Peter . Viking.
’White Stag . Viking.
Call It Courage . Macmillan.
Mary Popp ins . Reynal.
The Long Winter. Harper.
Stokes
.
Rheta Clark, School Library Adviser
c
Prepared by Josephine Thomas
Children's Book Shop, New Haven* Conn,
New Books Tor Boys and C-ir j s
A Suggested List for Christmas Shopping
For the Nursery
Beyer Just Like You Scott 1.00
Brown Little Fur Family Harper 1.50
Ele ska I Hear Eleska 1.50
Fraser Nursery Rhymes Knopf 2 . 00
Green Everybody Fats Scott 1.00
McGregor Molly’s Farm Molly's Toys
Dinky Donkey Bouncy Ball
Hipocampo
If
1.25
1.00
(Printed in Mexico. Procurable from Printed Arts Co
. 371 £(roadway, N.Y,
Sterling The Horse That Takes the Milk Around Watts 1*50
Woodcock This Is The Way the Animals Walk Scott 1
.
00
Williams The Chicken Book
Picture Books: Stories, Information, Songs
Howell 1.50
Briggs Tobias Knopf 1.50
Crawford The Blot: Little City Cat Holt 1.50
Creckmor
e
Lokoshi Macmillan 1.75
d 'Aulaire Pocahontas Doubleday 2.50
Doane A Small Child’s Bible Oxford 3.00
Eleska & Sewell Three Tall Tales Macmillan 1 . o
Flack The Boats on the River Viking 2. >
Hauman Surprise for Timmy'. Macmillan 1, 00
Johnson Leaky Whale Hought on 1.50
Johnston Jamie and the Tired Train H :;rper 1.00
Jones A Little Child Viking :.oo
Kenski The Little Fire Fngine Oxford 1.00
MacDonald The Little Island Doubleday 2.50
Newberry The Kittens 'ABC Harper 1.75
Petersham The Rooster Crows Macmillan 2.00
Saarinen Who Am I? Reynal 1.50
Tudor Linsey Woolsey Oxford .75
Wheeler Sing in Praise Dutton 3.00
Books Children Night and Up Can Read
Bailey Miss Hickory Viking 2.50
Bennett The Golden Encyclopedia S & S 2.50
Bontemps Slappy Hooper Houghton 2.00
Brooks Freddy the Pied Piper Knopf 2.00
Carroll The Flying House Macmillan 2.00
Chambers The Three Kings Oxford 1.50
Church A Squirrel Called Rufus Winston 2.00
Forbes America's Paul Revere Houghton 2.00
Hoffmann The Four Friends Macmillan 2.00
Kane The Tale of the Wild Goose Knopf 1.75
Kunhardt' Once There Was a Little Boy Viking 2.50
Mason The Middle Sister Macmillan 1.50
Max' re11 The Heavenly Tenants Harper 2.00
Pictures by Young Americans Oxford l. 0
Robinson Greylock and the Robins Viking 2. 0
Tarry My Dog Rinty Viking 1.50

Anderson Tomorrow’s Champion Hacni.13.an 3.00
Garst Scotty Allan, King of the Dog-Team Drivers Mesaner 2.50
Lang St rawberry Roan Oxford 2.00
Lyons Golden Sovereign Harcourt 2.00
o
i
—
i
iHO Shooting Star Farm Houghton 2.50
Woody atar1 j_gh ^ Morrow 2.00
Stories for Older Boys and Girls
Barnes The Wonderful Year Messner 2.50
Cross The Angry Planet Coward 2.00
Gordon Rommany Luck Viking 2.00
Lathr sh- Black River Captive Random 2.50
rinkerton The Silver Strain Hareour
t
2.00
Streatfeild Theater Shoes Random 2.25
Information for Older Boys and Girls
Buff Big Tree Vi king 3.00
Carlisle Modern Wonder Book of Trains & Railroading Winston 2.50
Cothren This Is the Moon Coward 2.00
Leeming Fun with Puzzles 7-ippincott 2.00
Petershams America’s Stamps Macmillan 3.30
Rombauer A Cookbook for Boys and Girls Bobbs 2.50
Stevens The How of the Helicopter Maritime Press 2.00
Tharp Company of Adventurers Little 2.00
-
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FREE AND INEXPENSIVE MATERIALS
The range and quantity of free and inexpensive materials which are available as
teaching aids seem limitless* These charts, posters, pictures and pamphlets vary
in their reliability of information. There are the bulletins printed by the
U.S. government and state agencies, material distributed by travel bureaus and
governmental information offices representing countries outside of the U.S.,
talks given on the radio and at conferences, national organizations and founda-
tions which wish to disseminate information, and educational materials distributed
as a means of advertising by manufacturing concerns* Many in the latter group
are helpful, but let us be cautioned by Mr. MelCher's statement in "School Books
That Cost Nothing" in the Publishers' Weekly for September 29, 1945, ”.»•> it is
certain that those who write and print (free pamphlets) owe more obligation to
the advertiser than they do to the schools and their educational integrity"*
There is, however, a wealth of material upon which teachers may draw and, if
used with discretion, these materials can make classroom teaching more inter-
esting and profitable.
Bibliographies listing free and inexpensive materials about many subjects may
be found in public and school libraries. Some sources which may be helpful are;
Subscription Books Bulletin
vol. 17, No. 4, October 1946
American Library Association
50 East Huron St*
Chicago 11, 111.
(The Library's Picture Collection)
Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office
Washington 25, D.C.
(Price Lists of publications on more
than 75 subjects)
The Vertical File Service Catalog
H.W. Wilson Co.
950-972 University Ave.
New York 52, N.Y*
Some Sources of Free and Inexpensive Teaching Aids
"The N.E.A, Journal" and "S^ial Life", the official journal of the U.S. office
of Education, frequently list free and inexpensive teaching aids as do most of
the educational professional magazines. The National Education Association will
also loan kits of materials on many subjects for both the elementary and secondary
levels.
Bacon & Wieck, Inc.
Goldenrod Avenue
New York, N.Y.
The Education Index
H.W. Wilson
950-972 University Ave.
New York 52, N.Y.
..f • ! I
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Aviation
Air-Age Education Research Pan American World Airways System
100 East 42nd Street 135 East 42nd Street
New York 17, N.Y. New York 17, N.Y.
Trans WTorld Airline United Air Lines, Inc.
Kansas City 6 231 South LaSalle Street
Missouri Chicago 4, Illinois
Books and Authors
Children's Book Council
62 West 45th Street
New York, N.Y.
Communication
Southern New England Telephone Company
New Haven, Conn.
(How to Make Friends by Telephone)
Connecticut
Connecticut Department of Agriculture Connecticut Development Commission
State Office Building
Hartford
Connecticut Inter-Racial Commission
State Office Building
Hartford
State Department of Health
State Office Building
Hartford
University of Connecticut
Agricultural Extension Service
Storrs, Connecticut
Current and International Affairs
American Council, Institute of Pacific
Relations, Inc.
1 East 34th Street
New York 22, N.Y.
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace
405 West 117th Street
New York 27, N.Y.
American Association for the
United Nations
45 East 65th Street
New York 21, N.Y.
Atomic Information
1621 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
State Office Building
Hartford
State Board of Fisheries and Game
State Office Building
Hartford
State Park and Forest Commission
State Office Building
Hartford
t
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Foreign Policy Association
22 East 38th Street
New York 16, N.Y.
Public Affairs Committee
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N.Y.
United Nations
Department of Public Information
Lake Success, Long Island
University of Chicago Round Table
Chicago 37
Illinois
American Council on Education
744 Jackson Place
Washington 6, D.C.
Federal Security Agency
U.S. Office of Education
Washington 25, D.C.
Friendship Press
156 5th Avenue
New York 10, N.Y.
Town Hall, Incorporated
123 West 43rd Street
New York 18, N.Y.
U.S. Department of State
Washington
D.C.
Woodrow Wilson Foundation
45 East 65th Street
New York 21, N.Y.
Education
Educational Policies Commission
1201 Sixteenth, N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.
National Education Association
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.
Foreign Countries
Australia
Australia News and Information Bureau
636 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, N.Y.
Canada
British Columbia Government Canada Government Travel Bureau
Travel Bureau Ottawa
Victoria, Canada Canada
Canadian Institute of International Ontario Department of Education
Affairs Toronto
230 Bloor Street, W Canada
Toronto 5, Canada
East and West Association
40 East 49th Street
New York 17, N.Y.
China
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Denmark
Danish Information Service
15 Moore Street
New York 4, N.Y.
England
British Information Services
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N.Y.
Greece
Greek Office of Information
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N.Y.
India
British Information Service East and West Association
30 Rockefeller Plaza 40 East 49th Street
New York 20, N.Y. New York 17, N.Y.
India League of America
40 East 49th Street
New York 17, N.Y.
The Philippine Islands
Commission of the Philippines to the
United States
1617 Massachusetts Avenue
Washington 6, D.C.
South Africa
British Information Service
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N.Y.
South American Countries
Connecticut Development Commission
State Office Building
Hartford, Connecticut
Pan American Union
Washington 6
D.C.
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Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
East and West Association
40 East 49th Street
New York 17, N.Y.
Forestry
American Forest Products Industries, Inc. State Park and Forest Commission
16 E. 48th Street State Office Building
New York 17, N.Y. Hartford
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Forest Service
Washington, D.C.
Health
American Medical Association
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago 10, Illinois
Connecticut Dairy and Food Council
65 Wethersfield Avenue
Hartford
H.J. Heinz
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
(Monthly charts on foods, Free)
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
New York, N.Y.
State Department of Health
State Office Building
Hartford
Bureau of Public Health Nursing
State Health Department
State Office Building
Hartford
Federal Security Agency
U.S. Public Health Service
Washington, D.C.
Hershey Chocolate Company
Education Department
Hershey, Pa.
(Charts and maps on chocolate and cocoa)
Ralston Purina Co.
Nutrition Department
St. Louis 2, Missouri
(Color wall chart on wheat. Free)
Intercultural Education
Connecticut Inter-Racial Commission
State Office Building
Hartford
')
National Parks
U.S, Department' of the Interior
National Park Service
Washington, D.C.
American Wildlife Institute
Washington
D.C.
U.S. Department of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service
Washington, D.C,
Nature
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Farmers' Bulletins
Washington, D.C.
University of Connecticut
Agricultural Extension Service
Storrs, Connecticut
Occupations
Bureau of Vocational Education
State Department of Education
State Office Building
Hartford
(Series: What Will You Choose for
Your Lifework? Free.)
Superintendent of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington 25, D.C.
(Over 80 titles, Occupational Briefs,
5<£ per copy)
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
485 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.
Atomic Information
1621 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
General Electric Company
Schenectady
N.Y.
Radio
National Broadcasting Company
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, N.Y.
Science
E.F. DuPont de Nemours and Co.
Empire State Building
New York 1, N.Y.
(Chart on rayon. Free.)
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
School Service
Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
Transportation - Automobiles
General Motors Corp.
Dept, of Public Relations
Detroit 2, Mich,
(Reprints of advertisements showing
advances in science. Chart - "Auto-
mobile Progress 1600-1940". Free.)
(
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)
Transportation - Trains
Association of American Railroads
Transportation Building
Washington, D.C.
The New Haven Railroad
Room 493 South Station 10
Boston, Mass.
Santa Fe System Lines
Chicago
Illinois
Weather
U.S. Department of Commerce
Weather Bureau
Washington 25, D.C.
Prepared by
Rheta Clark, School Library Adviser
March 13, 1948
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CONNECTICUT STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
READING PROGRAM - March, 1947
The Science Teacher Looks at Reading
I. In addition of general reading skill the high school student is confronted with
certain specific reading needs in science. It is through the assistance given
in the development of these skills that the science teacher can make a signi-
ficant contribution to the total reading program. The purpose of this bulletin
is to indicate some of these reading needs and to suggest ways by which the
desired skills nay be developed and strengthened.
A. Reading skills needed
1. Accurate, detailed reading
2. Mastery of special vocabulary
3. Use of special reference materials
4. Problem solving techniques
5. Ability to read and interpret graphic data
6. Ability to outline, indicating main ideas, pertinent details, and
relationships
7. Ability to take careful, accurate notes
B. Methods for developing these skills
The busy classroom teacher has little time for additional duties in the
brief class period. For this reason it is suggested that the regular
class assignments be used as basic reading materials. Two questions
frequently asked by the science teacher are: Upon what reading techniques
shall I center my attention? How can I measure my students strength and
weaknesses?
Probably the most profitable approach to the problem for the science teacher
is through an analysis of his own reading method. As a specialist in his
subject he has mastered the special skills necessary for the efficient
reading of his subject. A little time spent in an analysis of his approach
to the reading of class assignments will enable him to anticipate many of
the reading problems of his students. A word of caution is needed however.
The science teacher has at his command a background of concepts and an
understanding of the technical vocabulary of science which is wider and
richer than tnose held by his student. Consequently, the science teacher
needs to be over-careful in nis analysis to avoid the assumption of too
much knowledge on the part of the student.
C. Questions to guide teacher in making an analysis of reading method
1. li/hat was my first step? Did I:
(a) Read introductory materials?
(bj Raise questions and anticipate ideas to be presented?
(c) Recall what I already knew about the topic?
(d) Make a brief, preliminary survey of the entire chapter or topic?
c.. / ,
_ —
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(e) Read chapter and paragraph headings?
(f) Determine purpose, method, and probable outcome of reading?
(g) Read questions and/or summary at the end of the chapter?
(h) Define unfamiliar words?
2. What did I do next? Did I:
(a) Read the whole assignment carefully and accurately?
(c) Make a mental outline of main ideas and pertinent details?
(d) Hake a written outline as I read? After I finished? By
underscoring key words or phrases?
(f) Follow step by step the why as well as the how of the problems
presented
(g) Recall any previous experiences or readings having a bearing
upon the topic?
(h) Make use of reference materials?
(i) Follow the relationships of the ideas presented, interpret, and
draw conclusions based upon the facts given?
3. What was my final step? Did I:
(a) Close my book and try to recall important ideas and essential
details? Re-read to check recall?
(b) Answer the questions at the end of the chapter?
(c) make a brief written outline of the important ideas and
supporting details of the problem to be solved?
(a) Make a short question-answer test for review?
(e) Check vocabulary by use of dictionary of glossary?
(f) Discuss the assignment with a friend?
(g) Try to see how the material is related to that which has been
presented previously?
(h) Go over the chapter or my notes briefly just before class?
D. What other steps, not mentioned here, did I take?
As a supplement to his own analysis and observations, tne science teacher
may wish to encourage his students to take the initiative in analyzing
their reading method and in making plans for improving it. This approach
may prove helpful:
unfamiliar to me?
(e) Stop to check unfamiliar words: Check these words after reading?
f
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1. Ask the students to be prepared to describe the procedure they used
in reading the material to be covered for a specific assignment.
2. Give each student an opportunity to describe his approach in the
following class period.
II. Accurate Detailed Reading
Most reading of scientific material requires attention to details and accuracy.
The student is required not only to get facts but to organize them logically.
A. Tests requiring short answers at the beginning of the class period can be
used to call attention to the important points of the assignment and to
encourage careful, accurate reading.
1. The tests may be prepared by teacher or students. If students prepare
tests, they should be required to evaluate questions as to importance
and accuracy of wording.
2. The results may be discussed as a review and as a means of instruction
concerning reading method.
3.
Students may be given frequent opoortunit'ies to report to the class in-
teresting outside or supplementary readings on topics of interest.
Accurate reporting should be encouraged by having class cr teacher
call for additional information when insufficient detail is presented.
C. Students should be encouraged to be curious as to the why of what they are
doing and why certain results are obtainable. This understanding necessitates
the grasping of every step and its relationship to the while. It is
not enough that the student perform each step accurately as directions
are read. A few minutes spent in discussing the purpose and signifi-
cance of experiments will pay rich dividends in reading accuracy.
Q. Retention of important information may be encouraged by having students
participate in the preparation of graphs, tables and other graphic ma-
terials on topics of interest to the class. This may be either an in-
dividual or class project. The entire class should have a part in *
evaluating the presentation as to completeness, accuracy, and logical,
effective arrangement.
E. Practice in reading scientific laws and definitions which contain many
qualifying phrases may well be given. The teacher might watch for these
difficult spots in making assignments and read v;ith the class confusing
passages. Having the student rewrite difficult sentences and comparing
with classmates the derived meanings will be valuable practice as vie11
as indicating to the teacher where the students' difficulties may lie.
Giving of man:/ concrete examples or illustrations will aid understanding
and retention.
F. Students should have some practice in reading definitions. As these
occur in assignments, the teacher may help the students develop a suc-
cessful reading, method by: (1) reading first for general understanding
(2) naving members of Lhe class put the definition in their own words
(3)
.
encouraging the use of glossary and dictionary for definitions of
new terms. Keeping a science vocabulary notebook or flashcards for
review, is another useful way of mastering vocabulary used in definitions.
Associations will also often help the student in recalling the meaning.
of scientific terms. (Ex) gymnosperm. In the gym we wear few clothes.
(Naked seed).
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G. Verbal interpretations and symbols used in formula may also be mastered
by the flash card method, the verbal interpretation being written on one
side of the card and its symbol on the other.
H. Characteristics of a group require careful reading. The student may
find it useful to list the groups on one side of a card and its
characteristics on the other. In reviewing he may start with characteristics
and try to recall the name of the group or vice-versa. Direct obser-
vation and the use of pictorial material will make the reading more meaning-
ful.
I. Guidance in reading the steps of an experiment, in a life cycle, or in
the life of a scientist should include:
(1) Calling attention to transitional words such as first ,
second and finally .
(2) Encouraging visitation of the steps as they are read.
(3) Suggesting outline of points to look for, i.e. steps in life
cycle: egg, larva, pupa, adult.
( U
)
Indicating relationship of one step to another.
(5) Encouraging student to ask himself: What is purpose of the
experiment? Shat is the relationship of tnis step to the
previous ones.
(6) Reviewing steps with book closed, and rereading to check.
The outline of points to look for may guide this review. In
studying the life of a scientist relate, if possible, the
ways by which his work has contributed to daily living.
J. The teacher may help the student to read selectively, by calling attention
to the ways in which the writer emphasizes the leading facts. The class
can, for example, list the ways these ideas are given prominence in one
assignment. The list will include such ways as: amount of space given
to an idea, use of phrases such as "foremost." "most outstanding,"
marginal headings, questions and summary, use of italics. Following this
discussion the class may be given practice in spearating relevant facts
from irrelevant. If the class is weak in this skill, it will probably
be desirable to start with simple paragraphs with many details centered
around one main idea. The reading method could be (1) reading of the
paragraph noting the main idea, essential details and non-essential ideas
(2) rereading, fixing the essential ideas in mind.
Ill. 'astery of Special Vocabulary
The newness of the vocabulary of science offers pitfalls to meaningful read-
ing on the part of the high school student. The teacner must insist upon the
mastery of new terms as they are introduced. The following methods will prove
helpful:
A. Suggest that students have a definite plan for mastering the technical
words used in this field. They may, for example (
1
) check the new
words encountered for author's definition, clues given by context or from
familiar parts of dictionary or glossary of book and (2) make flash cards
with the word written on one side and its definitions and sentences ill-
ustrating its use on the other side. These flash cards can be discarded
as the student masters the words.
V
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B. Give the student frequent opportunities to usq scientific forms in
writing and discussions. Help him to build a background of meaning-
ful associations around them through (1) verbal usage (2) use of visual
aids (3) many concrete experiences, field trips, observations, ex-
periments.
C. Provide for the mastery of the vocabulary of formula by the same method
as described for the mastery of technical words. The student may find
it helpful to write the formula on one side of a card and its interpre-
tation on the other. Or he may prefer to write the formula and interpre-
tations in two columns in his notebook. In reviewing he may cover one
column and try to give the formula from interpretations or vicc-versa.
D. The students' science vocabulary should be made as meaningful as
possible through:
(1) hand experiences as field trips, excursions, experiments,
carrying out of projects
(2) wide reading
(3) interviews, sharing cf' findings, discussions.
(4) use of pictorial materials, visual aids, radio etc,
IV . Reading For Main Ideas
Because the reading of scientific material requires the mastery and retention
of many details, the importance of grasping the essential or basic idea the
author is attempting to present is often overlooked. Yet without this under-
standing, the reading is inadequate for most purposes. A., understanding of
the main idea of a selection enables a student to read selectively and to
separate essential and non-essential ideas.
A. The teacher may discuss paragraph development, taking as examples para-
graphs from the science textbook being used. It can be shown that in a
well developed paragraph each sentence contributes to the main idea.
Students should be shown how the details of the paragraph can be put to-
gether to give the first or main idea of the paragraph. Students should
consider, for example, the function of each sentence in the paragraph.
(1) Is it a topic sentence, stating concisely tne main idea? (2) Does
it present a detail? (3) How is the detail related to the main idea?
(4) Does the sentence summarize, indicate a transition in thought, or
give an evaluation? Students read rapidly and efficiently when they
understand the writer's plan.
B. The students may be given practice in selecting the best statement of
a main idea from a number of possible choices following the discussion
of paragraph form. It is desirable that the teacher use regular class
assignments as material for these- exercises as the goal is improvement
of ability to read the required materials. Students should have some
criterion for judging the worth of the statements offered. For example,
they may consider the choices from the following: (l) Is the statement
too general, failing to tell definitely what the important idea is?
(2) Is it too detailed? (3) Is the statement accurate? (4) Is it
relevant, or does it include other ideas not discussed in the para-
graph?
/ V
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The teacher may use these four criteria as a basis for constructing
the exercise, including ar example of each in the options. If class
discussion follows the exercise, there will be further opportunity to
help the students improve their ability to grasp main ideas accurately
and c omprehensive ly
.
C. The above exercise can be made more challenging by asking the student
to indicate by the number 1, 2, 3, or 4 why the rejected choices are
not good statements of tn< main idea.
D. The exercise can be carried further by requiring the student to write
his own statement of the main idea of a selection, judging its compre-
hensiveness by application of the above criterion.
Ir a class wnicn is characterized by a wide range of abilities, ail of
the variations of the foregoing exercise may be used at the same time,
i.e. students having considerable difficulty identifying main ideas
may be given simple paragraphs with multiple-choice statements from which
to choose, lore able students may be asked to tell why the other choices
are not adequate. Superior students may be asked to state the main idea
ir. their own words.
S. An assignment may be used to help students grasp main ideas by having tne
student read chapter headings, sub-headings and marginal headings and from
these make a statement concerning the topic to be covered. Questions at
the end of the chapter introductions and summaries may be used for this
exercise.
.
F. Students gain in ability/ to identify main ideas when they are asked to
express in one sentence the purpose findings, or utility of an experi-
ment. They may also look for the author's statement of purpose, findings,
or utility and v -’d this sentence aloud.
G. Another exercise involving the use of reading, -writing, and speaking is
as follows:
1. Find and underscore the main ideas in an assigned chapter.
2. ' rite a short sum.ua ry of the chapter from the underlined sentences.
3. Express an important idea in a concise and accurate sentence and
have other students find and read aloud the author's material on
this idea, '.here is the main idea usually located? Do the de-
tails explain or justify the main idea?
V, Heading to Grasp the Organization of Ideas
The ability to recognize the organization or relationship of ideas is one of
tne most important and valuable reading skills. As he sees relationships the
student is able to separate relevant from irrelevant ideas and to organize his
knowledge in such a way as to promote retention and ability to use the ideas
presented
.

yA. Outlining is one cf the most useful techniques for showing relation-
ship of ideas. This exercise may be introduced to a class in easy
steps. (1) The student is given an outline form to fill in. (This
outline includes multiple-choice statements for each heading and
each detail under tne mapor heading. The student indicates his
choices by underlining, the most desirable options). (2) Tne student
is given an outline form and asked to fill it in his own words. (3)
The student makes his o;vr. outline and compares it with those of other
members of the class. He may find it useful to put his main ideas
in the form of questions and determine which details contribute to
the answering of the question.
To provide for a wide range of abilities the teacher may wish to
diviwe the class into tnree groups and have them take the three steps
in outlining according to their ability and understanding.
VI . The Understanding of Principles
Then the reading of science material requires the understanding of important
principles, the student should be directed in his reading. He should know
that, such principles are generalizations of the basic information presented
and can be apolied to several situations. For example, the state. nent of the
principle tells why and its application shows how an experiment can be per-
formed. The reading of principles can be improved by following the steps
suggested for reading for* main ideas: (a) multiple-choice statements of the
principle (b) determining why alternative statements are inadequate, and (c)
stating the principle in the student's own words. Criteria for constructing
the statements and for determining their validity might be the following:
Does the statement tell how the principle works? Is it lacking in sufficient
information? Is it relevant? Is it accurate?
VII. Tne Following of Direction s
The science student needs to be especially aware of two steps in reading ma-
terial designed to give directions: the end to be achieved, and the steps to
be taken in sequence . Often a given experiment requires that the order of steps
be observed. The need for this can je .more readily seen by the student wnen
he has a cl or picture of the end to be achieved.
A. Read assigned directions with the students - call attention to tne way
the author indicates critical points by such phrases as: "After you
have done this" "At this point". Suggest that the student underline
these phrases and mentally review the steps to be taken. Discuss why
this order is stressed. .hat is its r lationship to the end to be
achieved?
3. Check understand in r of directions by multiple-choice items indicating
steps to be taken. For example, three choices may be indicated for
each step. The student underscores the correct one.
C. Problems may be presented in which, to arrive at the correct answer,
the student, must follow the steps of the directions in the required
order.
•Other suggestions for reading directions have been given in
Section 1 "Detailed, accurate Reading"
-V
VIII. The Understanding of Definitions
In approaching definitions, the reader's task is (1) to place it in its
general class (2) to note its similarities to this general group and (3)
to note the differences that make it unique. Essential grasp of the defini-
tion means that the student is able, not only to give a verbal account of
the definition but also to apply this information to a real situation or
under different conditions. In application the student should weigh each
characteristic as to the points listed above: i.e.
1. Does it fit the general classification?
2. Does it perform the defined function?
3. Does it contain the unique essential?
A. lien new definitions are encountered in science material, the teacher
will find it valuable to guide the student in taking the suggested
steps in reading. This exercise should be followed by problems re-
quiring the application of characteristics ana functions to new sit-
uations. For example, the student .night be asked to choose from a
list of statements those correct in the light of definition studies.
Or the student may be asked to give additional examples of the appli-
cation of the definition, giving reasons for his choice,
IX. The Reading and Interpretation of Graphic Materials
The reading; of science materials often requires accurate .interpretation of
graphs and tables. Some attention should be given to the development of
these skills. Since accurate interpretation presupposes some knowledge of
how the particular form was constructed, the student should have some ex-
periences in constructing the forms used in his text materials.
In reading a graph the student will need to note: (1) the variables used
and the unit in which they are expressed, (2) the relationship of these units,
and (3) the significance of these relationships. The student should under-
stand that the showing of relationships is the basic function of graphic
materials
. It is often helpful in developing this understanding to use
current graphic materials from newspapers and magazines for class examination
and discussion. Students may also experiment with the uses of various forms
in presenting essential information for class projects and reports.
In reading a table the students should be required to read carefully the title
and column headings, noting the relationship of one column to another. He
should be guided in answering these questions: (l) What is the general topic
of picture presented? (2) ‘..hat relationships are shown? (3) What is the
significance of these relationships? (4) .hat specific ideas or facts do we
require fer our particular purpose?
A. In understanding graphic materials specific questions may be used to
guide the student. As he gains proficiency in reading and interpret-
ing; such materials, many of the questions should depend upon a general-
ization of the facts and an interpretation of tneir significance. In
the latter type of question the student would be asked "what would
the value be?" rather than "That is the value of ?"
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B. In the study of labeled figures the student will find value in:
1. Referring to tne figure when it is discussed in the text.
2. Noting the various parts of the figure ana the captions used.
3. Having closed the book, try to visualize tne figure or draw it from
memory - compare with the original.
C. In reading the titles or determining the purpose of graphic material
the student is helped by putting the idea in his own words. He should
note the key to the meaning of different colors, lines etc. and locate
these on the graph. He should have frequent opportunities to explore
the possible information to be gained and to express these ideas in
his own words. For example, he may be encouraged to make a statement
concerning tendency to fluctuate, high and low points, or to locate a
number on the graph and from the lines and columns make a statement
concerning its position or importance.
D. In presenting information for reports or classroom projects. The
student should be encouraged to experiment with a variety of graphic
forms. Ample time should be given to class discussion of accuracy
and effectiveness of presentation.
X. Building Permanent Interests in tne Reading of Scientific Materials
Do your students have any real interests in the reading of science material
outside of class assignments? If you could look ten years ahead would you
find that they would be reading extensively in the field of science?
Science plays an increasingly important part in tne life of each student and
intelligent interest in its development should oe an important outcome of
science class. The science teacner snould be concerned, not only that the
student acquires essential information, but that he develops a permanent
and creative interest in science that will be reflected in his future
choice of reading materials.
How can this be accomplished? Chiefly by provision of an adequate and
stimulating background of experiences for reading.
*
A. Discover and Clarify the Experiences the Students have by :
1. Conferences with parents and former teachers
2. Analysis of previous school records
3. Informal conferences with the students
A. Pretests and background tests constructed by the teacher in the light
of concepts held essential to the understanding of materials to be
used.
5. Exploratory and informal class discussions
6. Student reports in which interests in science and previous courses
are discussed.
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B. Ad,iust Teaching to the Common Experience Levels of tne Students by :
1. Having introductory units which relate new materials to common
interests and experiences
2. hatching for expression of special interests and providing interesting
reading materials for such interests
3. Giving an overview1 of new ideas and their relationship to the
students life and interests.
C . Irovide Heeded Background of Experience by Use of :
1. 1 ictures, maps, charts, diagrams, graphs*
2. Recordings, the radio, oral reading by teacher and student
3. Still and motion pictures
4. Models, objects, specimens*
5. Field trips, excursions, special projects, independent reading and
research, experiments
D
.
Build Permanent Reading Interests by :
1. Having class discussions show how science plays an important part
in our daily living
2. Building an appreciation of great scientists ana their contribution
to mankind
3. Exposing tne student to a variety of interesting and challenging
science materials
4. Acquainting the student with reference aids necessary for wide reading.
5. Giving the student many informal opportunities to share his scientific
interests
Often these can be made or provided by the student, thus stimulating interest
and understanding.
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Book Co., 1946. Chap. VII "Reading in the Subject Fields."
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.
Bureau of Publications. Teachers
College, Columbia University, New York, 1935. Chap. XVI "On Reading
Scientific Material."
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Circle the words which are alike:
rather rabbit bather rather rattler ranger
cheese chess choose close choose cheer
please pleasure pleasant pheasant pleasure
treasure trail train trial treat trail
straight string streak straight strong straight
muddle middle needle muster middle midget
priced priceless prices priced pricing priced
crept creep crept creek crack creeps
shower showed shows showed showing shown
dripping drinking dripped drips drinking dripped
cluster clutter bluster duster closer bluster
prove proven proves proving provide prove
thought though through thought trough thought
This can be used for independent work and for oral practice. The
teacher can ask: which word in the first line begins with (the sound)
b, ends with (the sound) t, etc.
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VCircle the phrases which are alike:
1. in the garden in the garage into the garden in the garage.
2. under the apple tree near the apple tree
under the maple tree under the apple tree
.
3» playing in the year played in the yard plays in the sand
played in the road playing in the yard.
4. There were three hoys. They were three boys. Then there
were three. They wanted three boys. They i;ere three boys.
5. about the town clock around the town streets
above the tower clock above the tower clock.
Circle the like numbers in each row:
486 387 463 373 486 487 363
1053 1035 1153 1305 1530 1035 1350
6247 2647 6742 6247 6274 4627 7642
2910 9012 1209 2109 2910 2019 9201
8579 8597 9578 9758 8759 8597 9857
for independent or oral work
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The Earth We Live On - Baker
Harvey &, Higgins Delivery
The Ponies pp. 208-213
Write the word or words from this story which mean:
1. Beside the lake
2. Standing place in a barn
3* A piece of harness
4. Heating hard
5. The part of town where you live
6. More than two
7. People who work together
8. A thought
9. One who sells flowers
10. Very large
11. To keep looking
12 Something to look at
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Finding guide words in the dictionary:
Practice after instruction in finding the guide words in the
dictionary:
I. Find the following words in your dictionary. In the first blank
write the guide word which you find at the top of the page at
the left. It is the first word explained on the page.
In the second blank write the guide word which is given at the
top of the page at the right. It is the last word explained on
the page:
propeller
hangar
aviation
airdrome
wing
beacon
ceiling
bean
goggles
parachute
II*. The line below represents page 472 in a certain dictionary. Nest
and new are the guide words on the page. Underline the words in
the following list which would be found on this page of the
dictionary:
Jord First guide word Second guide word
nest new
lake
net
nerve
negro
nail
nettle
next
neutral
neglect
nesting
nestling
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VOCABULARY 3XERCI3BS II B (Sec. St.) Common and Specialized '.lords
Directions to student: Place the number of the meaning in Column II in front
of the word in Column I.
Column I
protocol
_diplomat
internat ional
attache
_ambassador
immune from customs
foreign policy
embassy
portfolio
cabinet
Column II
1. memorandum in government affairs used as a basis
for plans
2. a case of documents of state; functions of state
member
3. official representative of own country in foreign one
4. decisions of countries dealing with each other
*
5. one who conducts affairs between countries
6. does not pay duty on goods brought into country
7. between nations
8. member of ambassador's or diplomat's staff
9* advisory council
10. residence of ambassador or group of persons there
may or may not be specialized
delegate 1* a body of persons under common direction
diplomatic 2. one sent to act for another or a group
representative 3« relating to ways of conducting affairs between nations
corps
Below are a list of words. Many can be used in various fields of conversation.
Some apply to a special field.
Underline the common words or phrases used in many kinds of conversation.
1. diplomat
2. career
3. transport
4* secretary
5. edifice
6. delegate
7. diplomatic
8. protocol
9. international
10. attache
11. communications
12. ambassador
13. official
14. authority
15. convention
16. advisory
17. representative
18. emigrated
19. immune from customs
20. foreign policy
21. embassy
22. corps
23. post
24. portfolio
25. cabinet
Life Magazine, Aug. 13, 1945- PP 30
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After reading "The Festival in Athens" p.p.
list the interesting and new phrases found in the story.
following are samples:
wild-olive leaves
sandaled feet
wheeled ship of state
To the teacher:
Those which may be found
final dash
golden sunshine
holiday garments
the music died away
slow and wondering cows
prancing horses
dash to victory
like a sail
festival time
are
:
patches of color
glowed in the sunshine
gleaming templas
so glorious a land
proudly they rode
glorious temples
ideal of beauty
The
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This paragraph is from a famous speech by Daniel Jebster. It was given
in the United States Senate in 1330 when arguments first began between
the North and South.
Uhilc reading the paragraph, attempt to substitute the words or phrases
given bolow in order to make the meaning of the paragraph clear. If you
cannot find the correct meanings through fitting these words or phrases
into the paragraph, then you must use the dictionary.
"When my eyes shall be turned to behold for the last time the
sun in heaven, may I not see him shining on the broken and
dishonored fragments of a once glorious Union; on states
dissevered, discordant, belligerent; on a land rent with
civil feuds, or drenched, it may be, in fraternal bloodl
Let their last feeble and lingering glance, rather, behold
the gorgeous ensign of the republic, now known and honored
throughout the earth, still full high advanced, its arms
and trophies steaming in their original lister, not a
stripe erased or polluted, nor a single star obscured
—
bearing for its motto no such miserable interrogatory as,
’iifliat is all this worth?' Nor those other words of
delusion and folly, 'Liberty first and union afterwards’;
but everywhere, spread all over in characters of living
light, blazing on all its ample folds as they float over
the sea and over tho land, and in every wind under the
whole heavens, that other sentiment, dear to every true
American heart—Liborty AND Union, now and forever, one
and inseparable I"
see
pieces
cut apart
out of (tune, harmony)
roady to argue and fight
quarrels about government
broth orly
symbol (flag)
banners or evidence of victory
polish
soiled - stained
question
wrong bo lief
large
statement of feelings and belief
’ 8
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Beneath the Saddle Making America
1. What is the most exciting part of the story?
2. Whore did Nathan live?
3. i/hat old-fashioned words did Nathan and the soldiers use in talking?
4. Why was the Continental soldier so sad?
5. Find the paragraph which describes what is happening in tho
picture on p. 243
•
6. Why was Nathan's father not at homo?
7. How was the man to escape?
3. From reading the sentence tell tho meaning of each xvord:
p. 236 clatter p. 240 abruptly
object aught
isolated - away from others dispatch rider
hostile yonder
splinter sought to evado
latch ambush
dragoons desperate riding
p. 237 glimpse yielded
hesitated revealing
p. 233 snatches of conversation panel
searching fugitive
determine p. 242 tinder box
despito tho cold emerged
p. 239 hearth observed
mournful sound p. 243 singled out
snuffed the candles p • 244 inching upward
oblong packet
b• vi
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In each group put the number of the correct meaning on the space to the left
WORDS MEANINGS
.... 1* the eldest son
...• 2. Notebooks arc crammed
.... 3. the arduous burden of
state
•••• 4. the revolving chair
• . •
.
5
•
spac ious rooms
.... 6. a stately dome
.... 7* his fascinating hobbies
WORDS
1. very interesting
2. rich
3. turning around
4. largo
5. dignified
6. filled to overflowing
7. hard to boar
8. oldest
9. wisest
10. expensive
11. difficult to explain
MEANINGS
• • • •
• • f I
• m • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
1. studios were law, government
and ethics
2. his dumb-waiter
3. gadgets of all kinds
4. the highest ideals of
society
5. architect of democracy
6. betterment of mankind
1. destruction
2. an elevator for food and
other articles
3. goals to live up to
4. person without speech
5. small mechanical devices
6. planner or designer
7. levels
8. mathematics
9. study of right and wrong
conduct
10.
improvement
WORDS MEANINGS
.... 1. relax with some invention
•••• 2. foster the new idea
. • • 3* formulate a purpose
.... 4« contribute forty years
.... 5» Jefferson was interpreting
for himself
.... 6. he dedicated his life
.... 7» He was concerned with
1. explain
2. set apart for a purpose
3. state clearly
4. give
5. encourage
6. rest
7. put into writing
8. give serious thought to
9. live
10. consider
11. find a ncod for
-'
MAKING NEW WORDS
1. Place those syllables beforo the following words to
make other words which we use:
un dis re com do er
2. Add these syllables at the end of the words to make
other words which wo use:
ly ed s or or ing nent
Sample: charge charges recharge charged charging
1. lock
2. color
3. stand
4. place
5. visit
6. joy
7. interest
8. connect
9
.
print
10.
count
discharge
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Placo tho accont after tho corroct syllable:
municipal
equitable
dirigible
aviator
mischievous
Carribbean
accessories
acclimated
illustrate
coyoto
Himalayas
athlete
rodeo
corral
Shoshone
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Explain the following prefixes through your understandin
of the total meaning of thG word.
circumference circumnavigate
prevent precede predecessor
aut omobile automatic autobiography autograph
subtract subterranean subdue subscribe
biannual bipod bicycle
transact translate transfer transport
inaccurate insecure independent
disabled dislike disappear
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Put a chock after the word that means tho same:
1. Tumbled downstairs
walked
ran
jumped
fell
2. Across the marsh
pasture
desert
river
swamp
3. Allow me to help
call
send
permit
ask
4. Boast of burden
monster
animal
train
cause
5. Delay your answer
speed up
put off
emphasize
destroy
6. I dread the night
like
long for
fear
remember
7. Please forgive me
forget
admire
listen to
pardon
At that very instant
thought
idea
event
moment
9. Capture the thief
catch
hang
chase
fine
10. I am certain about it
sure
doubtful
curious
thankful
11. To violate the law
break
invite
amuse
encourage
12. Distribute the gifts
discard
pass out
put away
purehaso
13. Entertain your friond
visit
invite
amuse
encourage
14. His friond is false
not true
kind
stubborn
faithful
15- Won’t you inquire
look
ask
cry
hurry
/.
.
- *****
Rewrite the paragraph using words supplied at the bottom of the page
in place of those underlined.
"Uncle Sam is not merely a tax collector and policeman. He
is the partner of every citizen engaged in legitimate pro-
ductive activities. He does myriad things to increase and
better the product of field, of mine, and of mill. His
experts are constantly engaged in solving the vexatious
problems of industry, of agriculture, and of commerce.
He fosters new enterprises, introduces new crops, and
opens up new markets. He improves facilities of communi-
cation and transportation. He protects the weak against
the strong and unscrupulous . He safeguards the lives and
health of his people. He encourages inventive genius
and provides wonderful educational opportunities in a
hundred lines. In short, he does everything that human
intelligence can conceive to make this a better country
in which to live, to improve living standards and condi-
tions, and to add to the sum total of happiness and
prosperity.
He does a thousand things in a thousand ways—and he does
them all for you. He served your fathers and your fathers'
fathers, and he will continue to serve you and your children
and your children's children. He is the unselfish, un-
defeated champion of liberty.
He is your Uncle Sam.''
encourage
creative
winner
troublesome
honest
an immense number
dishonest
full
think of
the instruments (the means)
talent
trade
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Comprehension Exercise
Read the following passage to remember Dr* Einstein’s opinions . Reread if you wish
and have time to do so. After six or seven minutes of study of the passage you will
be given a test to see how many of Dr. Einstein's opinions you remember.
DR. EINSTEIN ON THE ATOMIC BOMB
(from Reader 1 s Digest . December 1945)
The release of atomic energy has not created a new problem. It has merely made
more urgent the necessity of solving an existing one. As long as there are sover-
eign nations possessing great power, war — soon or late — is inevitable. That was
true before the atomic bomb was made, \\hat has been changed is the destructiveness
cf war.
Pei haps two thirds of the people of the earth would be killed in a war fought
with the atomic bomb. Civilization would not be wiped out, for enough men capable
of thinking, and enough books, would be left to start again, and civilization could
be restored. Nevertheless, the urgency of preventing such a war is clear,
I do not believe that the secret of the bomb should be given to the Soviet
Union. I do not believe it should be given to the United Nations Organization.
Either course would be like a man with capital, who wants another man to work with
him on some enterprise, starting out by simply giving that man half of his money.
The other man might choose to start a rival enterprise, when what is wanted is his
cooperation.
The secret of the bomb should be committed to a world government, and the United
States should immediately announce its readiness to give it to a world government.
This government should be founded by the United States, the Soviet Union and Great
Britain, the only three powers with great military strength. All three should commit
to this world government all of their military strength. The fact that there are
only three nations with great military power should make it easier, rather than
harder, to establish such a government.
Since the United States and Great Britain have the secret of the atomic bomb
and the Soviet Union has not, they should invite the Soviet Union to prepare and
present the first draft of a constitution of the proposed world government. That
will help dispel the distrust of the Russians, which they already feel because the
bomb is being kept a secret chiefly to prevent their having it. Obviously the first
draft would not be the final one, but the Russians should be made to feel that the
world government will assure them their security.
It would be wise if this constitution were to be negotiated by a single Amer-
ican, a single Briton and a single Russian. They would have to have advisers, but
these advisers should advise only when asked. I believe three men can succeed in
writing a workable constitution acceptable to them all. Six or seven men, or more,
probably would fail.
After the three great powers have adopted a constitution, the smaller nations
should be invited to join the world government. They should be free to stay out,
but I am sure they would wish to join. Naturally they should be entitled to propose
changes in the constitution. But the Big Three should organize the world government,
whether the smaller nations join or not.
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This world government would have power over all military matters, and only
one further power. That is to interfere in countries where a minority is oppressing
a majority and thus creating the kind of instability that leads to war. Conditions
such as exist in Argentina and Spain should be dealt with. There must be an end
to the concept of nonintervention, for to end it is part of keeping the peace.
The establishment of this world government must not have to wait until the same
conditions of freedom are to be found in all three of the great powers. V.hile it is
true that in the Soviet Union the minority rules, I do not consider that internal
conditions there are of themselves a threat to world peace. One must bear in mind
that the people in Russia did not have a long political education, and changes to
improve Russian conditions had to be carried through by a minority for the reason
that there was no majority capable of doing it.
It should not be necessary, in establishing a world government with a monopoly
of military authority to change the internal structures of the three great powers.
It would be for the three individuals who draft the constitution to devise ways for
their different structures to be fitted together for collaboration.
Do I fear the tyranny of a world government? Of course I do. But I fear still
more the coming of another war or wars. Any government is certain to be evil to
some extent. But a world government is preferable to the far greater evil of atomic
wars. If such a world government is not established by a process of agreement, I
believe it will come anyway, and in a much more dangerous form. For wars will end
in one power being supreme and dominating the rest of the world by its overwhelming
military strength.
If one of the following statements is True, put a T in the blank space before the
statement. If it is False, put an F in the blank space. If Mr. Einstein expressed
no opinion in the matter, put a 0 in the blank space.
In Einstein's opinion
1. The secret of the atomic bomb should not be given to the United Nations
Organization.
2, Civilization would be wiped out if there were another war.
3. A new world government should be given the atomic bomb secret.
4. All three of the great powers, working together, should make the first
draft of a constitution for a new world government.
5. Smaller nations should be forced to join a world state.
6. Intervention in minority disputes is necessary to prevent war.
7. The United Nations Organization will fail to function.
8. World government is in itself dangerous.
9. World government must control all military matters.
.......10. The next war will start in Argentina or Spain.
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Comprehension Exercise
Read the following passage to note especially the author's organization of his
ideas. In each section note his main idea and the points which he brings out to
support each idea.
THE STATUS OF THE NEGRO
No element of Southern society, of course, was so shaken up by the Civil War
and its aftermath as the slaves. On the day of emancipation, they stood free but
empty-handed, the owners of no tools or property, generally the masters of no trade
and wholly inexperienced in the arts of self-help that the whites as a rule possessed
They had never been accustomed to looking out for themselves. The plantation bell
had called them to labor and released them at the close of the day. Doles of food
and clothing had been regularly handed to them in given quantities.
Now that they were "free,"’ they generally chose one of four courses. In many
cases they remained with their former masters in their cabins, presumably working
for daily wages instead of food, clothing, and shelter as before. But as few masters
had cash to dispense, the new relation was in truth much like the old. The planters
still offered only food, clothing, and shelters; the freed men gave their labor in
return. That was the best many could do. On the other hand, thousands who did not
want to remain in this condition fled from the plantation to the nearest town or city,
or to the distant North, to seek employment and pay. This was the second choice.
A third choice open to freed men was that of renting land from the former master^
paying him usually with a share of the crops produced. On such terms a large number
became tenants. Besides offering him a chance to acquire land in time, this method
meanwhile gave to the renter, to a certain extent at least, a control over his own
hours of labor. The fourth and most difficult path for freed men was that which led
to actual ownership of land. Often a generous master helped his ex-slaves to purchase
small holdings on easy terms. The more enterprising and the most fortunate, who
started as wage-earners or tenants, made their way upward to ownership.
Yet in spite of all that was done, negroes continued to stand on a peculiar
footing in the South and indeed in all parts of the country. They were almost en-
tirely excluded from voting in the Far South. Throughout the Southern states, special
rooms were set aside for them in the railway stations and special cars on the trains.
When they tried to enter industry, they were often blocked by trade unions, if they
were not defeated by their woeful lack of skill and technical training.
Complete the partial outline below by filling in brief topics wherever there is
a blank space.
I. Handicaps of the newly emancipated negro
A
B.
C.
III.
C.
D,
Continued discrimination against
the negro
II. A.
A. Worked for their old masters B.
B C.
">W
Comprehension Exercise -4-
FOREIGN TRADE OF THE UNITED STATES
1913-1936
1. In what year did imports total 3 billions of dollars?
2. Between 1913- 1936 did the United States imports exceed the United States
exports?
3. In what year did exports reach their peak?
4. By how much did exports exceed imports in 1921?
5. What was happening to the relative relationship between exports and import
during the year 1921-22?
Graph from Economics: Basic Principles and Problems - Rudolf Michels
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oComprehension Exercise
In this exercise keep your senses alert to all the sights and sounds and
feelings which the poet is trying to put into his poem. Also try to understand
what the poem means. A clue to the meaning may be found in the title.
BROTHERS
Noon in the park A tropic sun
Dazzles with light and chokes with heat.
Sleepers about you .... Notice one
Stretching his length on a wooden seat.
His face is blotched and puffy and seared.
Sweat drips from the clammy skin;
Flies romp on a stubble of beard,
—
A bundle of dirt with a soul therein.
Noon at the club.... A welcome shade
Dulls the light and cools the heat.
Gentleman seated.... Lemonade
Dashed with cognac and something sweet.
Arms hanging limply down,
Feet tapping the polished floor....
Yawning and stretching.... No one in town....
Not a soul.... What a beastly borel
Elias Lieberman
1.
Copy a phrase which appeals to one of the senses other than the sense
of sight.
2.
Copy a phrase which creates the impression of luxury.
3,
Copy two similar phrases which indicate the contrast the poet wishes to
make
.
4.
State the idea the poet wishes the reader to take from the poem
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Comprehension Exercise
-6-
In reading the materials of science, accuracy in noting details is of prime im-
portance. Read the following passage with this purpose in mind. Read it more
than once if necessary. Then, without looking back, try to answer the questions.
STOPPING TIME
With microscopes and telescopes, science has conquered space, making it
possible for man's feeble eyesight to pierce the mysteries of things unimaginably
small or far away. And now, much later than these instruments, science has
developed another, the modern stroboscope, which freezes the swiftest motions while
they are still going on, and seems able to stop time itself.
The modern stroboscope is a device for producing extremely short flashes of
a very bright light at regular and controllable intervals of time. The strobo-
scope which Professor Edgerton shone upon the fan blade marked "M.I.T." produces
flashes of light only five-millionths of a second long - five thousand times faster
than a human wink. And by turning a knob and reading a dial it can be made to
flash anywheres from 600 up to 14,400 times a minute. Even the rapidly revolving
fan blade, during such a super-wink as five-millionths of a second, will move only
a few ten-thousandths of an inch. Now if the light is made to flash 1100 times per
minute- just as many times per minute as the fan blade is revolving — the light
will always catch the blade marked "M.I.T." at exactly the same spot, and the letter
will not only become visible but will appear to be motionless. And what are actual-
ly 1100 separate images a minute, we see blended into only one because our eyes are
able to retain the image of things for a brief moment after they have disappeared.
1.
What is the purpose of the stroboscope?
2.
During any one flash, how long is the light of the stroboscope actually on?
3.
How many revolutions per minute is the fan making?
4.
How many revolutions does the blade make between flashes?
5.
In importance, to what does the author compare the stroboscope?
Adapted from How to Read in Science and Technology - Howland, Jarvie and Smith
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Coraprehension Exercise
The following passage is adapted from a part of Chapter I of a recent novel#.
Read it carefully.
Your PURPOSE is to learn all you can about the character who is being intro-
duced.
At half past seven George got up, put out his blue serge suit (the one reserved
for big events), and shaved with especial care, scanning meanwhile the cheerful
headlines of the paper propped against the mirror, and noting with approval, when-
ever he looked beyond it, the misty promise of a fine summer day. By eight he was
at the breakfast table, eating ham and eggs and exchanging good-humored chatter
with Annie, the elderly "help" who looked after the house and did her best to over-
feed him during his wife's absence; by nine he was at his desk, composing an article
for the Browdley and District Guardian
,
which he owned and edited. He did not write
easily as a rule, but this time the phrases came on a wave of exhilaration, for
though he had a few private doubts that the Treaty of Versailles was all it should
be, he was prepared to give the future the benefit of them, the more so as it was
natural for him to give the future the benefit of anything. Anyhow by ten George
had composed a suitable editorial; noon saw him at the railway station to welcome
Lord Winslow; by one o'clock he had made a short speech at the Town Hall luncheon;
and by a quarter to two he was in his seat on the improvised dais at the corner of
Mill Street, blinking in the sunshine and beaming his satisfaction to the four winds,
one of which, then prevalent, wafted back the concentrated smell of Browdley'
s
industries. But George did not mind that — indeed, it was the remembered perfume
of his childhood, of days spent on the banks of the canal that threaded its way
between factory walls, taking waste water hot from each one, so that a fog of steam
drifted over the surface and spread a low-hanging reek of oil, chemicals, and
machinery. Waiting on the platform for the ceremony to begin, George sniffed and
was happy
George's face was also typically English (which means, perhaps, nothing more
than that he might have passed, in their respective countries, for a Dane, a
Norwegian, a Swede, a German, or a Norman-Frenchman, but not so easily for an
Italian, a Greek, or a Spaniard); at any rate, he was blue-eyed and ruddy-cheeked,
the mouth expanding into smiles of shy benevolence as greetings came from the crowd,
the chin steady and square, with none of the false dynamism of the acute angle.
George, at thirty-five, was a good-looking man, if one cared to call him that, but
he seemed to merit some solider adjective than could be applied equally to youthful
film actors and tennis champions; there was a touch of earthiness in him that
matched well with his wide shoulders and strong hands and genial provincial burr.
It was a quiet, almost a humorous touch, behind which, in a sort of ambush, there
lurked ambitions and determinations that had already left their mark on Browdley.
The following statements are all true. Copy from the passage above a phrase
or sentence which best supplies proof in each case of the truth of the statement.
1. George is a healthy, vigorous man.
2. He is an optimistic man.
3. He is a man whom other people like.
4. He is a forceful man.
*So Well Remembered - James Hilton
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Comprehension Exercise
Your purpose is to decide upon the main idea or central thought of each of the
following paragraphs. Read each paragraph and check the idea in the list below
which best expresses the central idea of the paragraph.
Millions of automobiles were on the highways, their owners in pursuit of
business and pleasure. Every newspaper and magazine was filled with the advertis-
ing of new and improved products of industry. People who had money spent it freely.
Banks loaned freely and stores were liberal with credit. Millions of people and
business firms went far into debt, lulled by the belief that the future years would
bring only profits. Leaders in business and politics gave interviews and wrote
articles in which they assured the country that business would continue to improve
and that no one need worry about the future. In the summer of 1929 the United State
appeared to be more prosperous than at any time in her history.
In 1929 there were many new products of industry.
In 1929 people spent too much money.
In 1929 people had to be reassured about their worries.
In 1929 the country had an overall appearance of prosperity.
Not everyone realized that many of the factories which were running full blast
were producing more goods than they could sell at once and were storing up huge sur-
plus stocks of goods. The plight of the farmer, which we have discussed, went al-
most unheeded. So strong was hope for the future that the low incomes of millions
of families attracted little attention. Studies showed that the average family of
four had an income of only about $1300 per year, whereas several hundred dollars
more than that was necessary to "maintain health and decency." That several million
willing workers walked the streets without jobs seemed to worry few people except
the unemployed themselves.
Many people did not have enough money to live decently.
Few people recognized signs of economic danger.
Everyone in the country was optimistic.
Factories were running full blast, but there were still many unemployed.
Many Americans dreamed of becoming rich. The stocks and bonds issued by
various American industries were purchased in the stock market, and the public began
to buy these in large numbers, in anticipation of future profits. The result was
that the price of stocks and bonds increased very rapidly. Often one who bought
a few thousand dollars' worth of stock in a company saw it become worth a great
deal more within a few weeks. Thousands of Americans began to gamble heavily in the
stock market. Instead of paying the actual value of a stock, based upon the pro-
fits being made by an industry, they were led to pay unreasonably high prices in
the hope of reselling their stocks at a handsome profit,
Vlaves of such speculation had previously been followed by "panics" or a pro-
longed depression. But so confident were many people that America had discovered
the secret of continuous prosperity that warnings fell on unheeding ears.
Over-speculation produces depression.
People purchased stocks and bonds in large volume.
.....Americans began to speculate wildly.
Many people got rich on the stock exchange.
Adapted from America's Progress in Civilization - George Freeland and James
Truslow Adams
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Comprehension Exercise
TRICKSTER OF THE WINTER MASTERS
Adapted from The Reader 1 s Digest , March 1946
1. A snow shoe rabbit usually lives out the whole of his small, quick life on
a very small patch of earth. From the day he is born, as a small brown baby
in a family of three or four in a nest in a stump or a leaf-lined hollow,
until the day he dies, he may never leave the one big tamarack swamp where he
was born. The snowshoe rabbit is not a particularly intelligent animal; he
does not stay at home because he is wise in strategy. He simply escapes his
enemies mostly by the speed with which he can run. He also changes his color
with the seasons and fools his enemies because they cannot see him. Thus he
does not need to move away from his home.
2. The snowshoe rabbit has another name: Wabasso, a north-woods Indian name.
Wabasso has no fear of starvation when the snow lies deep. He can live not
only on clover and grass and leaves but on very nearly anything else. Snow-
shoe rabbits eat poplar bark, willow bark, birch baTk. In a pinch they can
even eat cedar and spruce - eat it in such quantities that their own flesh
tastes of rosin if human beings shoot them and try to eat them. There are
even records of snowshoe rabbits who stole the frozen meat from traps set for
other animals and ate that.
3. Wabasso is brown in summer so he may hug the earth and "disappear" - white
in winter so he may hug the snow and similarly vanish. It was long supposed
that the actual color of the hairs changed, with the passing of autumn into
winter, as a human being's hair gradually silvers with the passing of his years.
Wabasso’ s change, however, is in fact the changing of one coat for another. If
a snowshoe rabbit loses a tuft of his hair in the fall, the new fur which grows
in is white, although winter may be weeks away. On the other hand, in the early
spring, if there is a lost tuft, it is replaced with a patch of brown. This
ability to change his coat in order to protect himself is Wabasso’ s most inter-
esting habit.
4. Wabasso’ s big feet are very useful to him, especially in winter. They are
something like twice as big as a jack rabbit's or a cottontail’s. The toes
do not grow close together; instead they are widespread. As winter comes, new
white fur begins to grow on the rabbit’s feet, until finally by snowtime, it
has "feathered" them into broad, soft, light pads that can carry him over the
most powdery drifts without sinking. Where the door may get stalled and even
a great stilt-legged moose bog down, the small snowshoe rabbit can go his fleet
way, making his great ten-foot bounds, and only touch the drifts. He can also,
should the need arise, swim as powerfully as though he carried a pair of
paddles.
5. Nevertheless, Wabasso has a hard time, and he is very often killed. He has
many enemies, such as the hawk, the owl, the lynx, the fox, dogs, and men.
He is also often killed by parasites which grow in his own body, so that if he
escapes all his outside enemies, he still will die in great numbers every
winter. Although a great many snowshoe rabbits are born each year, for rabbits
have large families, there are never so very many who survive all the dangers
which they have to face in their uncertain life in the north woods.
1
Comprehension Exercise
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EXERCISES FOR RECOGNITION OF MAIN IDEAS
Type 1
Paragraph 1 - Read the paragraph and select the best of the following
headlines for the paragraph:
A. Snowshoe rabbit born in big tamarack swamp
B. Snowshoe rabbit rarely leaves home
C. Great speed makes snowshoe rabbit safe
D. Snowshoe rabbit does not live long
Type 2
Paragraphs 1-5- Select the correct main idea for each paragraph. Write
the number of the paragraph on the dotted lin'e. You will
use only five of the ten ideas.
.... Wabasso's change of color is a curious way of making his
life safer.
.... The snowshoe rabbit is not very wise.
.... The snowshoe rabbit can keep alive on many kinds of foods.
.... Wabasso's big feet make travelling in the winter easy.
.... Wabasso can run faster than a deer because of his big feet.
.... Rabbits have large families because so many of them die.
.... The snowshoe rabbit spends most of his life near where he
was born.
.... Snowshoe rabbits often eat foods which affect the taste of
their own flesh.
.... The fur of Wabasso changes color twice a year.
.... Snowshoe rabbits are always in danger of losing their lives.
Type 3
Idea line. Fill in main ideas.
I. II. III • IV.
A. Is born and A. Eats clover, A. Brown in summer A. Widespread toes
dies in same grass, leaves and white in B. Feathered pads
swamp B. Also eats all winter C. Powerful paddle
B. Escapes enemies kinds of bark B. Mo change in for swimming
by speed and C. Even eats meat color of hair
change of color from traps
C.
.cself
Change of one
coat to another
Type 4
Directions: Write a headline for each paragraph of the story. Do not ex-
ceed ten words.
Type 5
Find and underline the topic sentence of each paragraph. The topic sentence
is not always the first sentence.
Type 6
The topic sentence has been omitted from each of these paragraphs. Below is a
list of the topic sentences, plus two which do not fit any paragraph. Find a
suitable topic sentence for each paragraph and write it in.
Type 7
Topic sentences have been omitted in these paragraphs. Write in a suitable
sentence of your own for each paragraph.
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Comprehension Exercise
PARAGRAPHS Durrell
1. If you went on a visit to a house in the country and wanted to write about the
trip, how would you arrange the following things which you saw:
horse, cow, hickory, pig, maple, chairs, stove, sheep, oak, pine, dog,
table, walnut, cupboard, rabbits.
2. Could you put these into two paragraphs?
violin, baseball, guitar, basketball, mandolin, saxophone, football,
skiing, clarinet, skating, trombone, tobogganing, swimming, cornet,
oboe, sailing, tuba, canoeing.
3. Here are the scrambled materials for two paragraphs. How would you put them
together?
diamond, iron, gold, brass, marble, granite, platinum, ruby, copper.
4. Here are the scrambled materials for two more paragraphs. How would you put
them together?
plowing, get dressed, harvesting, go to school, cultivating, lunch,
planting, breakfast, harrowing, wake up, go to bed.
5. Which of these three titles is the best one for this paragraph?
Canoes
Indian Life
Indian Canoes
The Indians made many different kinds of canoes. Some were made of skins
stretched over a frame of wood. Other tribes made their canoes of birch bark
sewed to a wooden frame and covered with pitch or tar. Indians on the west
coast made dug-out canoes. These were made from cedar logs and were sometimes
a hundred feet long.
6. What is the best title for this paragraph?
Canoeing is not dangerous if you know how to handle the canoe. The first
thing to do is to i keep the canoe steady when you get in. Always step into
the middle and get down close to the bottom of the canoe as soon as you can.
Passengers should sit on the bottom rather then on a seat high in the canoe.
It is risky to change seats or to stand up. Don't change your balance quickly
by reaching for things over the side. If the canoe tips over, remember to
stay near it rather than swim away, since the canoe will float and you can
hold on to it.
7. What is the best title for this paragraph?
There are many ways to propel a canoe. The usual way is to paddle it with
single blnded paddle. A double-ended paddle is more efficient, since power is
not lost in steering the canoe. If your canoe is fitted with a sail and you
know how to handle it safely, a good breeze is the quietest and best power for
a canoe. A small out-boarc; motor makes more noise, but it is a good way for a
lazy man to go places. A large fish on the end of a line might provide good
power, but he might decide to go in the wrong direction.
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Comprehension Exercise
RECALL TEST
Testing your Accuracy in Measurement^
There are very many trades, professions, and industries in which it
is necessary to measure in one form or another. But it is not true
that all measurements must be equally accurate. In carpentry, for
example, measurements are made to the nearest l/l6 of an inch, or to
the nearest 1/32 of an inch, and in special cases to the nearest l/64
of an inch. Machinists' steel scales, however, show inches divided
into 64ths and into lOOths. With special instruments machinists often
measure to the nearest thousandth of an inch. Standard guages used in
many industries will measure to one-millionth of an inch. In some
scientific work even greater accuracy is desirable.
How accurately should you learn to measure with any given scale? The
answer is that in careful work the error should not be larger than
the smallest unit, or even one half of the smallest unit, of the scale .
Thus, if the smallest division on your inch scale is l/l6 inch, the
error in careful work should not be larger than 1/16 inch, and after
some practice you should be able to keep the error down to l/32 inch.
If you use a centimeter scale, the error should not be larger than one
millimeter or, better still, than one half of a millimeter.
1/ Betz, Wm. Basic Mathematics. Ginn, 1942.
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